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ABSTRACT
The existence of a thermally cornfortable domestic living envilonment is important for a
healthy a1d productive life. In Balgladesh, the use of artificial nlears of cnvironmental
coltrol to achieve irrdoor comfort is not viable for reasons of increased energy costs vis a
vis national economy. The problem has to be addressed through appropriate design of
builtlings that promote thermal comfort through its natural interaction with the outdoor
environment.
This thesis focuses on indoor cornfort in urban housing, present day trends ilr the desigu of
which often result itr indoor conditions which are overheated for a rnajor part of the year'
This is tluough two rnain areas of corcem. Firstly, the detennination of envitorunental
conditions that are percieved as comfortable by the occupants of such housing, secoldly the
abitity of different kirrds of urban houses to meet these conditions'
The inquiry o1 thermal comfort draws frorn the results of a field survey carried out with
occupants of urban housing where the environmental variables that correspoud to dilfferent
thermal sensations were recorded over a period of time. the analysis identifies the range of
conditions that are percieved as comfortable by rnost of the people' These conditions are
then compared with thermal data from different types of urban houses recorded in them for
short periods in the three different seasons and also with the occupants general opiflions on
comfort in their oum houses. Comparisons between different houses are nrade to identify
desigrr features that influence thermal behaviour and contribute to comfort. These features
are used as a basis for cornputer based parametric studies using the thermal simulation
programme SPIEL to evaluate the isolated effects of each'
The conclusions are concemed with design features in urban houses which promote indoor
comfort. The results of the analysis identifies considerations pertaining to choice of site,
building constructiol, orientation, and exposure of surfaces as the primary material' The
resultiug recourmendations that are a frrnction of design tasks also include lneans that may
be adopted to promote passive cooling.
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CHAPTERONE
Introduction, Definition of the Problem and
Approach to Investigation
r. INTRODUCTION, Df,FINTTION OF THT' PROBLEM AND APPROACIT TO
IT\TVESTIGATION
l.L lntroduction: Design, Climate and Comfort.
A building is the three dimensional manifestation of a logical and rational thought process
supported by adequate teohnical knowledgb and familiarity with the context. In the words of
the Indian architect Charles Correa, the architecture of a place is shaped by influences of
technology, aspirations, culture and climate. Relative to all others climate is a constalrt and
rurchanging factor ( I ).
*b@#T
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'fu,Fig 1.1. hrfluences in Architecture (after Charles Correa)
To provide a comfortable living environment is an important purpose of architecttue.
Comfort, Iike architecture is influenced by the same forces. There are the aqpirations of
comfort often different from the achievable. Technical intervention provides the means to
achieve comfort, often with the use of energy consuming devices and at a price (at times to
the environment) which raises aspirations. Cultural conditioning and social attitude
influence notions of comforl. Acclimatisation to the climate of a place influerces comforl
and differences in climate result in different adaptations to it (2)(3)(4).
The search for and the attainment of comfort has been the driving force for man, the builder
throughout history. The igloo, the Mongol yurt, the sun break of the Kalahari tribesr:nen all
reco8nise the effect of the outdoor on comfort (and survival) and seek to modify it.
Traditional structures all over the world demonstrate attempts at modifying the ratural
environment (5). Classical treatises on building desigr such as by Vitruvius, Alberti and
Culn r-
@a*w*1
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Palladio all refer to the importance of environmental consideratiol and desoribe methods in
fair detail. (6X7X8). T\e vedas allld shastras ofthe Lrdian Sub Continent have references to
designing buildings for health and comfort as early as 8000 BC with specific guidelines (9).
Fig 1.2. Traditional responses to climate
Building design rnethods in the modem world have iunumerable references to texts
describing methods and means to achieve desirable indoor environmental qualities. The
dcvelopments in techlology have made it possible to quantify both the problem and the
solutions. Comfort can be defined in terms of desirable figures ofthe physiological persolal
and environmental variables and means are available to achieve the same inside buildings.
The involvement of designers with these issues often ignore the individual occupant and tle
practicalities ofbuilding design in favour of accounting for numbers (10). The deterministic
nature of the technicalities separates mainstream architecture from environmental issues
whereas they are one and the same (l lX12).
In developing societies the problem of indoor comfort is still very much a problem of
design. Economic considerations do not allow the use of mecharrical means to control
indoor environments arrd the creation of liveable indoor environments is the task of the
designer and requires considerations ofthe building's lespouse to the ratural climate besides
structural and service requirements (13). Although comfort requirernents for people in such
societies like any other can be defined within fixed values of environmental variables, indoor
conditions are less accommodating. Because free running buildings interact with variations
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in outdoor conditions the indoors are often often warmer or cooler than the thresholds of
comfort.
Comfort requirements of people in wanner environments such as in most developing
countries show a tolerance for higher temperatures (1a)(15). Buildings in Bangladesh,
however, do not always meet comfort requirements and given the climate of the corurtry,
indoor conditions are usually wanner than comfortable.
Fig 1.3. Traditional and modern houses in Bangladesh
The building design and construction process in Bangladesh is still very much infonnal as
compared to developed as well as other developing countries. The building co,iles are in the
process of incorporating specific s1yi16nmefltal requirements (16). Designers rely on
knowledge gained from experience and on speculation. Where the designer is a formally
trained architect (of which there are about 400 in a country of 110 million) the input is
zupplemented by qualified knowledge. The knowledge. of experience on the part of the
architect is more of cause and effect. The effect is apparent in existing situations but the
causes can be many.
Simple understandings of what is happening, and why is it so, offers the potential of more
educated choices. Indoor environments in buildings with different design characteristics are
different, the urban context add a further dimension to the problem of comfort through its
microclimate. Given the scope of manipulation of design elements, choices that will result in
indoor conditions that are closer to comfort preferences detennine the habitability of
houses. The final verdict is of course, with the occupants themselves.
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1.2. Definition of the problem: Comfort in urban housing
In a country where the ordinary population have always accepted tle often disastrous
effects of nature as inevitable the question why is it hot in the summer? is a question which
does not necessarily require an answer. What is important is the rnodification of the indoor
environment to achieve a sifuation as close as possible to comforl. Certain principles are
followed without Questioning their basis. S{rading from the sun, orientation to the wind etc.
What results such actions provide are also accepted in the same spirit of inevitability.
There is little in the way of published knowledge about the environmental characteristics of
urban housing in Bangladesh, but it is common knowledge that in summer incloor:
temperafures are often above comfort levels. It is also obvious to those who have some
knowledge about building construction and are familiar with different kinds of buildings,
that some houses are more comfortable than others. The results of ttre occupant survey
regarding the state of comfort in their own homes at the beginning of chapter 5 identifies
aspects of house desiga that have a bearing on indoor comfort at different times of the year.
Climate and design strategy for comfort.
Considering the overall climate of the country i.e. the range of tenrperatures and relative
humidities and its relationship to established comfort criteria the emphasis is on cooling for
most of the year. Daytime conditions for the cool period are within the comfort zone and in
both the hot dry and hot humid periods the outdoors are waflner. The reqponse of the
occupants in this regard show that there are more incidences of comfortable occupancy in
the hot humid periods than the hot dry. The temperatures in the humid periods are slightly
lower and although humidities are higher the state of comfort seems to be unaffected by it.
Comfort responses of the people.
Acclimatisation to a climate where there is e4posure to high temperatures and very high
humidities for most of the year support the notion that the comfort responses of the people
are adjusted to such conditions (2X3X4X13XI4). This is further reinforced by the
reqponses of tle occupant survey where the people reported more instances of comfortable
occupancy than zuggested by a straightforward cornparison of the climate with generalised
2o
comfort criteria (fig 1.a). Comfortable occupancy ofthe houses are also affected by air flow
and radiation, the exposure to which vary under different conditions.
Fig 1.4. The comfort zone for warm climates (after Olryay and Koenigsberger and adjusted
r sedentary work and summer clothing) and local clirnate
Housing design and comfort
The building is a moderator of the outdoor environment and varying design features
contribute to different indoor environments. Of the types of houses that exist in the urban
areas some are more comfortable than others because of such variations in design and also
because of the context of the site.
The occupant survey provides clues as to the design features that may add to comfortable
occupancy. Structures with higher thermal mass by way of wall thickness seem to be more
comfortable. Conditions of exposure to the exteriors also seem to influence indoor comfort.
Houses on ground and intermediate floors are cooler than corresponding top floors where
the roof is exposed to solar radiation. Orientation by way of exposure to radiation and air
flow influences indoor comfort. The occupants identify openness of the site as a contributor
to comfort
Internal arrangements of houses contribute to the problem of warmer interiors, particularly
because of heat gain from the kitchen. Wrereas the outdoor temperatures in the cool period
are conducive to comfortable occupancy, the occupants, have felt cold on occasion.
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Comfort is related to occupancy patterns of the households and the times and location of
l.2.l.Issues arising
Thermal comfort in Bangladesh
In order to assess comfort in urban houses, it is important fust, to evaluate the conditions
that are perceived as comfortable by the pedple. The occupant reqponses to comfort in their
oram homes suggest that the comfort responses are indeed influenced by the local climate.
Studies on comfort in different clirnates and in climates similar to Bangladesh suggest
tolerance of higher temperatures and high relative humidities for comfort (4X13X14) than
cooler climates and provides the basis for a comfort evaluation of local people.
Design and Comfort.
It is evident that certain features of housing design contribute to iildoor comfort while other
aggravate them. No single feature acts ilr isolation as a determinant of indoor conditions,
they aie a result of combinations where some may have more influence than others. The
iszue of desiguilg for comfort needs to identify the features that have positive effects and
optimise their application.
1.3. Approach to the investigation
Aim.
The investigation has two main aims:
1. To identrfy the snvirsnmental conditions that are perceived as comfortable by people
2. To identify elements of housing deslgn that promote comfort indoors'
Setting the context
The general background of housing in Bangladesh is the preamble to the strrdy on therrnal
behaviour and comfort conditions. The emphasis is on urban housing, its typology in terms
of architecfural vocabulary and form.. Materials and construction methods with regard to
influence on savirsnmental behaviour. Current design trends and their environment
mod.ifying features are source material for detailed investigation. Traditional housing and
living pattems provide references of natural adaptation to the environment'
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The climate provides the environmental oontext for builtling design. The focus is on urban
climate in different parts of the country. The analysis is based on the individual
characteristics of the different regions, each represented by the climate of a major city. The
analysis of the climate in relation to comfort criteria is the basis for tletermining an
slvironmental strategy for building design. Its realisation is through the application of
techniques in the design process. The comfort potential of a building may be supplemented
by the adaptation of design strategies that plomote cooling as a natural process. A review of
passive cooling techniques applied in warm climates, ,,vith particular reference to their
applicability for the desigr of buildings in Bangladesh is the context for a clirnate conscious
design process.
Comfort Evaluation (field investigation)
The most credible approach to identifting comfort conditions is the acttal measurement of
it. Investigation of comfort for local subjects is through the analysis of field data collected
through recorded comfort observations,from people living in urban housing. The analysis
has reference to other studies on thermal comfort in warm climates as well as the
background of definitions and measures of comfort.
Thermal and Comfort evaluation of Urban Housing (field investigations)
With the background of comfort evaluation for the region, the actual thermal conditions in
urban housing examples form the basis for an understanding of their thermal peiforrnance
and its relationship to comfort. From the tlpologies described in the review of urban
housing, examples that describe the basic variations are identified and selected for detailed
observations. The sfudy of thermal conditions and comfort arepreceded by the analysis of
the survey of occupant's responses to comfort in the same houses. This offers tJre potential
for comparison between reported and measured conditions.
The temperafures in different houses are measured for a twenty four hour cycle each in the
three main seasons for an understanding of their year round performance. The observations
are simultaneous for all houses to provide an accurate basis for comparison. The
measurements include simultaneously occurring outdoor conditions which when compared
are indicative of the environment modifying characteristics of each example. Conditions of
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air flow and humidity as influences on comfort are measured and noted along with
observations on behaviour and occupancy.
Conditions observed are then evaluated for their comfort performance with cross reference
between the different cases. The results compared with ttre attributes of each example
provide explanations as to reasons for their thermal behaviour. Within the variations in
design of the different examples, the analysis focuses ot: four particular aspects. (i). site
conditions (ii). construction (iii). orientatioi and (iv) exposure of the building surfaces.
Two aspects pertaining to thennal behaviour of buildings are investigated as issues which
have a beariug on design.
The aspect of internal gains with refersnce to the kitchen as a source of internal gain. I11
three examples temperatures of the various rooms are recorded over a twenty four hour
period in along with kitchen temperatures. The result have a direct bearing on internal
layout and planning of spaces in the house.
The site conditions are also evaluated separately using the common reference of data for the
same period from the meteorological office, the objective is to identify the moderating effect
of local conditions and their potential contribution (or otherwise) to comfort indoors.
Supporting studies (computer simulations)
Computer simulations of thermal behaviour act as a complementary source to the
measurements made on site. Whereas the indoor conditions in the houses are a result of a
number of factors acting simultaneously, the simulations are able to study the isolated
effects of a changing parameter. Where certain situations could not be evaluated, they act as
supplement ary data to the field meazurements and investigate means of optimising comfort
potentials.
Conclusions
The conclusions aim to identify considerations in the design of urban housing that promote
indoor comfort. The inferences are based on the results of analysis of thermal behaviour and
simulation studies with respect to the established comfort criteria and are zupplemented by
desrgn 
lethods 
for passive cooling.
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CHAPTERTWO
Housing in Bangladesh
2. ITOUSING IN BANGLADESH
2.L. Background
The rapid growth of population is the major problem of housing in Bangladesh today. The
total population of the country according to the census of 1991 was 110 million people with
a growth rute of 2.030/, (l). The projected p,opulation for the year 2000 starrds at more than
139 million people. It is the eighth most populous country in the world with arourd 770
persons per square kilometre (2). There are abont 18 million households in the whole
country and potentially the same number of housing units. According to the classification of
the house types about 80% of the houses are semi permanent i.e. they use components that
are not fit for long term use, the rest are called permanent by virfue of usirrg materials such
as brick wood or cement (3).
Fig2.l. Population growth (source: Statistical Yearbook of Bangladesh)
Very low income levels add a further dimension to the housing problem. The lack of access
to adequate housing is primarily due to the lack of resources. The government is able to
provide housing to a very small percentage of the people, mainly in the urban areas. Recent
programmes, mostly by non government organisations have made it possible for
economically weaker sections to have access to better housing. It is interesting to note that
the poorer sections of the rural population do not perceive housing as their immediate
pressing problenq more than half consider shelter as their third major problem after food
and clothing(4).
Population Growth (in millionsl
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Construction of houses in most cases is the responsibility of the homeorrmer. Individuals
have to arratLge for the building of their oum houses. In the rural areas construction
techniques are still rudimentary and methods practised are based on tradition carried on
from the past using local materials. The level of skill required to construct a rural house is
well known and most of the work involved is very basic, within the scope of local people
and takes only a few days. Recently there have been some ilew approaches to housing
construction in the rural areas. Precast an[ prestressed concrete strucfural members and
ferrocement technology amongst others, have been used in some projects but are yet to be
replicated in large scale (5).
In the urban areas construction technology is relatively developed and accessible. Brick
walls with cement mortar and reinforced concrete slabs n1s eemmon, in some cases using
high strength seel. A major portion of the steef cement and bricks cousumed by the
building industry is for construction in the urban areas (6). 'fhe number of new housing
rurits built per year is not able to meet the requirements that is a result of population
growth, there in a constant backlog which according to some estimates stand at nearly
50,000 rurits per year for Dhaka city alone (7).
Utilities such as piped running water, electricity, sewerage, gas etc. are available in the
urban areas though not always accessible. In the rural areas, with the exception of electricrry
in some areas, other utilities are virtually unknorm. The same is true for other municipal
services such as roads, shops, garbage and refuse collection etc. Communication as a whole
is underdeveloped especially in the northern part of the country. Riverways connect the
whole country but makes transportation slow and difficult.
The problem of shelter is somewhat made easier by the climate of the country. The weather
is not extreme and people can zurvive in the most basic of shelters. Winters are relativd
mild and the houses do not need to be overly protected from the cold. The surlmers are
only hot enough to require shading. The need for air flow is facilitated by the openness of
the houses, more so in the rural areas. In its simplest fonn, a building need only meet the
basic requirements of privacy and shelter. The house for a fu*ily has to meet the
requirements of security and has to provide a stronger image of permanency and therefore
needs to be something beyond this simplified idea.
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Although the weather is conducive to simple houses, the effect of natural calamities from
time to time cause mass scale destnrction ofthe housing stock in the country. Almost every
year there are floods, cyclones or tidal surges and along with loss of life they are reqponsible
for the destruction of a large number of houses. Since 1950 there have been 27 different
incidence of natural calamities which have caused destruction of houses in the country (8).
In the floods of 1988 alone, 13 million houses were partially or fully damaged (9).
The building regulations for new ,oon*oion are for the urban areas only and are in the
process of being upgraded to address issues relating to materials, construction and detailed
environmental considerations (10). The rules relating to housing construction in the cities
are at present concerned mainly with setbacks from plot boundaries and proportions of built
up areas (11).
There are five main govemment organisations cotrcemed with housing along with the
planning authorities of the four main cities. The area of concern of each of these are rot
clearly spelled out and their reqponsibilities often overlap. The situation is even more
confusing given the Iack of any definite policy statement from the government regarding
housing. The housing issue is often the subject of political rhetoric without a specific
agenda.
The situation so described and the lack of a disciplined attitude to housing design and
construction has a positive aqpect. The architects and professionals related to housing have
the scope to incorporate new ideas and concepts without beauracratic opposition.
2.2. Tr aditional Housing
80olo of the countqy's population iive in the rural areas in traditional houses. The rural house
is the physical manifestation of the traditional way of life of the people as well as an
example of optimisation of local resources and means. Its climate modi-Sring characteristics
are natural responses to the outdoor environment. The traditional house and its design
provides the source and basis for an understanding ofpresent day urban housing.
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2-2.1. X'orm
The traditional rural homestead is a collection of single celled, single storied units called
"ghors" ananged around a courtyard. Together they form the house or "bari". On average a
bari covers about .6 acres of land ( ). The courtyard is the centre of all domestic activity
and is not totally enclosed but has "leaks". Each unit has a different fiurction and in
extended families, houses each inrmediate fdmily. The notions of front and back formal and
informal areas of the urban houses originate here. Another factor which influences the form
and orgadsation ofthe house and is not very apparent in the urban house is that of male and
female separation (23 ).
2.2.2. Materials and Construction
Materials for construction are all locat except for comrgated iron sheets which relies on the
import of raw material. Walls are made of mud or bamboo or sun dried reeds. The use of
mud depends on the suitability of looal soil. Earthen construction uses stabilisers' such as
rice husk, lime or cement. Blocks of earth are laid on shallow foundations to form walls
with mud mortar the joints are later fused by dampening the surfaces. Bamboo walls are
made of mats fixed on a bamboo frame. Openings are smaller in earthen construction. The
roof is pitched and is on a frame of timber or in smaller houses, bamboo. Comrgated iron
sheets are fured to this or if thatch is used, it is placed in layers. Some houses have no
permanent fixrui'es on openings except for a piece of unattached bamboo mat shifted over
the doorway when needed. Door and windows are usually made of wood. All houses are on
earthen plinths.
2.2.3.Environmental Functions.
Each homestead is set in its owtr microclimatic context. Where the area is prone to flooding
the whole homestead sits on a raised plot of land. Trees which are in abundance offer the
first line of defence against the elements. They provide shade to the whole site.
Evapotranqpiration of the leaves lowers the air ternperature. There is a traditional of
planting in the north to protect from cold winds in the winter (13).
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Fig2.2. Traditional rural house, space arrarrgements, environmental funotions.
The two t),pes of walls work differently to promote indoor comfort. The thick mud walls
because of its thermal inertia keep the indoors cool. Light bamboo walls allow a constant
convective exchange with the outside. The choice of wall fipe is more a fixrction of
availability rather than response to changes in regional clirnates. Roofs have overhangs to
shade parts of the wall surfaces. Verandas, used as intermediate spaces also shade surfaces.
The qpace between roof and ceiling is efFective as inzulation from heat. Thatch is a rnore
thermally appropriate than comrgated imn but needs replacement and maintenance.
Thatched roofs absorb water during rainfall which evaporates and cools interior surface.
There is direct contact with the grorurd via the earthen floor which promotes lower radiant
temperafures.
The design of the house reflects ths importance of air flow for comfort. The arrangement of
the rooms around the courtyard allows air flow to the different units although it is argued
that the courtyard is there primarily for social rather than environmental reasons (14X15)
The single cell units allow direct air floy through spaces. The orientation of the sleeping
nnits is with the breeze direction. In bamboo walled structures openings are large and the
porosity of thewallitself allows air flow. In some structuresthere is a gap where the wall
meets the roof which allows a ciroulation of air in the room.
Rain protection is offered by the overhangs but does little to protect frorn driving rain. The
roof shapes allow run off The rainy season can cause problems of dampness and growth of
moss on surfaces as well as degradation of bamboo and timber.
Given these conditions the indoor temperature may still rise above comfort levels in hot
days, it is important to note that people in the rural areas spend most of then day outdoors
and use the rooms for sleeping at night.
2.3. Urban Housing
2.3.1. Historical Background.
Bangladesh is essentially a rural based country. About l5%o of its population live in the
urban areas of whi ch 4lo/olive in the four main cities (2). 50%of the projected population
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increase of the courtry in the next 30 years is expected to be in the cities. This would rank
Dhaka, the capital, as a populous city in the world order.
Although large scale urbanisation is a recent phenomenon for the whole country Dhaka has
had an urban history which date baok to the 8th century (16). Ilrecolonial urban centres
were dependent on rural economy and rural traditions strongly dominated the scene. As a
result lifestyles of the people in the villages ancl cities tended to be similar in nature (17).
With colonisation the commercial and adrninistrative potential of the cities increased, new
occupations were created resultilrg in migration of the rural population to the cities.
Cultural attitudes remaining the same, the city now offered a new envirorrmental contexl.
The early houses were just denser versions of the rural house, the basio affangement being a
number of rooms around a couftyard. The concept of separating home and workplace
brouglrt about some of the spatial changes as did the building style of the colonial rulers.
The traditional house fonn derived from rural areas underwent several stages of
development before arriving at its present state.
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Fig2.3. Historical development of the urban house form.(after Mallick)
Initially, the urban house was in part a representation of the colonial house with elements
borrowed from it but retaining the rural character of the house form as being a number of
loosely arranged units. Later,the urban house was a consolidation ofits earlier stage. The
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relative location of the firnctions remained the same but in more compact form and with a
smaller, usually paved courfyard. This was mainly due to lack of qpace and improvement in
service facilities. The stage of development that followed was a result of the shrinking plot
size and the increased influeuce of new styles of urban lMng where the main house became
a single building and the courfyard disappeared (18).
In the overall urban context, with increasing population preszure older housing areas
became more dense and newer areas had to be developed. Some areas in the old city
continued the densification process and very deuse settlements developed in the middle of
the last century. Taylor describes houses in mid eighteenth century Dhaka up to four stories
in height with frontages as little as eight of ten feet having no windows at the sides and a
small court * the centre (19). The congestion of zuch areas were so high that it lead to
unhealthy sanitary conditions and the Civil Surgeon of Dhaka in 1868 showed his concem
by insisting that some spaces should be left unbuilt (20).It was this sort of concern that lead
to tle first planned layouts ofthe colonial, era, where considerations for light and ventilation
were given due regard
Fig2.4. Early urban houses (circa 1925)
After the partition of India the new govemment of Pakistan decided to develop its cities
firrther into the new era and called for a master plan for the new capital of East Pakistan.
The plan developed by the firm of Minropio, Spenceley and Macfarlane of the UK in 1958
called for the development of blocks of flats to replace the congested old city (21). There
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had been flats built in Dhaka prior to this but it was ideas like this that gave it a stamp of
approval and brought about a new typology ofhousing.
The government is responsible for providing housing to its employees aud it adopted the flat
typology very easily. ft was common for the govemment to builcl estates containing such
flats laid out in rigid geometrical fashion. It was convenient from two points of view (a) it
cost less than individual houses and (b) it provided the opporfunity to make vertical
extensions, which is now commonplace. Otller semi government agencies followed suit and
flat buildings up to six storied high became an acceptable for:nr of housing for the urban
population. p1t1 [lildings rarely went abuve that heiglrt as that would need lifts and increase
costs substantially.
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Fig2.5. Early flat buildings in Dhaka (drca 1958)
In an effort to encourage flat building construction the House Building Finance Coqporation
offers soft loans to private builders of flats. Sub division of land over the generations at
some stage makes fuither divisions meanirigless and the construction of flats is a better way
of sharing property. Most new construction of housing in the cities consist of flat buildings
and this is evident from the developments in the new site and services schemes. It is also a
popular type of construction with developers and the construction of multistoried apartment
complexes now dominate a significant part of the urban skyline.
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2.3.2. Typologies and Current Trends
Elats are the most common type of housing in the urban areas today. While there are other
types it is now uneconomic to build single or two family houses. A broad classificatio, of
the types, not including shrm or informal housing, would include the following categories.
Single family houses !
Popular in the years after the partition of India, when land was easily available such houses
are not coillmon nowadays except for ttre villas of the very rich. Some of these are taken
down Iater in favour of flat buildings. In the smaller towns they still continue to be built
wherever land is available and cheap. The older single family houses are in tle process of
being converted to accommodate more people either by zubdivisions or through vertical
extensions. Wherever they exist they usually tend to be lavish in their design with wide
verandas and large number ofrooms. They either belong to the extremely well offor are the
older accommodation quarters built for senior govemment officials, a tlpe no longer built.
Two reasons can be ascribed to.its demise, the urban fu*ily nowadays is more of the
nuclear type and does not require such lavish accommodation and the increased price of
land does not make it economically viable.
Fig2.6. Types of single fu-ily houses
Two to four family houses
A popular tlpe of the late fifties and sixties when the pressure on land had just begun, such
type are also diminishing. A popular style then, such houses would also be large with units
placed on top of each otler served by a single staircase. They are usually found in the early
site and services schemes of the late fifties and sixties. In the mid sixies the first developer
built schemes were of this type.
Fig2.7. Two to four family houses of the early 1960's
Multi unit flat buitdings'
This is perhaps the most corlmon type of housing found in the city today. The pressure on
land as well as economic retum througlr rental made it a popular altemative to other types.
When fust built it was a marked change to the bengali style of lirrirg for early dwellers of
such buildings could no longer enjoy the privilege of kitchpn gardening or keeping animals
as practised in traditional houses.
The most common type are buildings with four of five flats on top of each other served by
single staircase, this can go up to six stories but rarely beyond without a lift. Most of the
plot sizes today allow one flat of reasonable size per floor. Some houses may have two
smaller flats ifthe plot were bigger. With the existing setback regulations these buildings are
usually very close to each other without adequate qpace for lighting or air flow.
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Fig 2.8. Multi unit buildings.
This tlpe is also a corlmon occurrence in government housing estates where ldrge lots of
land are dotted with such buildings arranged in geometrical order. Following the example of
the government other semi government and private organisations find it convenient to copy
this style. The present standards of residential accommodation for govenment employees
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are all flat buildings, wittrout exception (22). Lower goveilrment housing structures are
required to have a foundation capacity for up to six stories of construction to allow future
extensions (23).
Developer built housing have ahnost exclusively adopted the flat tlpology as a standard.
They often have to build on small plots of land. Where the main motivation is profit they
provide the best alternative. Such is the demand for such flats that they continue to be built
with a host of design and planningproblems some of which pose serious health and safery
risks (2a). The construction of such flats by developers now include high rise blocks.
Other typesl
There are some scattered examples of some other tlpes ofhousing structures in the urban
areas. There are some examples of row houses single and double storied. In the smaller
towns single storey row houses are still found qpecially in the housing colonies of railway
employees. They are rows of single family accomm6flation attached to each other usually
with small courfyards at the back with separate kitchen and toilets. Such housing is commo,
is settlements areas for relocated squatter population of the cities. There are some examples
tenement housing in the old parts ofthe cities. These examples are few and far betwee, a,d
does not justify a separate category. There are a large number squatter housing built at
various locations in the cities but the nature of their construction is temporary and
constantly under threat of demolition.
Given the current trends in housing construction it quite evident that the future of urban
housing is in flat buildings.
2.3.3. Design Features
Amos Rappaport in House Form and Culture emphasises the influence of socio cultural
factors as a generator ofhouse fonn:
the house fonn is not simply the result of physical forces or any single
casual factor, but is the consequence of a whole range of socio culturai factors
seen in their broadest term. Form is in turn modified by climatic factors..... ',(25)
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The concept of space division within the urban house has its origin in the traditional
homestead pattems ofthe villages. The allocation of qpaces within the house is based on the
concept of zones . The three zones within the house are the formal, infonnal or family and
the service zones (18). The formal zone is the container of all firnctions related to the
outside and activities associated with visitors to the house. It is also the limit beyond which
outsiders are not expected to enter. The informal zone contains the firnctions for the family,
mainly the bedrooms and other family q)aces such as the dining area. The service zone has
storage, kitchen and the toilets. *
This concept of zones is associated with the notion of front and back of the house. In the
case of the older houses the front is the side towards the street, in the flats this is usually
towards the front entrance. The formal zone is towards the front and the service zone at the
back. This is a fairly strong notion and often takes precedence over environmental factors
such as ventilation or light. The kitchen usually suffers the wors't location in the service
zone. It is only used by one or two members of the household. The veranda is a comuron
element for all the zones in the house and is used as a connection between the zones as well
as.a firnctional space.
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Fig2.9. Zones in the house, front and back., space arrangements (after Mallick)
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The general shape of the house depends on the plot shape. In the older urban houses with
large plots the plan con-figuration would be with offsets or staggering of a basic rectangular
shape. This would allow parts of the house to have an orientation towards the dominant
southern breeze d"irection as well the creation of open spaces within the plot perimeter' In
recent years with shrinking plot sizes mostly rectangular shaped, the urban house has a
compact form also rectangular.
Fig2.10. House shapes and dMsion geometry
Most modem houses are now rectangular blocks with a multi room arrangement in at least
o1e direction. In the other direction, usually along the width the arrangement is two room
ffiffiFF
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deep for considerations of light. Verandas and balconies are common elements and do well
in shading some of the external walls and windows.
Given the layout ofplots it is not always possible to have the preferred soutl orientation for
urban houses. Because of the density of houses in urban areas air flow is blocked or
changed at site level. The shadows of surrounding buildings in localities with many such
buildings dcny ground floors adequate light aud sunshine. In an attempt to allow some more
qpacing between buildings at the upper levels recent modifications of the building codes in
the cities require the floors beyond the third to be staggered progressively from front (11).
This creates more gap betweer upper flrrors of adjacent buildings where because of height
above the ground there is scope for more air flow anyway. The problem of the grouud floor
remains.
2.3.4. Materials and Construction
Classification of buildings by bpe of construction is officially divided into three categories
they are;
Pucca construction, which refers to cotstruction which is permanent in nature. Semi Pucca
is construction where part of the construction is permanent and some of the components
may be temporary zuch as a comrgated iron roof of dry jointed brick walls. I(utcha
construction is temporary construction uzually referring to builclings which are not to
remain in that state or is not fit for long term occupancy. In the 1981 census report on
urban areas 22.9%o of urban housing were found to belong to the first and 43.1% an:d 34o/o
in the second and third categories respectively (26).
WaIls
Brick is manufactured locally in gas, oil or coal fired firmaces and is the most common
walling material . Cement mortar is used for bonding and walls of various thickness are
constructed depending on the structrual needs. Thicknesses of 75mm and l25mm are used
for non structural walls. For structural walls the thickness is 250mm. Brick walls can be
kept exposed or they may be rendered with cement plaster. Exposed brick surfaces are a
popular means of architectural expressior.High quality finish "ceramic bricks" are common
for facing work. Comrgated iron sheets are also used as a cheaper vTnlling material.
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Roofs
The tlpe of roof determines the nature of a structure. Concrete if used makes the structure
a pennanent or pucca stntcture. Concrete is possibly the only roofing material for buildings
above one storey height. Roofs in urban houses are almost always flat unlike rural houses..
Flat concrete roofs are sometimes topped offwith alayer of lime concrete to serve both as
insulation and to create a slope for water run off Comrgated iron sheets is used as a
material for roofs of one storey houses. This is laid on fiamework of wooden or steel
trusses and purlins. Buildilrgs with. comrgatad iron roofs are not classified as permanent
structures although a lot of them have been there for more than tluee decades. Over time
this material requires to be replaced .Tiled roofs are common only fur the western parts of
the country. Clay tiles are used as a cladding material over concrete roofs in'the more
fashionable villas.
FigZ.l l. Construction of urban houses.
Structural Elements
All steel or all timber construction is rare for housing in Bangladesh and only large buildings
such as factories and warehouses use steel as a component for the roof trusses. Steel used in
reinforced concrete is imported in billet form and made into rods in local re-folling factories.
Timber is expensive, quality control difficult and is susceptible to decay. Wood is used for
doors and windows. Good quality wood is e4pensive and particle boards are a common
alternative for doors. Steel framed windows are used to keep costs doram. Aluminium
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frames are also available but beyond the reach of most people. PVC window frames are
very recent and yet to be common.
Construction Systems
The two most commonly used construction systems used for housing are the load bearilrg
wall type atrd post and lintel construction. In the fonner the walls take the load of the roof
in which case they are 250mm or thicker The basic design restriction is that the aligmnent of
major structural walls have to be maintairied on subsequent floors thus reducing the
flexibility in design. In the post and lintel tlpe the load is distributed tlrrough concrete
columns and beams and the walls can be arranged freely. This qystem is more.e4pensive
and common only for buildings more then two storey height or when soil conditions are
bad. This allows the walls to be thinner than 250mm. Combinations of both systems are
used.
Construction methods in Bangladesh are labour intensive specially in the case of private
housing. Alnost all structural components are cast or fabricated on the site. Shuttering for
concrete in residential structures are of bamboo and wood. Steel rods are bent and cut on
site manually. Concrete is mixed in small machines and cast on site.
2.3.5. Environmental consciousness in design.
Indoor conditions in buildings are detennined by the moderation of the exterior environment
as brought about by its design features. Artificial control of indoor environments is not
conrmon in Bangladesh, the only widely used device is the ceiling fan. Given the climate of
Bangladesh the emphasis is on cooling for most of the year which is tlrough promotion of
air flow and control of heat gain of the building fabric. Building practices do not use any
calculation methods for building element design, they are mostly based on experience.
Air flow is through openings by orienting them to the direction of air flow. Natural air flow
is from the south in the wann seasons. Traditional building design have always emphasised
this orientation as preferable. The roots of this practice is in the rural areas where, because
of the openness of the surroundings the direction of air flow is reliable. In the uban areas
this is not always so, even then a south oriented house is popularly understood as a good
house. Windows in the urban houses always have security grills, at times coupled with
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insect netting. This leads to a reduction of outdoor air velocity, wherever available. The
notion of cross ventilation is also strong and practised in the traditional houses. In the urban
areas, because of compactness ofplan this is not always achievable.
Shading of openings and walls is a widely practised means of solar control, although the
practioes are more intuitive than infonned. Windows have ovelhangs for protection usually
in the form an extension of the concrete lintel above it or by recessing the window at a
depth. Architectural variations occur in the*form of different shapes, sizes and design of
protection elements. Sometimes projections are also made from the sides. Orientation and
solar angles should ideally determine the geometry of the protection elements but this seems
to have no bearings on reality. Some consciously designed buildings have angled louvers to
which reqpond to orientation (Fig 2.12).
Shading of walls is with the projection of roofs and floor slabs. It was common to project
slabs at all levels and all along the building perimeter. Some recent trends prefer straight
profiles of elevations where this in no longer possible. Verandas are a coillmon element in
most houses they serve a useful secondary purpose by shading walls and openings. Shading
of roof slabs is important to protect it from direct gains. This is not a common practice
mainly for costs involved.
By virtue of using brick masonry the effect of heat gains of the building fabric is moderated
by thermal inertia ofthe walls. This a function of wall thiclaresses which vary in multiples of
the standard brick dimension of 125mm, it is commonly 250mm for load bearing
construction and rarely more than 500mm.
kotection from rain is an important consideration. Shading devices, projections and
verandas serve this pu{pose in moderate rains, in driving rains, they are not always
adequate.
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Fig 2. I 2. Shading practices
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2.4. Future needs
While the design of traditional houses is the optimum utilisation of resources in its req)onse
to socio economic aad environmental needs, prerequisites for future development are
mainly and primarily infrastructural. Urban houses in a rapidly changrng context needs the
development of an attitude towards design which addresses shanges in lifestyle while being
conscious of environmental needs. The actlve involvement of an increasing number of
qualified professionals is encowagng in its potential for a more informed approach.
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CIIAPTER THREE
Clirnate and Design
3. CLIMATE AND DESIGN
3.1. Introduction.
Ihe climate of the corurtry is the environmental context for building design. hr tropical
climates zuch as in Bangladesh where the outdoors are usually warmer than comfort
building interiors require to be cooler. The building fabric and its design is the interface
between indoors and outdoors, the manipulation of the elements of which result in the
creation of a desirable indoor environment. The following sections are conceflted with the
evaluation of the climate of the country to determine design requirements for comfort and
the passive cooling strategies that may be used or adapted for buildings in Bangladesh.
3.2. Climate: General Overview and Classification
Bangladesh lies between 20"34' N and 26"33' N and 88o01'E and 92"41'8. On three sides it
is bounded by land mass and on the south'by the Bay of Bengal. The climate of the country
is hot and humid for a major part 'of the year and is generally representative of what is
urderstood as tropical.
According to Atkinson's classification of tropical climates, Bangladesh lies in the composite
or monsoon climaliq zone (1), which is located on land masses near the tropics of Cancer
and Capricorn. The characteristics that define this type of climate are in close agreement to
that ofthe country. This zone has three distinctive seasons, the hot humid, the hot dry and
a third cool dry season. The difference with other locations in the same zone (New Delhr,
Kano, Lahore etc.) is that the hot humid period is longer and has heavier rainfall. It is also
referred to as the Wet Tropics (2). Interestingly, local traditions divide ttre year into six
seasons, spring, summer, rains, aufumn,late aufumn and winter. This division, however, has
more to do with cycle of flora and fauna and with harvest times than with marked changes
in meteorological factors.
The hot dry periodt is between March and May when the average maximum temperature is
34"C. With the rains and the beginning ofthe hot humid period this drops to around 31"C.
Throughout this period from Jture to September temperatures are more or less constant and
l. Hot dry in the context of Bangladesh is used in a relative sense with respect to temperatures and.humidities in the
other seasons
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the average relative humidity is above 85Yo and rainfall in high (above 800mm in the north-
eastem part ofthe country).
The cool seasor stafts around mid October when the drop in temperature becomes
noticeable and lasts till about February. The average temperature during this period is about
19"C with the mean minimum temperature going dorarn to 11.7"C in parts of the courtry.
Temperatures in parts of the far north are knoram to go down up to 3oC ir January, the
colclest month.
3.3. Climatic Regions and Urban Climate
There are some differences within the pattems sf elimatic factors fur various parts of the
country. The north westem part is drier and lrotter whereas the nofih eastem part is wetter.
The areas near the coast have relatively moderate climates.
Tlre weather data ofthe five main cities loqated in different parts of the courtry offer a basis
for identifying the. different climatic zones. Dhaka (C), the capital located centrally,
Chittagong (SE), the main sea port located in the south eastern part, Khulna (SW), the
second port city in the southwestern part, Rajshahi (NW), in the northwestern part and
Sylhet (NE) in thenorth easternpart of the courtry.
It is generally understood that fis elimate of urban built up areas vary from that of the
surrounding rural areas (3)(4X5). At the same time differences occur within areas ofthe city
as a result of differences in surface quality and heights (o)(Z)(a)(9). This may seems to be
particularly true for the developed nations where the physical features of the urban areas
have more differences with surroundings, than in tropical environments which are mostly in
developing countries (l0xt lXl2).
It is argued that in Bangladesh urbanisation is yet to make a signfficant impact on climate of
the cities (13X14X15) for urbanisation is more of a demographic rather than physical
change. Published accounts ofrecorded observations in Dhaka show a maximurnheat island
intensity of 2.5"C during early evenings in the hot dry periods, at other times the effect is
negligible. Incoming solar radiation is l2o/o less than surrounding rural areas (16). However,
some unofficial observations in the central commercial arca of Dhaka in the hot dry period
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have shoram temperatures 6-8"C higher than the maximum recorded by the meteorological
office for the day (17).
3.4. Temperature
The hottest period is between the months of March and May, the highest temperatures are
reached around late March and early April. Drring this period there are significant
differences in temperature between the regions. The hottest part of the country is the north
west with maximum temperatues reaching 36.4"C in April with a swing of 12.9"C. The
coolest is the norlh eastem with maximam temperatures of 31.3"C atd, a swing of 10oC.
The coastal areas have lower temperatues.
Table 3.1. Average temperatures of the major cities during March, April and May.
Dhaka (C) Chittasone(SE) Khulna (SW) Raishahi(NW) Svlhet CNE)
Maximum 33.3 31.7 34.5 35. I 30.9
Mean 28.7 27.4 1q') 28.6 25.7
Minimum 22.6 23 23.9 22.t 20.6
In the hot and humid period between parts of June and October the temperature swiug is
lower although the mean temperatures remain more or less the same as in the hot dry
period' Unlike the hot dry period regional differences are lower. The north westem part is
the warmest with tnaximum temperatures in June of 33.2"C and a swin g of 7.3"C,the north
eastern part is less warm with a maximum temperature of 31.1"C and a swing of 5.9"C.
This part of the country also has the highest rainfall.
Table 3-2. Average temperatures of the major cities during June, July, August, September
and October.
In the cool period the average maximum temperature is more or less the same for all
locations. January is the coldest month with mean rninimum temperature between 1l and
15"C. The north western and eastem parls are the cooler in terms of swing which is about
Dhaka (C) Chittagong (SE) Khulna (SW) Raishahi (NW) Svlhet [NE)
Maximum 31. I 30.9 31.8 32.t 30.6
Mean 28.3 27.9 28.7 28.8 27.3
Minimum 25.5 24.9 25.9 25.6 24.2
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Fig3.2 Maximum, mean and minimum temperatures of the major cities.
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13'C and also in terms of incidence of lower temperatures. The north westem part has the
lowest absolute temperatures. The central part is cooler than the coastal cities
Table 3.3. Average temperatures of the major cities during November, December, January
and February.
Dhaka (C) Chittaqons (SE) Khulna (SW) Rajshahi ClrlW) Svlhet OIE)
Maximum 27.1 27.4 aaa 27 26.7
Mean 20.7 22 22.3 20.6 20.6
Minimum 14.4 16.5 16.5 14.2 14.5
3.5. Relative Humidity
Relative humidity is high throughout the year for the whole country combined with higll
moisture content of the air. It is only comparatively low in the hot dry period when it is
mostly between 60 and 65%. During the rainy season, June, July, August, September and
part of October it is between 80 and 90%o for all locations. Regional variations occur in the
months of February, March and April when the north western part of the country has lower
relative humidities averaging around 59%o as compared to the south eastern part where it
averages around 75o/o. In ssmparison the average for the rest of the country in the same
period is between 65 and 70o/o. In the cool period the humidity values for all location are
around the70%o.
Relative humidity data is compiled from meteorological sources where it is measured twice
daily, at 0600hrs and at 1800hrs. Spot measurements of humidity by the author at
intermediate periods have shown variations in the cool and hot dry seasons when at arorurd
mid day and early afternoons it was found to be as low as between 40 and 50%. (see
chapter 5)
Table 3.4. Humidity ranges for the major cities in the three seasons
Dhaka (C) Chittaeone(SE) Khulna(SW) RaishahiCNW) Sylhet (NE)
MarApr, May 60-7lyo 70-80% 65-75% s5-6s% 6s-75%
Jun, Jul, Aug, Sep,
Oct
80-9,yo 80-90Y. 75-9OYo 70-85yo 80-9jYo
Nov, Dec, Jan, Feb 70-75% 70-75% 70-75% 70-7 5yo 70-80yo
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3.6. Rainfall
Rainfall is high in the monsoon months specially in the eastern part of the country. The
north eastern part has the highest rainfall From May to September there is around 400mm
of rainfall per month in all locations the wettest months (June and July) except Chittagong
and Sylhet. Sylhet in the north eastern part which has nearly 900mm in the-month of June.
Rajshahi in the north westem part has the lowest rainfall reaching only about 300mm in the
wettest months. There is little rainfall anywhere in the cool period
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3.7. Solar radiation and sunshine
Solar radiation and sunshine data is not available for all locations. The meteorological office
monitors sunshine hours data only for Dhaka (C) and Chittagong (SE) and does not
measure solar radiation at all. Solar radiation for Dhaka has been measured by some
organisations for their oum pu{poses. The Mechanical Engineering department of the
Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology has some published accounts of
Solar Radiation, which is the only reliable seurce (17).
In the cool period, hours of sunshine per day for both Dhaka and Chittagong are more than
8. Duritg te Monsoon months it is low due to the cloud cover and is about 4 hours per day
during the months of June and July after which it increases steadily.
Solar radiation data for Dhaka shows maximum intensity in the hot dry period (5
kWh/#/day in April).. During the humid monsoons t}.e radiation is mostly diffirsed due to
cloud cover and is constant around 4kWUmzlday. In December and January it goes down
to slightly ab.ove lktl,lhl#lday.
Fig3.a. Sunshine hours for Dhaka and Chittagong
For other location the conditions can be approximated based on general conditions. The
drier and hotter north western part is likely to have more radiation for^the whole year
whereas the wetter north eastern parts lesser with a relatively larger diffused component.
Sunshine Hours .
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3.8. Air Movement
Air flow is an important consideration for comfort. Meteorological data are based on
conditions measured in open locations (and are valid as general conditions for the city as a
whole). In the hot periods, the direction, is from the south and mostly frorn the south east
for all locations. Wind speeds are higher in the hot dry period tlan the hot humid period,
particularly in the coastal city of Chittagong (SE).
In the urban areas it is importan, ,o ,oo*Uer that both wind qpeeds and directions are
moderated by physical characteristics e.g. buildings, surfaces, vegetation and local
conditions can be quite different than regional values (1SX6X9X3). The actual air flow
conditions at the level of buildings is different from that of the city.
3.9. Strategy for building design.
The conditions of temperahre and humidity for the cotrntry can be compared with comfort
requirements as presetrted in the Bioclimatic chart (fig 3.5) adjusted for local needs (see
Chapter 3). The emphasis for the hot dry and humid periods which together constitute more
than nine months of the year is to for cooler indoors. In the cool period tlere is the need at
times for warmer interiors, particularly at night.
Fromthepoint of view of average temperatures the whole year can be said to have only
two periods, the hot and the cool period, for the mean temperatures of the hot dry and the
hot humid periods are nearly ttre same. The difference in digrnal swing between these two
seasons nceds effective consideration in building design.
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Table 3.5. Wind qpeeds (m/s) and direotion
J r M A M J J A s o N D
Dhaka(c) vel. 1.5 1.6 2.9 2.6 3.9 3.3 4.1 3.8 J 1.7 1.5 1.8dir. lnv N sw sw S SE SE SE SE N NIV NW
Chittagong
(SE)
vel. 1.7 2.1 5.2 5.7 3.9 2.3 2.1 2.6 3.4 J.J 1.9 1.7
dir. NE NE s s SE SE SE SE SE SE NE NE
I(huIna
(SE)
vel. 1.6 1.3 2.4 2.2 t.7 1.8 1.6 1.8 1.7 1.9 1.3 1.9
dir. N SW s S s SE SE SE SE NE NE N
Rajshahi
(NW)
vel. 1.3 1.3 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 I.7 1.6 t.6 1.5 1.2 t.2
dir. N NW w SE SE SE SE SE SE N N NW
Sylhet
rNE)
vel. 2 2 2.2 2.2 2.3 2.1 2.1 2 1.7 1.9 2 1.9
dir. E E SSE SSE SSE ssE SE SE E E NE E
The north western parts have slightly higher temperatures and s6sling is particularly
important in the hot dry period.. For the rest of the year the temperature differences
between regions are not zufficient to require separate design considerations. In the north
eastern part the main problem is excessive rainfall during the rainy season and the resultant
humidities.
Relative Humidity (%)
Fig 3.5. The Bioclimatic chart and design requirements
Data for wind speed as available from meteorological sources is of little use for
consideration in building design for urban areas since they are measured under open
conditions. They can only offer guidelines as to the general direction of air flow.
Houses in Bangladesh do not use active means for environmental control and the cooling
requirements have to be met by passive means. In design tenns this implies manipulation of
solar radiation, temperature,humidity and air flow by the design features,through shadiug,
adequate scope for ventilation, control of heat flow, promotion of heat loss etc. which are
discussed in the following sections.
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3.10. Design with Climate: Passive Cooling
An ideal house should provide its occupants with a feeling of well being where the senses
are in agreement with the environment in actMty and at rest (19) and perceived as thermally
-nnstressfirl 
(20). A building may do so throrrgh passive means i.e. by virtue of its design
alone (21)(22)(23) or employ active energy utilising means. Traditional building practioes in
mary cultures have inherently used p*assive methods to achieve indoor comfort
(24)(25)(26)(27)(28)(29) ail, some modern building solutions continue to use such
techniques with remarkable success (30). Modem day technology makes use of the
development in materials such as low ernmisivity glass, phase changlng materials, etc. to
achieve passive design solutions (31)(32).
In warm climates, such as in Bangladesh the envirorunental objective of building design is to
create conditions indoors which are cooler than the outdoors for more than three quarters
of the year. Like most developing countries the use of passive cooling methods is
particularly important for reasons of national economy (33). 'Once the comfort objective is
identified in terms of target indoor conditions the desiguer may opt for a passive cooling
strategy that best adapts to the climate and design requirements.
3.11. Ileat exchange of buildings
Fig 3.6 Heat exchanges of a building (after Koenigsberger et al. )(Q; internal heat gains Qr- radiation Q" -convection Q, -ventilation Q^ -rnechalical equipment
Q" - evaporation)
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The house is a defined rudt which irteracts with the environment in the exchange of heat
through various processes simultaneously (3a). The resultant heat balance of the house
determines the cooling requirement of the house.
Ileat flow through the building fabric takes place through conduction (Q") and depends ou
the thermophysical properties of the building materials. Conduction takes place tluough all
3urfaces of the building in physical contact with the exterior including the ground. The heat
flow by conduction is determined by (a) itssurface area in contact (b) the transmittance or
U value of the material and (c) the temperature difference between the surfaces.
Q":AxUxAT
Where Q" fu the heat flow rate, A is the surface area in contact, U is the transmittance or
the U value of the material in contact and AT is the temperature difference between the two
surf,aces.
Convective heat exchanges (Q,) are a result of heat brought in or carried out by air flow,
through intended ventilation or unintended infiltration, Where windows are left open the air
flow through them is the main determinalt of convective heat exchanges. The ceiling fan,
often used in wann humid climates, contribute to the convective gains or losses.
Heat gain from solar radiation (Q") corning into a room is the product of the intensity of the
incident radiation and the area of the aperture in question. This is relevant fo-r open
windows or any other opening. Heat gained by walls and other building elements are also
transmitted througlr building materials through oonduction.
Internal heat gain (Q') is from the occupants. This depends on the number of people in the
room and their activity. Other sources of internal heat gain are equipment, such as eleotric
lights or operating equipment that give out heat.
Heat may be added or removed (Q*) if there are any heating or cooling equipment in the
room. For passive buildings there are ideally be no such equipment however, supplementary
cooling may be required in some cases.
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Evaporative cooling (Q") is brought about by the evaporation of moisture from the space
itself or from the building surfaces. The process requires latent heat which decreases the
sensible heat content of the buildiug. If the location is subject to rainfall the evaporation of
accumulated water on building zurfaces contribute to the cooling of the building.
3.12. Effect of the site
The surfaces and the surfhce qualities of the ground and the buildings effectively raise or
lower the tenrperatures of its surroundings as function of their reflectivity or albedo (35)
and the conditions ofvegetation present (36). Surfaces of surrounding structures contribute
to the radiation gains into the indoor spaces through reflection of solar radiation,
significantly in warm climates (37). The surroundings can have a positive effect on the heat
gain of a building as a result of the shade tlrey provide. Trees and surrounding buildings
form an effective means of shading buildings and thus moderating indoor temperatures
(38X39) the effect of which can be regulated through planned landscaping (40).
Convective gains and losses are related to ventilation and the pattem of air movement which
is also affected by site conditions. The relative closeness and spread of buildings affect air
flow pattems and hence convective gains and losses (4I)(42)(43)
3.13. Principles of Passive Cooling.
The main objectives that outline the strategy for passive cooting are @\@s)
1. Prevention ofHeat Gain
2. Protection from effects ofheat gain.
3. Promotion of cooling through heat loss.
5
Fig3.7 . Principles of Passive Cooling (after Yannas)
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Heat gain of the building fabric occurs primarily as a rezult of solar radiation. Itotection
from solar radiation is through shading ofthe building zurfaces and the openiogs. Given the
portions of surfaces that need to be shaded and the times when this shading is required
devices and means can be designed using solar charts and sunpath diagrams
(46)(47)(48X49X50). Reduction of reflected radiation somponent by careftl landscaping of
site surroundirrg. promotes passive cooling at the level of the building exterior (51). On the
building fabric itself, the use of insulation'in the outer layers of the fabric prevents the
passage ofheat into the materials itself
The heat gained by the building is transmitted through the materials of the fabric into the
interior qpaces. The use of materials of high thermal capacrty reduces the impact of heat
gain by delaying the process of heat flow into the indoors. This is particularly relevant
where the diumal swing is large and heat flow into the building is delayed up to the time
when outdoor temperatures are low (52)(53X54).
Heat gained by the building fabric'raises the temperature of indoor spaces. The third
objective of passive cooling is to promote the loss of excess heat by natural means into the
environmental heat sinks;the air, the grourd and the sky (55). This can be achieved though
evaporation, radiation, conduction or convection or a combination of these means.
3.14. Passive Cooling Options
Passive cooling relies on removal of heat from a building or q)ace to an envh'onrnental sink
using any or a combination of the modes ofheat transfer.
Ventilative Cooling
Ventilative s66ling relies on removal ofheat from a qpace by convective or natural air flow
tlrough it. Active means zuch as ceiling or exhaust fans may be used to induce ventilation.
Air movement raises the upper limit of comfort temperatures and induces cooling of
occupants through evaporation of sweat. Ventilative cooling is also a means for cooling of
the building structure. This is particularly useful in arid climates where night ventilation is
employed to cool buildings of high thennal mass. (56X57X58). In warrn humid climates air
flow tlrough spaces and over occupants is more relevant for thermal comfort.
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Table 3.6 .Design considerations for passive cooling
Option Method Preliminary design Element design
considerations
Ventilative Cooling induced air flow
natural air flow
site exposure
vegetation
other buildings
orientation
combination with
evaporative cooling
wind tower
solar chimney
water spray
openings
-orientation
-size
-location
-control
-protection
Evaporative Cooling water spray
standing water
humidity
rain
water supply
roofpond
spray on wall /roof
roofpond
-size
-insulation
sprinklers
fountains
stream
Radiative Cooling from building surfaces
from ground (to cool the
earth)
roof
wall
exposure to slgl
colour
rnaterial
surface cover
(for exteriors)
Conductive Cooling
(earth coupling)
direct
indirect (earth pipes)
extent ofcontact
which surfaces
what depth
wall
roof
whole
partial
dampness
-water table
condensation
-material
underground pipe
-material
-fan
Shading overhangs
projections
trees
walls
windows
horizontal surfaces
whole building
orientation
times
sunpaths
siz.e,
exposure
extent
tree heights
materials
Radiative Cooling
The sky acts as a heat sink of infinite capacity to absorb radiant heat energy from building
surfaces. Radiative cooling depends on temperature differences and is more effective for
nocturnal heat loss when the sky is cooler and the dayime gains by a building can be
radiated out. 1000-2000 KJlrf can be radiated to the sky per night from a surface having a
temperature of 27oC on clear summer nights (59X60) This is a clean process and does not
have an impact or suroundings. Radiative cooling is related to surface temperatures and
lowers the mean radiant temperature of a space.
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Evaporative Cooling
Passive cooling through evaporation is a adiabatic process and does not involve loss or gain
of energy. The evaporation of a liquid requires latent heat which is taken from a building
surface or qpace causing sensible cooling. In order for a space to be cooled deliberate
introduction of the process may be required unlike heat loss through radiation or ventilation
where it takes place as a natural consequence of physical processes (61)(62). Evaporative
cooling means are also adopted in passive cooling devices such as desert coolers (63).
Conductive Cooling (Earth Coupling) 
+
The earth is a reservoir of heat with a very high thermal capacity. Temperatures. below the
ground are stable and at certain depths constant throughout the year. For exchange of heat
with the grorurd the area and extent of contact with the ground may be manipulated, up to
where the whole building is subterranean (64)(65). Depending on the climate of a place
earth couphng may be used for either passive cooling or heating. There are other indirect
processes of using the heat exchange potential of the earth such as underground pipes.
3.15. Passive Cooling and Climate
The applicability of passive s6sling options depends on the ability of the local climate to
sustain their adaptation in the design of buildings. Traditional buildings, in many cultures
and in Bangladesh have incorporated passive cooling methods as part of the building's
response to local climate and the resultant manifestation described the architecture of the
place (66)(26). Modern builrling design, given the climate of Bangladesh and comfort
requirements may consider some approaches as being more effective, while others have
partial applications. While the emphasis is on cooling, the means adopted for the same
require consideration regarding its effectiveness in terms of the climatic elements that
interact with it.
High humidities for most of the year restricts the potential for evaporative cooling.
Radiative cooling has to consider e>po$ue to the slqy and during the rainy season cloud
cover. Coupling with earth is practised in the rural mud houses and is effective but require
consideration for associated dampness. Ventilation, recognised as having ttre most potential
as a cooling resource, particularly for promoting thermal comfort in people has to consider
air flow patterns at site and the design of openings. The use of thermal mass depends on
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diurnal range which for a considerable part of the year is low. Shading from solar radiation
and the use of insulation offer possibilities in prevention of gains.
The context of the urban environment presents variations from the climatic pattern of the
region as a whole and requires separate considerations. Within urban areas, site conditions
in dense urban areas require micro climatic considerations, particularly from the points of
heat storage, reflected radiation and air flow patterns.
3.16. Design for Passive Cooling.
The use of passive cooling options in design for urban houses in Bangladesh has to
consider, other than the climate of the region and of the site, local builditg practices ancl
materials and the possibilities they offer. They must also consider technicalities of building
design qpecifications, details and the potentials or limitations ofpassive cooling rnethods.
3.16.1. Designing for Ventilation.
Ventilation in buildings has three firnctions (67):
-to replace used air
-to cool the occupants by evaporation or convection
-to cool the building
Air has to be replaced for health requirements and this fi.rnction is necessary for all
buildings. Cooling by evaporation requires the passage of air over the body and sufficiently
low humidrty to allow evaporation. Heat from building interior may be removed by air flow
where the temperature of the flowing air is lower.
In Bangladesh this takes place through openings in the building. For effective and
unobstructed air flow build"ings that are one room deep are more permeable such as in
houses in the rural areas (68). Characteristically buildings in hot and humid regions are light
and porous (70). In some locations they may be raised on stilts to allow air flow all around
(69) In the urban areas local air flow directions and speeds need to be considered and the
design of openings have to optimise whatever air flow is available. Where there is
insuficient scope for ventilation with normal air flow, it may be induced through
introduction of design elements.
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3.16.2. Wind Towers
Tfie use of traditional wind towers have been reinterpreted in modern buildings to bring in
or to let out air (71)(72). They rise above buildings and are oriented to the prevailing wiud
drrection to catch the wind and pass it through the interior spaces. Alternatively the design
may incoqporate elements which induce low pressure near the inlet to encourage air flow
through pressure difference. In dense sites rirhere there is little air flow, particularly at lower
levels such means may be adopted and adapted to the design ofhouses.
Fig 3.8. Wind towers and solar chimneys (after Bowen and Baker)
3.16.3. Solar Chimneys
Air movement may be brought about by using solar chimneys where the temperature
difference due to parts of it heated by the sun creates stack effect ventilation. The design of
the building may incorporate solar chimneys within itself as a vertical shaft (73)(74). Solar
chimneys can be used in outdoor qpaces to improve site climate and the air may be cooled
further through evaporative cooling using micronisers (75). Solar chimneys have pote,ntial
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use in Bangladesh although it will require consideration in materials use. The use of
micronisers requires technical support yet trnavailable at general levels.
3.16.4. Ventilation through openings
For normal ventilation the major considerations are to do with openings pertaining to their:
-orientation
-position
-Iocation
-size and
-control.
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Fig 3.9. Air flow through openings (after Evans, Koenigsberger, Givoni and European
Passive Solar Handbook)
To allow air to enter a room, the openings must be oriented to tle breeze direction. To
facilitate unobstructed air movement landscape elements zuch as trees, hedges and walls
may be used to direct air flow. Variations in internal flow will occur depending on relative
sizes of inlets and outlets their disposition and whether the air flow direction is
perpendicular or at an angle to it (76X77)(78).In Bangladesh an important.consideration is
tle design of the shading device which affects air flow indoors and the design of the
aperture itself For seourity, and protection from insects windows have grills and fly nett;ng
which reduces the potential of normal air flow (7g).
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3.16.5. Design with Thermal Mass
The heat storage capacity of building materials can be used to moderate the effects of
outdoor heat to create comfortable and cooler indoor spaces. The important properties of
materials that are to be considered are the thermal resistance and the heat capacity (75)(79).
The resistance is to moderate heat flow from extemal to ilrternal surfaces and the thermal
capacity is to store heat and control the fluctuation of indoor temperatures. The use of
thennal mass is particularly effective where both external temperatures and diurnal ranges
are high. The hot dry period between March and May are appropriate for the use of thermal
msss: particularly in the north west of the country. Passive cooling in zuch situation can be
further enhanced by removal of heat accumulated during the day by night ventilation
(80)(78X56X58). The use of thermal mass has different consequences in warm humid
periods where dfurnal swings are low and the use of materials having high therrnal capacity
may elevate night-time indoor temperatures. The use of thermal mass, however, may have
advantages during the cool period for warmer interiors at ntght (81). Where used, high mass
buildings in hot humid areas should have insulation to increase resistance to heat gain. The
preferred location of the insulating layer is to the outside of the building envelope (82).
Building construction in urban areas use brick and concrete extensively where the walls are
built brick by brick using manual and conorete is cast on site. This allows variation in
thickness of the wall and roof elements easily and hence the variation in thennal mass.
3.l6.6.Roof Ponds
Roof ponds help in passive cooling by utilising the thermal capacity and evaporative
potential of water through the introduction of a water mass on the roof Roof ponds can
also help in passive heating. In cooling it is partic.rlurly useftl in places where sensible
cooling loads 21s high, outdoor temperatures are too high for ventilative cooling and
dehumidification is not a major concern (83). The water on the roof .has removable
insulation panels which for cooling are kept closed during the day to protect from solar
gains. At night the panels are removed for the water to loose heat through radiation to the
sky and also through evaporation, the loss being less from the latter (84). A shaded roof
pond has a comparable performance (S5). A highly conductive ceiling will cool as a rezult of
evaporation from the roof and the use of a ceiling fan further facilitates cooling of the
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indoor qpaces. The insulating layer is not needed if the water can be circulated to a1d from
another storage tank elsewhere in the building (86). The wet roof pond qystem uses water
spra)rlng on the roof for evaporative cooling. The roof pond qystem requires manipulation
of the insulating panels manually or by mechanical means. ffos si?ing of the roof pond
depends on whether it is to be used for cooling or heating. (87).
Fig 3.10. Roof pond
In Bangladesh the high humidities reduce the evaporative cooling potential ofroofponds. In
tJre rainy seasons cloud cover reduces the radiative cooling potential. The optimal use of all
properties of roof ponds are in the hot dry period. At other times its thermal capacity can be
utilised for control ofheat gain througlr roofs.
3.16.7. Earth Coupling.
The fact that the earth is a heat sink of erormous capacity makes it a potential passive
cooling resource. It is more effective as a heat sink than the atmosphere in overheated
situations (88). Conductive heat exchange takes placebetween the ground and the building
unless negated by insulation. In structures with mud floors the effect is direct. The cooling
aspect of the earth is extended by creating contact with more building surfaces, walls and
roofs. Direct coupling invofues the direct transfer of heat between the building and the
earth. Indirect earth coupling uses air cooled by passing it below ground in ,ndergro,urd
pipes for convectivs sssling of indoor spaces. Winds towers may be used as an aid to earth
coupling.
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Fig 3.11. Earth Cooling
The cooling potential of the earth is zupplemented by adopting means to allow the earth
itself to cool fiuther, through shading, radiative and evaporative losses and prevention of
gains by solar radiation.(89x90). The use of earth on roofs is a variation of the roof pond
system In hot humid climates moisture in the earth can cause dampness in building surfaces
that are bermed and its application is more appropriate in hot dry regions (91).
In Bangladesh traditional houses benefit from earth cooling directly because of earthen
floors. The method has potential use in urban houses where the grormd floor is in contact
with the earth. Low water tables requires considerations for dampness and 
.the use of
protective layers which will reduce conduction potential. Earth berming has to consider
problems of light. Use of underground pipes will require dehumidification ofthe cooled air.
3.16.8. Shading
Shading of a building offers the first line of defence against gains from solar radiation.
Requirements vary from shading of the whole building to shading of walls and openings.
General shading requirements can be detennined from temperature data to the times when
conditions are above comfort levels (92).
The means to shade rarrge from strategies to shade a whole site to shadilg of a particular
areas at a particular times. In hot dry regions shading is of importance at the level of whole
settlements and building layouts are dense for mutual shading (42). ln warm h,mid areas
close spacing of building is restricted by air flow requirements and self shading is possible
through choice of building shape and form (93). Shading design colsiderations and the
architectural options depend on consideration of location and space types (94).
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Table 3.7. Considerations in shading device design
Space and element Space Considerations Shading device options
exteriors pathways
gardens
pavilions
courtyards
topography
surrounding
buildings
vegetation
walls
overhead plane
roofs
trellises
pergola
vertical plane
perf. screen
trees
interiors living spaces
leisure spaces
working spaces
operung srze
ropening type
light requirements
building geometry
orientation
heating /cooling
tilt
window
blinds
curtains
jalouise
sun screens
canopies
awnings
veranda
recess
walls/elements/roofs exterior raralls
exterior fixtures
roofs
building geometry
orientation
colour
conductivity
of materials
vegetation
projections
overhangs
surface plantations
eaves
veranda
horizontal plane
double roofshape/geornetry of
t
Fig 3' 12. Sun path and general shading device considerations for Dhaka, Bangladesh
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The path of the sun in the Bangladesh requires both horizontal and vertical projections for
east and west faces of a building and horizontal projections for the south. North faces see
the sun only for briefparts of the year.
3.16.9. Vegetal Shelter.
Ilr ttre humid tropics where vegetation is abundant and grows easily its use for passive
cooling is an appropriate use of local ...orr'rrrr. Rural homesteads in Bangladesh make use
of trees for shading and wind flow regulation (95). Plantations on roofs are a protection
against solar gain. Evapotranqpiration from leaves cool the surroundiogs as part of a natural
process.. The resultant effect is a cooler micro climate. Particular kinds of vegetation can be
used as a parl of the building components to zupplement passive cooling. Creepers that
grow on walls protect it from radiation. The use of vegetation on roofs rezult in lower
indoor temperatures as compared with tar or gravel surfaces (96). The low thennal capacity
of plants do not allow heat to accumulate. In Bangladesh trees and creepers grow very
easily but often create problems in building maintenance. Their use for passive cooling has
to be supported by adequate maintenance and consideration for right.
3.17. Environmental Building Design in Bangladesh.
Building design in the predominantly rural areas of Bangladesh are climate responsive
because of adaptation over time. Rapidly developing urban areas of the fifties arrd sixties
presented an hitherto unfamiliar context for building design. The lack of trained personnel in
tle building design discipline lead to insensitiveness towards climatic issues. Since the last
two decades trained architects have been increasingly involved in building design and
consciousness about climatic design has increased. The construction of houses, however, is
handled by unskilled labour, qpecially in the private sector. This in combination with the
narrow range of building products available in the country are maj61 considerations in the
application of passive cooling techniques.
3.L7.1. Research
The present state of research in climatic design consist of a few academic studies
Ventilation of building blocks for adequate inlet velocities have been studied and the
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optimum spacing for the same has been identified as twice the height of the blocks by
Muktadir (43) as opposed to recommendation of six times the height in other literature
(97). Builcling design characteristics for ventilation of low rise urban housing are mentioned
in general terms by Ali (98). Potential of urban streets in warm humid regions as a cooling
resource with reference to historical precedents is the subject of discussion by Ahmed (99).
The shading pattems of buildings in some tlpical urban housing layouts identify locations
for actMty qpaces in a study by Mallick (100). The study of the thermal characteristics of
some buildings over a limited time period identify shading of both the building surfaces and
openings as a key elements in heat gain control (101). Anotlrer research identifies
considerations in window design for soiar control and comfort (102). Particular aspects of
heat gain control through roofs have been explored through experiments in insulation using
hollow blocks on roof surfaces (103) and a more vernacular approach using inverted
eafihen pots (104). Activity on environmental aqpects of building are on the activities
agenda of two institutions namely the Bangladesh University of Engineering and
Technology. and the Housing and Building Research Institute. The latter is more concerned
with control of building costs.
3.17.2. Passive cooling of top floors using earthen pots for roof insulation.
As an issue related to the concern of this thesis an e4periment to explore alternative means
of roof insulation was carried out bythe author. Earthen pots comrnonly used for storing
food in Bangladesh were inverted and laid out over a concrete roof of a room in a top floor
flat. The gaps were filled with sand and covered with a tlrin cement concrete layer over a
polyhene sheet. Subsequent measurement of temperatures in the room and an adjoining one
without such insulation showed a difference of nearly 4"C at peak afternoon periods. The
difference in surface temperatures were substantially higher. Given that inzulation materials
are not available in the country and the commonly used method of lime terracing is
e4pensive, this is a viable method which optimises the use of local technology.(see appendix
8 for detailed paper on the zubject)
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Fig 3.13. The use of earthen pots for roof inzulation and its effects
3.18. Building Design and Considerations for passive Cooling.
The various levels ofbuilding design and the correqponding considerations for optimising its
passive cooling potential can be set out as a series oftasks that the architect may refer to in
the design process. The adaptation ofparticular means for passive cooling require infonned
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knowledge about the particular site and relate to the way the total design is conceived by
the architect incorporating other functionar and visuar quarities.
Table 2.8. Desigu considerations for passive Cooling.
Siting
Solar Control Ileat Gain Control Promotion of heat loss
Airflow
Exposure to
environmental heat
sinks
Evaporative cooling of
slte
I 
Orientation to i-ia,"n
I
I Shading byother
structures, trees
Consideration oi-
reflected radiation from
ground (surface
;:"::;;#"_/
,ouurrtng Iorm and
Internal Layout
Elemenf ftpci-
Self shading
Minimising exposure to
sun through
manipulation of building
shape
(surface to volume ratio)
Thermal buffering of
living spaces
(use ofverandahs)
Isolation of heat sources
(thermal zoning)
Narrow or stagg.red 
-
plan shape for
ventialtion
Connection to ground
Exposure to slry
'optimisation of
'adiative losses)
4/rndow /opening design
:nd orientation for air
low
rind tower/solar
hirnney
oor-ground contact
of-sky exposure (roof
rnds)
uvernangs 
I 
Thermalrn*r-----F
Sunshades ltnsutatio, l:;:,," /.*,"-,, l;
surrace texrure f 
colour 
I u,
Vegetarion f 
Materials 
Ir.
I 
Reflective roof 
I o"
I 
sr,aa"a gtazing 
I
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CHAPTERFOUR
Comfort in Context
4. COMFORT IN CONTEXT
4.1. Introduction
The basio concem. of the architect or designer is to provide an indoor environment where
the most of the occupants are comfortable. While the idea of a comfortable environment for
all would involve the consideration of id[ividual preferences there are a set general
conditions in which a majority of the people would be at ease. They relate to air a:rd radiant
temperatures, air flow, humidity etc. Many attempts have been made to determine tle
values of these variables that would provide a comforlable environment. The following
sections evaluates these conditions, on the basis of existing kaowledge. On the assumption
that comfort requirements of people depend on geographic location and the climate thereof,
habits, attitudes and importantly the ability to adjust to local conditions, the subsequent
sections evaluate the reqponses of a field study on comfort in Bangladesh. The
understanding thus developed are used in part to evaluate building performances in later
parts of the thesis.
4.2. Definitions
The definitions of thermal comfort emphasise on the notion of thermal neutrality i.e. the
conditions under which the human body is in a state of thermal equilibrium with its
surroundirgs (f )(Z)(:)(4X5) and the "absence of discomfort". Irr terms of occupants in a
building it is best defined as the conditions where most of the people are unaware of the
thermal conditions around them and do not feel the need to adjust to it.
Physiologically, comfort is related to the body's thermoregul atory system where the heat
exchanges between the human body and its surrounding maintain deep body temperatme at
37'C and skin temperature within the range of 31 to 34"C. The exchanges are through the
processes of evaporation, convection, radiation and to a lesser extent conduction between
metabolic heat production and the outside conditions. The human body is able to adapt to a
wide range of outdoor conditions, while msinlaining it own thermal equilibrium mainlJ
through the mechanisms of control of skin fsmperature and sweat secretion.
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Fig 4.1 The body's thermoregulatory qystem
Comfort as a sense is associated with many unquantifiable factors. The state of comfort is
also a state of mind which depends on the psychological aqpects of human behaviour and a
person in distress is unlikely to feel comfortable even in a thermally agreeable environment.
Factors influencing comfort are related to olfactory, auditory and visual senses. Comfort is
influenced by geographic location and long tenn acclimatisation to a particular environment.
Cultural differences account for different preferences (6)(7). Differences in socio economic
conditions in the developing countries are also said to account for differences in comfort
sensations althot'gh this has no empirical basis (8).
4.3. Factors Influencing Thermal Comfort.
External factors tlat contribute to or influence the sensation of comfort'can be categorised
as personal and environmental variables. The effects of these can be directly perceived by
the human body and can be expressed in quantifiable terms. Personal variables relate to
factors that are a result of human behaviour and habits, environmental variables relate to
factors that define the conditions of the natural environment.
, 
4.3.1.. Personal Variables.
Metabolic rate: The energy released by the digestion of food by the body is converted to
work and heat which interacts with the external environment. The heat produced by the
body is a finction of activity levels. Human activity is classified according to heat produced
per square meter ofbody surface (from Dubois equation) and is referred to as met (9). The
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$OWl#). Metabolic rates for some common activities are given in table 4.1
Table 4.1. Metabolic rates for common activities
Activity Wm
sleeping 40 .7
reclining 45 .8
walking n loo 1.7
115 2
220 3.8
lifting
cooking
house cleaning
heavy machine work
shovelling
dancing
tennis
wrestling
scale of reference for hgman activity is 1 met, the metabolic rate of a person when seated
leisurely
slow
fast
t20 2.1
95-115 1.6-2.0
115-200 2.0-3.4
235 4
235-280 4.0-4.8
140-255 2.4-4.4
2t0-270 3.6
410-505 7.0-8.7
Higher metabolic rates result in higher heat production and the ability to feel cornfortable
when it is cold or more uncomfortable at higher temperatures.
Clothing: The tlpe of clothing worn by a person forms an intermediate layer of insulation
between the body and the exterior and therefore effects thermal sensations, more the
insulation less the extemal temperature that a person is able to feel comfortable in. Thennal
insulation value of clothing is e4pressed as clo. I clo roughly corresponds to the insulation
value of a normal winter business zuit (0.1SSm2K/W). Lrght summer clothes as is common
intropical e111i1snments have a clo value of 0.5.
ffiffi
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Fig3.2. Clo values for typical clothing. (source: European Passive Solar Handbook)
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4.3.2. Environmental Varia bles.
Comfort is directly affected by some of the elements of the natural environment, charrges in
which are associated with changes in the sensatiou of cornfort.
Air temperature influences heat gains or losses of the body tluough convective heat
exchanges and respiration and directly effects the comfort status of a person.
Mean radiant temperature is an ind"rtor-of the combined effect of the temperatures of
surrounding surfaces which affects the radiative heat loss of the body. Outdoors, this
exchange also takes place with the radiant heat from the sun. Low radiant temperatures can
contribute to the cooling of the body even if the air temperature is high.
Air movement affects both the corvective heat exchanges and the rate of evaporation of ;
moisture from the body's surface. This depends on the temperature and moisture content of
the air. In the tropical areas air movement is of particular importance as it is able to cool
down the body tluough evaporation of sweat when air temperature is high.
Relative humidity or the relative moisture content of the air affects ttre rate of evaporation
from the skin and luugs and vapour diffirsion through the skin. The relative humidity of the
surrogndings is related to the evaporative cooling potential of the body and hence comfort.
The moisture content of the air is also related to wettedness of the skin which also affects
the sensation of comfort. In humid environments high moisture content reduces the
potential for sveat evaporation. High humidities contribute indirectly to comfort through
problems of mould growth, mites etc. whereas low humidities can cause discomfort by the
drying of mucous membranes (10).
4.4. Thermal Indices
To defi1e conditions which are perceived as comfortable by people several descriptions that
consider the combined effects of a number of variables on thermal comfort have been
derived for use by designers. Some of these relate more readily to architects, while others
are more relevant to air conditioning and heating engineers or professionals concerned with
aspects of human behaviour.
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Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) and Predicted Percentage of Dissatisfied (PPD) (2).
Based on the heat exchanges of the body with the thermal environment Fanger has derived
means of determining their comforl status. hedicted rrean vote (PMV) provides an
estimate of how cool or wafln a particular environment will feel based on the meiur value of
ihe votes of a large group of people voting on a seven point thermal sensation scale where
the central vote corresponds to the con[ition of thermal neutrality. Silrce there are
significant differences between people and for any mean value of the votos there may be a
number of people who are not in agreement. Predicted Percentage of Dissatisfied (ppD)
gives the percentage ofpeople who are dissatisfied with the given environment. There is a
relationship between PPD and PMV which is least for neutral votes and increases with
progressively warmer or cooler sensations. It is important to note that the basis for these
derivations used subjects e4posed to artificially controlled environments.
Fig 4.3. Relationship between PMV and PPD
The Bioclimatic Chart.
The Bioclimatic Chart proposed by Olgyay (11) presents the required conditions for
comfort for as a range of dry bulb temperatures and relative humidities graphically called
the comfort zone. For tle designer they may be interpreted as conditions that have to be
met to provide comfortable occupancy in indoor spaoes. Adjustments to this zone can be
made for air movement and radiation effects given the values of clo and met. This is related
to conditions observed in the temperate regions of the United States and an elevation of the
lower perimeter of the sutnmer comfort line by 3/4"F (0.4"C) for every 5o change towards
,
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lower latitudes from 40"N is proposed. The chart has since been moffied by
authors to accommodate other considerations ( I 2)( I 3X 1 4).
The comfort zore is also plotted with different combinations of variables
psychrometric chart (15) and on nomograms of efifective temperature (16).
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Fig 4.4. ffis Bisslimatic Chart (after Olryay and Koenigsberger)
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Fig 3.5. Relationship between comfort and exlernal temperatures (after Humphreys)
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Ou the basis of a statistically established relationship between comfort and outdoor
temperatures the concept of neutral temperatwe was introduced by Humphleys (17). This
has partioular reference to free running buildings in conditions where the outdoors are not
extreme. The neutral temperature is given by:
T : 1l.g +.534T"
where Tn is the neutral temperature when the outside temperature is To. This was later
modified by Auliciems (18) for warmer climates to:
T :146 +.31 T,
Comfort conditions are within a range of + 2.5"C above and below tLis point for 50Yo
relative humidity.
Effective Temperature and Corrected Effective Temperature
This combines the effect of air temperature, relative humidity and air movement into one
scale called the effective temperature (19). It describes the temperature of a still saturated
atmosphere which in the absence of radiation produces the same effect as the atmoqphere in
question. This was later modified to include radiant temperatures in a new scale called t}e
corrected effective tempelature (20)
Equivalent Warmth
This relates air temperature, humidity and radiant temperatures with individual reqponses
from zubjects and the surface ternperatures of the skin and clothin g (21). The equivalent
warmth scale is reliable for assessing comfort for low humidities in temperatures up to 35'C
and highsl humidities for up to 30oC. This takes little account of cooling by air movement
in high humidities
Equatorial Comfort Index.
Developed in a tropical environment (Singapore).This index combines air temperature,
humidity and air movement with responses from acclimatised subjects into a formula and
graphically into a nomogram (22).
Tropical Summer Index
The Tropical Summer Index (23) follows along the lines of the equatorial comfort index but
dealing with subjects in the Indian sub continent and combining observations indoors and
outdoors. This combines the effects of dry and wet bulb temperatures with globe
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temperature and air velocity into one index for evaluating comfort. The results are discussed
later with reference to comfort in the tropics.
Predicted Four Hour Sweat Rate (P4SR).
This is concemed with thermal stress at high temperatures and the rates of sweat secretiolr
that occur as a result. It invohes relationships betweeu clo'tring, metabolic tates, air
temperature, humidity, air movement, and the mean radiant temperature with the
assumption that similar sweat rates produced the same physiological stress (24). It is
relevant for high temperatures (above 28'C) but does no take fi.rll account of the cooling
effect of air movement at high humidities (16).
Ileat Stress Index,
This index evolved under assumptions similar to P4SR where the heat stress experienced by
subjects under different conditions of activity was measrued in relation to environmental
measurements (25). The results are indicative of thermal sensations between 27 and 35"C
aud 30 and 80% relative humidity but not.of a comfort zone (16).
4.5. Comfort in the tropics
Comfort indices and the comfort zone, having been developed through e>rperiments and
work in temperate climates or for concem with particular situations in otler environments,
their adequacy for in general is inherently restricted and require reconsideration when
applied for tropical climates (23)(26)(27).
The people of the wanner regions, because of acclimatisation have tolerance for higher
temperatures and are adjusted to higtr humidities (23)(14)(28X29X30). Because in these
regions people wear clotlring of lower insulation value convective heat loss is increased and
in combination with air flow through clothing of loose disposition comfort is attainable at
higher temperatures (31) Aoclimatisation to an environment may determine neutral
conditions rather than heat balance (32). Conditions of humidity defined for comfort are
based on problems associated with moisture such as mould growth and does not necessarily
relate directly to comfort. In tropical environments, in airy and well lighted buildings such
problems may not occur (33).
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The reconsideration of established indices such as the PMV have been suggested when
applied in warm climates (32). Givoni proposes upper limits of up to 90o/o for comfort in
tropical regions (1a) and higher outdoor temperatues of more than 35oC for building
having higfu thermal mass. Sharma and Ali in their study of Indian subjects zuggest
temperatures above 30'C for comfort, although upper limits of relative humidities are
restricted to 70o/o. The effect of air flow on comfort is also iimited by certain assumption
related to the inconvenience it causes e.g. situations where it results in paper blowing about,
whereas in hot climates people may be wilfing to put up with such inconveniences for
comfort. Some studies carried out in tropical situations suggest higher values of comfort
temp eratures (3 a)(3 5 ) (3 6)(37 )(26)
2025,ofr
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Fig 4.6 Adaptation of comfort zone in wafln climates (after Givoni, Sharma and Ali)
Building design in warm and hot climates add to occupant comfort through sensitivity to the
climate in their design. Cooling is brought about through the use of heavy or light
construction, large openings, coutact with the ground etc.
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4.7.Thermal Comfort in Bangladesh: Field Investigations
People in Bangladesh experience high temperatures and humidities for most of the year and
very high humidities in the railry season. The conditions that define thermal comfort for
these people vary from conventional definitions of comfort because of long term
'acclimatisation to such environments (17X38X39). It is evident that considerations for
thermal comfort in warm environments has $o take into account the responses to higher
temperatures and the effects of building design (23)(40)(41X14). In the case of Bangladesh
it is also important to consid.er the effect of high humidities for the reason that people have
been living under such conditions and may have adapted to its presence. There have been
no studies which investigate the aspects of thermal comfort in Bangladesh which directly
involved responses from subjects. Research so far considers thermal comfort as a related
iszue in other aspects of environmental desigu and draws mainly from established theories
(42)(43)(44). A recent study makes some genelnl ssmments on comfort in various regions
ofthe couutry on the basis of evaluation of data from meteorological stations where the hot
humid and the cools seasons are seeu to more agreeable in terms of comfort than the hot
and dry period (37).
The following sections discuss the results of a field investigation involving conrfort
assessments of occupants of ulban housing with an aim to ideutifo conditions for comfort
and factors that contribute to it.
4.7.1. Methodology
The study subjects were mostly university students in their early twenties and some older
people where the monitoring work was done by the students. Over a mrmber of days the
zubjects were asked to record their comfort sensations and corresponding values of
personal and environmental variables on the forms provided. Initially the forms required
each assessment on a separate sheet but later this was modified to 'comfort diaries' where
several assessments over a number of days were made ( Appendix 1 and 2). The two
assessment periods covered February-April and July- October, 1993 which includes a brief
part of the cool period but mainly the hot dry and hot humid periods.
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The measurements were rnade with digital thennometers, a digital temperature-humidity
meter and a whirling thermometer. Globe temperatures were measured with blackened table
tennis balls over the sensors of the digital thermometers appropriate for measuring warmth
indoors in low ail velocities.(45). Air velocity was measured using a rotating vane
anemometer Two sets of instruments were available to the reqpondents which were passed
on from one to the another over the whole period of measurements.
Fig 4.7. Modffication of digital thermometer to measure globe ternperature.
The comfort observations were recorded in the homes of people as they went about their
daily activities.
4.7.z.The Thermal Sensation Scale.
Thermal sensation were recorded on the basis of a seven category scale after the Bedford
and ASHRAE scales of thermal sensation (46)(47). It relates to the sensations of comfort
as in the Bedford scale and borrows from the ASHRAE scale for description of the outer
chtegories. The middle three categories accomrnodate the comfort range. Aqmmetrical
scales were not considered because of the risk of bias as indicated by Humphreys (48).
-1 0-2-J
Comfortably Comfortable Comfortably Wartn
Cool WarmCOMFORTZONE I
HotCold Cool
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4.7.3. f,nvironmental Variables
The environmental variables measured are the ones typically associated with analysis of
comfort namely the bioclimatic chart - Air Temperature, Relative Humidity, Globe
temperature, and Air movement. Some modification were made in their recording over
the two periods. Initially conditions of solar radiation were noted but it was noticed that
there was no case where the subjects e4posed themselves to direct solar radiation.
Subsequent recordings did not include consideration for radiation.
The movement of air was not actually measured in each case. The ceiling fan being a
common fixture in most houses the qpeed setting of the fan regulator was noted. As there is
no published data about the air movement values of such fans the air velocity generated by
ceiling fans in di:fferent settings was measured in a number of rooms and the results
obtained were used to replace the fan speed values in the analysis (Appendix 3). Air flow
from the outdoors was indicated as similar flow from a fan. The External Temperature
was measured in some instances.
Table 4.2 Averuge values of air movement for fan speed settings
Fan speed setting Room 1 Room 2 Room 3 Roorn 4 Room 5 Room 6 Average
Slow (S) .17 .t7 .12 t4 t4 .16 ,;15,rn/S.iii
Medium(M) .3 .29 .31 .28 .3 .32 '.3,m/S,,,,,
Fast (F) .54 .39 .42 .5 .42 .43 .45 rn/s
Fig 4.8. The ceiling fan and regulator
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4.7.4. Personal Variables.
Clothing and activity levels were recorded as the main variables. Clo values corresponding
to local preferences of dress and Met values for common domestic activities. Other details
of age and, sex were recorded for reference as well as the location within the house where
observations are made. In the first form the time in spent in a iocation of the observations
was noted. In the diary the respondents were instructed to take readings only after being in
a place for at least 20 minutes. !
The range of actMties and clothing of the reqpondents fall within a narrow range of values.
A11 activities reported are common domestic flrnctions and the hardest work is cooking (3
met). Clothing values are within an even smaller range, the maximum values do not exceed
0.5 cloforboth sexes, forfemalesitis atnost always 0.5. For males it is as low as 0.1but
only in a few instances. The type of clothing worn promotes comfort in their styles. The
traditional panjabi pyjama of the males consists of a light cotton turic worn over loose
pyjamas. The female preference of the saree is a 6 meter long fabric worn wrapped around
the body but is loose in disposition and leaves areas exposed to air movement.
Fig4.9. Typical domestic activity ranges and clo values.
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4.8. Analysis of Comfort Conditions.
The evaluation of comfort conditions are based on the analysis of relative humidity and air
temperature values of the comfort votes. The three central votes, comfortably wamq
comfortable and comfortably cool are used to define comfort parameters. The details of all
the observations are given in Appendix 5.
4.8.1. Votes and Temperature.
The temperafure lurge for each voting category rise with ascending votes, to a lesser extent
with the walmer than the cooler ones. Although it is a sevet category scale the extreme two
categories were not voted for except once where the sensation was recorded as hot. The
colder sensations are for larger temperature differences about neutral conditions than
corresp onding warmer votes.
Table 4.3. Votes and air temperature (no or slow air movement)
Vote Average temperature in range
-2
-l
0
I
2
26.4"C
28.5"C
29.2'C
29.1',C
30.6"C
100
R2 = .o9
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Fig 4. 11. Votes and air temperature
4.8.2. Location, Activity Rate and Comfort.
Given the fact that more than 50%o of the observations were made in bedrooms it was
assumed tlat the location of observations may have some bearing.on comfort conditions.
Cross referring the data from other locations with exclusively that of bedrooms show that
location within the house does not effect comfort conditions.
The range of activity is narrow, between 0.8 and L.2 met for more thar 75%o of the
situations. For the common activities there is no significant difference in comfort
temperatures. For met levels higher than 1.5, of which there are nof many instances, there is
an increase in comfort temperatures but not consistently in all cases.
4.8.3. Comfort conditions with no air movement.
The air temperature and relative humidity conditions for the three central votes without the
presence of any airmovement range between 24"C and,35"C and 53.L% and95o/o R.tL for
all activity ard slething renges. For people in sedentary conditions or engaged in very light
work and dressed in clothes of insulation value not below 0.4 or above 0.5 clo this range
narrows dorvn between 24"C to 32"C. Within this range, sensations relating to comfortably
wann start at around 27'Cbut temperatures describing comfortably cool and comfortable
are included in the whole range.
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Fig 4.12. Comfortably cool, comfortable and comfortably warrn withno airmovement
(shaded area for 0.8-1 met and 0.4/0.5 clo.)
4.8.4.Influence of Air Movement
For little air 
.movement up to 0.15m/s generated by ceiling fans in slow settings tlere is no
appreciable change in comfort temperatures and the mean comfort temperature increases by
less than loC and the range of temperatures for both are close.
For air movement in the order of 0.30 nnls when ceiling fan settings are at mediunq there is
a rise in both the upper and lower limits of comfort temperatures by more than 2oC
extending to humidity conditions above 90o/o. For even higher velocities of 0.45mls in the
fast setting there is an elevation in the upper and lower limits by less than loC. This change
is mostly for humidities lower than 80%, below 65o/otolerances increaseby 7C.
Table 4.4. Comfort range and mean comfort temperatures for different air speeds
Fan speed setting Average speed Comfort range Mean comfort temperature
none
slow
medium
fast
0
.l5m/s
.3rn/s
.45mls
24"C- 32"C
24C- 33"C
26.4"C - 35.2"C
27"c - 35.9"C
28.9"C
29.5"C
30.9"c
31.6'C
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Fig 4.13. Comfort conditions and afu movement (in fan speed settings)
4.8.5. Humidity and comfort
Under all conditions of the field study there is a marked tolerance for high relative
humidities up to 95o/o. T\,e humidity tolerance vary with air movement. For comfort in the
absence of any air flow temperatures below 28"C are related to humidity conditions up to
95yo, with higher temperatures tle corresponding relative humidity is 90% or lower. With
all conditions of air flow (including slow air movements) humidities up to 95o/o is tolerated
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a1d in some isolated cases humidities reach close to 98%. The effect of humidity on
discomfort diminishes with air flow.
The relative humidity values correspond to absolute humidity values of between 23 to 28
dK5,likely to lead to wettedness of the skin (30). Relief in such condition is brought about
by the sryle of clothing which is loose and leaves parts of thebody exposed for possible
evaporation with air movement.
There were very few instances ofhumiditi", U.to* 50% rrthe observations and comfort (or
discomfort) in low relative humidity could not be ascerlained.
4.8.7. Radiant Temperature and Comfort.
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Fig 4.14. Globe and air tempeiatures for no air movement and .45mls fan speeds.
As a general trend in all situations of the field study the globe temperature was lower than
the air temperature. This is likely due to design aspects, as walls in most houses are of
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masonry and the floors concrete slabs with smooth finishes which accounts for low mean
radiant temperatures, this is probably more so in ground floors where there is the additional
cooling effect due to earth contact and in upper floors where the roof slab is not exposed to
radiation from the sun.
For no air movement globe temperatures are noticeably lower than the conespontling air
temperature, the differences diminish with increased air flow when the circulating air results
in higher globe temperatures. 9
4.9. Radiant Ternperature as a descriptor of Comfort
Regression analysis using comfort votes as a dependent variable against the environmental
variables, indMdually and in combination yielded the best relationship with globe
temperature. No significant increase in the value of R2 could be obtained for combinations
ofvariables.
Fig 4.15. Values of FL2 for comfort votes regressed with environmental variables.
For globe temperatures 25o/o of the variations could be explained (R2:.25). Whereas R3 in
regression analysis explains the proportion of variations the acceptability of a lower value in
this case can be e4plained by the nature of the two variables. Comfort votes are whole
numbers (....-1, 0 1,2...) and globe f6mperatures for these vary in a straight line parallel to
the x axis and the extreme values are far apart resulting in a smaller value of *.
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Using the formula for the regression line
C.V. = Tg x.18 - 5.11, where
C.V. is the comfort vote and Tg is globe temperature.
Fig 4.16. Scatter diagram for globe temperatures
Using the equation to calculate the votes from values of globe temperature and comparing
them with the measured votes (by rounding up fractions to the nearest whole number) 41%
of the total range of votes corresponded with calculated values. The level of accuracy,
increases to 6O%o when only the neutral votes (0) are compared.
The estimations of globe temperature values for all the three central votes show a close
relationship with measured values for all conditions of air movement.
Table 4.5 . Calculated values of globe temlreratures
Corresponding value of Tg
J
2
1
o
2(
-1
-2'
y=.18x-5.11
globe temp.
-1
0
I
22.8"C
28.3"C
33.9"C
Narrowing doram the relationship between globe temperature and comfort for still air
conditions the equation of the regression line is grven by
C.V. : Trx .29 - 8
Range of temperatures that describe comfort conditions by this formula is a close enough
description of measured data to be acceptable (24.1-31"C). Globe and air temperature when
regressed for conditions of no air movement also shows a good relationship 1R'?=.+Z;. R
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A2 =.25
multiplication factor of 1.04 for the globe terperatue gives the corresponding air
temperature (grven by slope of tle regression line where the intercept is the origin)
establishes the relationship between ail and globe temperatures where the lower and upper
limits of comfort air temperatures are only slightly higher than suggested by the observed
conditions.
Table 4.6. Calculated values ofglobe and corresponding air temperatures for no air
movement
Vote Corresponding value ofTs Conesponding value ofT" (TB + 1.04)
-1
0
I
24.1"C
27.5"C
3I"C
25.06.C
28.6"C
32.24.C
4.1O. Conclusions : Comfort in the context of urban housing
Air temperatues for comfort with no air. movement and for people wearing normal summer
clotlring, engaged in normal household activity indoors are within the range of 24 ail, 32. c,
for relative humidities between 50 and,95%o. Clothirg styles and preferences contribute to
comfort. The type of olothing favoured by both men and women iue light and loose in
disposition, thereby promoting comfort by aitowing air flow in parts of the body not
exposed.
During the winter months particularly at daytime there is no sipfficant change in clo value.
During the night and on particularly cold days the clo value may go up to I ard the
subsequent comfort temperatue lowered by 2"C. This situation is more valid for ttre coltler
northem parts and makes less difference in the coastal areas.
In the absence of air flow people feel comfofiable even in high humidities. In a location
where humidity is generally high for most of the year this is an expected response. T[is
tolerance to high humidities is lower in still air oonditions. With air flow relative humidities
up to 9570 is tolerated. The skin wettedness which results fro6 high moisture content ofthe
air is a condition people are adapted to and clothing styles lessens its impact on comforl.
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The response at lower humidities is not sufficiently clear because during the course of the
observations the relative humidity was rarely below 50%. Other studies, namely the
bioclimatic chart would suggest comfort at even 30o/o. If acclimatisation explains the
tolerance of high relative humidities it is possible that people not used to low humidities, as
is the case in Bangladesh, frLy feel uncomfortable should such a situation occrr.
Radiant temperature, because of coustruction and shading is usually lower than the air
tempsrature indoors as well as outdoors. Ihis has a bearing on comfort and may be the
reason why people feel comfortable wheu air temperatule readings are high, particularly in
still conditions. The type of housing construction favoued in urban areas contribute to
comfort because of the use of relatively heavy construction because of the popularity of
brick masonry. Other factors that contribute to low radiant temperatures is contact with the
ground and shadinB, and at personal level direct contact with cold zurfaces such as when
walking barefoot at home. Of all other environmental variables radiant temperatures is the
best indicator of comfort.
Little or slow air movement up to .15m/s makes very little difference to comfort
temperatures. The mean comfort temperature for this range is 28.9"C. For higher velocities
of .3rnls and up to .45mls the upper and lower limits of comfort temperatures increase
between 2-3"C and mean comfort temperature increases to 31.2oC. For a general situation
which has the potential use of a fan or exposure to comparable air flow the average comfort
temperature can be said to be 30.1"C. The comfort temperature is probably higher for
highsr air velocities. Depending on the distribution pattem of air flow generated by the
ceiling fan a person may choose a location where the air velocity is appropriate to his or her
zubjective needs. In terms of ceiling fan usage it can be said that unless the setting is
medium or fast its use at lower qpeeds does not contribute significantly towards improving
conditions.
The fact that people feel comfortable at the temperature and humidity conditions described
does not necessarily meatr that they are preferred. They are a result of long term e4posure
to such conditions and are tolerable. There is probably a difference between tolerated
conditions and aspired conditions and if air conditioned buildings are a mea$rre of it cooler
temperatures are aspired for.
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The study is limited in scope to the occupants of urban housing only. People who enjoy and
are aware of the benefits of devices that promote comfort such as the ceiling fan. For the
rural poor who are not aware of, or experienced to such conditions the tolerance levels may
be higher.
Fig 4.17. Summer comfort zone for Bangladesh
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CHAPTERF'IVE
Thermal Performance of Urban Housing
5. THT'RN&{L PERFORMANCE OF IJRBAN HOUSING
5.1. Introduction
the following sections analyse the observations on occupant comfort and thermal behaviour
of ten different case study houses in Dhaka. Their design descriptions (Appendix 7).
represent the commonly occurring typologies of urban houses. A survey of the occupants
opinions regarding their own of comfort in these houses identifies possible design features
that contribute to comfort (or d.iscomfort) and the conditions that promote it. The measured
thermal data provides the basis for an empirical evaluation of comfort and the'factors that
contribute to thermal bellaviour. The comparative analysis between the cases have reference
to the common desigu features. The thermal conditions in the houses are affected by internal
heat gains the effect ofwhich are evaluated for three of the examples. The indoor conditions
are measured and compared with simultaneously occurring outdoor conditions. The
outdoor measurements provide the context of the site as a contributor to indoor thermal
behaviour and offer the potential of comparison between dif[erent sites. The desigu
parameters considered for the simulations studies in the following chapter are based on the
analysis here.
5.2. Design characteristics of urban housing.
The thermal behaviour of a building and the correqpondirg indoor comfort performance
depends on a multitude of factors. Construction, orientation, geometry, mateials, colour,
landscaping etc. are some of the features a designer can rnanipulate to create a desirable
internal environment (1X2X3X4X5) within a gryen climatic context.
The building envelope, its design and the materials with which it is constructed have a direct
bearing on the intemal thermal environment. In Bangladesh comrnor construction
tlpologies of urban housing do not employ a very wide range of materials (see chapter 2)
and certain combinations for the main elements of the building fabric are more common then
others (table 5.1).
tt4'
Table 5.1. Combinations of materials in ssmmon typologies of urban housing.
l25mrn brick
plastered/unpl astered
floor finish over
concrete slab
earth
concrete common
C.I. sheet bamboo mat single storey
board q!!y
250mm brick
pl astered/unpl astered/
cladded
floor finish over
concrete slab hollow block
concrete comll1on
unconunon
375 rnm brick
plastered/unplastered/
cladded
floor finish over
concrete slab hollowblock
concrete colnmon
uncommon
500 mm brick
pl astered/unplastered
floor finish over ) concrete
concrete slab
hollowblock
cofirmon
(old structures)
uncofirmon
C.I. sheet floor finish over
brick soling
earth
C,I. sheet bamboo mat common
board single storey
onlY
barnboo mat C.I. sheet bamboo mat single storey
informal
housing
* some roofs have an insulation layer of 75mm lime concrete over the concrete slab
At the level of building, the designer is able to manipulate design variables in order to
achieve the environmental criteria which promote thermal comfort indoors (6X7). Starting
at the design of the landscape in the immediate environs of the building the control over
desigu elements and the extent of their manipulation extend to the fenestration, orientation,
design and location of openings, in the exterior of a building (8X9X10). Thickness of
building components qpecially brick walls vary ard some buildings have more mass resulting
in differences of thermal behaviour.
5.3. Design references of case studies.
The case studies are selected considering the common typologies as described. Other than
the building itself the choices consider the characteristics of the site in which they are
located. The possible effects on thermal behaviour are corsidered as functions of the
following aspects of design:
-Site
-Orientation
-Exposure
-Construction
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none
none
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5.3.1. Site
The site represents the existing immediate environment of the building over which control
through design is limited. It is the smaller context within the greater context of the urban
envilonment (11). The closeness of the surrounding buildings, tleir relative heights,
materials, the nature of surface cover and the location of trees and other physical attributes
influence site behaviour and consequently the internal environment.(12x13). The sites in the
case studies can be classified into three type,s:
Dense: These are locations where build^ings are very close to each other, the distance
between them being less than their heights and the ground cover is mostly pavdd with few
trees. within dense sites there are three tlpes in terms of geometrical profile, buildings of
similar height as that of the case study, of lower heiglrt and taller buildings (e4plained in
greater detail in section 5.16.1.)
Moderate: In these the buildings are spaced apart at distances which are between the height
and twicp the height of the building. The ground cover is a mixture of paving and earth.
Some are govemment residential colonies, uzhere buildings are spaced at regular intervals.
Open: This term has been used in a relative senso. Sites where there are no buildings within
close proxiniity ofthe reference building are fur this category. Buildings laid out on more or
less open ground with little paving are included in this group and top floor housing i,
moderate sites are considered as being relatively open.
Mud?
l, )'h 4
orru dc#o -
Fig 5.1: Different site conditions
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5.3.2. Orientation
Orientation of ttre houses were oonsidered as a factor which in-fluence intemal conditions. In
cases of dense sites the direct effect of orientation is not so apparent. The primary
orientation consideration is that of the window wall.
5.3.3. Exposurc
In the urbal situation, especially wittr nut trilaiog, the exposure ofa house is considered as
an aspect of influence on ttrermal behaviour. Top floors are exposed to radiation through
the roofwhereas intemlediate floors have the insulation effect provided by ottrei floors and
grourd floors are subject to heat exchanges with the earth. Ground floors have more
shading from surrourding structures and trees.
5.3.4. Construction (materials aud thermal mass)
The construction of the houses refer to the thermal rrrass of the structure. The materials
employed and the tlickness of walls and slabs determine the thermal inertia of the structue.
The response rate of high mass buildings to heat is slow as compared to lighter
construction. The temperature swing inside a high mass building is also less (14X15X16).
Older urban housing eftsn made the use of healy masonry construction with high ceilings
while in the recent examples the trend is towards lighter oonstruction. The case studies are
categorised into tluee tlpes in terms of construction twology, mainly in terms of wall
construction. Heavy, medium ard light conshuction, all use brick masomy of different
tlicknessest.
5.4. The case studies
The fnal choice ofthe oase studies had to consider ttre practical problem of availability of
the houses for the detailed measurements and observations and the co-operation of ttre
occupants. l0 examples were selected from 23 possibilities il the intial search (Appendix 5),
detailed descriptions of which are given m table 5.2.
L Light construction is meant in a relative sense, being buildings with wall thickness comparatively less than the other
two categories. A liSLt building here is heavier than what is convantionally understood as light in other literatue.
tt7
Case
ref:
Room Building Site
density
Orientations Construction Shading
wall
south
window walls
soutl 250 mm Sds[
roof /
150 mm 1.s.g.
*75mm lime
verandah2nd floor
bedroom
3 storied opetr
office/residence
gI. flool
berlroom
l storied
residence
exlerior
125 mm $fie(
plastered
comrgated
iron/bamboo
mat
overhangdense north north
lst tloor 2 storied dense souti south 125 mm gdgft 150 m-rrcrc o""rha"g
_ ledJgom lesidegtiai flats (low structures) plasteretl exposed4 2nd floor 5 storied moderate east east 125 *bri"k@bedroom residential flats nolt! north plasterecl floor above
Ist floor 2 storied dense south south 125 mmbrick 150.*..- verandahbedroom residentialflats
2nd floor 4 storied moderate south so"th
bedroom residential flats west exposed exterior floor above
gr. floor 4 storied moderate west west 375 rntn 150.m...c.bedroom residential flats south (partial) brick plastered floor above
gr. floor 4 storied moderate south souttr 375rc
bedroom residential flats east (partial) brick piastered floor above
5th floor 6 storied moderate south south
lCdrSSq residential fluts 
_ 
plastered * 75 mm Iime
gr. floor 5 storied moderate south south
ledroom residential flats east east plastered floor above
@1
Table 5.2. Description ofcase studies
1.
2
9
5.5. 0ccupant survey
3 occupants from each of the l0 case studies were asked to give tleir opinions about how
comfortable they were in their houses at different tirnes of the year. The objective was not
to quantify cornfort but to identify conditions which contributed to it.
5.5.1 The Questionnaire
The occupant responses are gathered through a distributed questionnaire (occupant survey
in appendix 6). The occupant's age and sex and the basic occupancy pattern in a typical
workday is considered. They were asked to record subjective evaluations of their sense of
comfort during the day and at night for the three seasons in the year, the hot dry period
from March to June, the hot humid period from July to early October and the cool period
from October to February. The hot humid period, by other definitions starts in June which i'
here is included in the hot dry period. This is because (u) i" reality parts of June is hot and
dry aod (b) the June prior to this survey was unusually dry and the respondents remember it
as that. The times defined are meant only to act as guidelines as the people recognise the,
seasors from experience rather then specific months.
r abre 5 3 : r emp er"\#$}ffi 
i,y (Hlf Hl,. ;'#*:TiH::f " t o the se a s ons in the
Hot dry period 29.3"C / 10"C 600/o - 80%o
Hot humid period 29.3"C I 5.6"C 85o/o - 90 o/o
, Cool period 20.7'C I 12.7"C '/0o/o - 8O o/o
The comfort scale used in the questionnaire is a variation of the one used in the comfoft
assessments in chapter 4 of seven ranges of thermal sensation. Instead of ranging from -3 to
3 the range here varies on a scale of 1 to 9 with written annotations. This modification was
a result of some people fiodiog it difficult to relate to negative values.
The year round pattern of use of the ceiling fan, a coillmon feature of urban houses, was
included in the questionnaire as an indicator of air flow preferences. Other factors that
contribute to comfort (or discomfort) were discussed with some occupants and are based
on observations.
tt9
mean temperafure / swing humiditv range
To get a broader understanding of the nature of comfort experiences of the reqpondents,
they were asked to comment on their observations in situations other ttran their present one.
This was to exterd tle scope of the survey and to get ar understandirg of what the
respondents thought were important to improve or aggravate comfort.
5.5.2. Observations
Table 5.4.. Summary of comfort req)onses.
house
ref
occupant
scx
52 nt
46f
23 t7'l
ceiling fan
except cool period
except cool period
except cool period
except cool period
cool peri
always
except cool period
except cool period
except cool period
cool
except cool period
except cool pedod
except cool period
except cool period
cool peri
except cool period
except cool period
except cool period
except cool period
except cool period
except cool period
52m
46f
19 f
52 nt
80 nl
47f
25m
48f
2rf
always
always
50m
23f
20m
26:,:r,
t9f
43f
23 nt
28t
56f
2lm
4sf
5lm
17m
l8 f
38 f
57m
42f
24f
Comfort in the seasons
In the hot dry period a majority of the occupants of the houses either feel warm or hot,
although some feel comforlable at times none of the houses are reported to be comfortable
at all times. In the hot humid period sellsations vary mostly between comfortable and warm
in most cases, the former usually at night. Some people report feeling cool at times. In the
Key : H-hot, W -worm, C-comfortable, Cl-cool, Cd-cold
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5
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cool period almost all the houses are agreeable to live in. During the day most reqpondents
felt comfortable or cool in their houses and even cold in some cases. At niglrt the houses are
mostly cold or cool but for sleeping people use blankets or quilts and are able to be
comfortable. For the whole year the occupants are generally more comfortable in the hot
humid period and uncomfortable in the hot dry period.
In the hot dry period the people reported comfortable conditions ahnost equally for both
day and night-time occupancy. In the hot humid period people feel more comfortable at
night. In the cool period the instances of daytime comfortable occupancy was double tha:r
that at night.
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Fig 5.2. Comfort reE)onses in the three seasons (60 responses per season)
Air movement and comfort
Air flow for comfort is provided by the ceiling fan, a common element in all houses. Its use
is maximum in the hotter periods and in few cases, all year. Although the people identify air
flow as an important contributor to comfort, the scope of air flow through windows is
restricted by fwo factors. The fact that all windows have security grilles and in lower floors
they are kept closed for privacy and security. Spot meazurements of air velocity in some
rooms yielded very low values even when it was high outdoors.
Exposure and comfort
Notwithstanding the problem of reduced air flow because of closed windows people in
ground and intermediate floors are generally better off than top floors. In the top floor
condition are usually wanner except for flats in the relatively taller buildings where air flow
t2l
is unobstructed and is able to provide relief Ground floors, however, have the problem of
dampness.
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Fig 5.3: Comfort reE)onses and floor location (averaged to 18 reqponses per type)
Building construction and comfort
The responses vary with the construction type of the houses in the survey. The range in
sensations include all (from cold to hot) in the light and medium structures. In the lighter
structures the occupants tend to feel wanner in general. There are no instances of people
feeling cold in the houses with heavier construction. The instances of people feeling
comfortable is most in the heavier and medium constructions and less in Iighter
construction.
8
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n tight tr medium I h"avy
Fig 5.4. Comfort response and construction type (averaged to 18 responses per type)
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Orientation and comfort
The two houses with heavier walls in the survey have different orientations and although
both are in similar settings the comfort resporrses vary. West orientation receives solar
radiation from the sun when outdoor air temperafure is high. The reqponses of the
occupauts of the west facing house reported being wanner whereas the occupants of the
south oriented house had little to complain. The occupants of a house facing east found
their houses to be generally cooler at all times.
Site and comfort
Houses in dense sites are rmcomfortable more often than the ones in open sites except
where the house in question could benefit from the shade of surrounding structur6s or trees.
The nature of the immediate surrounding also has a bearing on tle comfort situation. Hard
surfaces pavements as opposed to grass and open ground. In reqponse to the question on
preferred attributes of the house the occupants identify shading of the site by trees as an
important criteria.
Comfort in the cool period
Being a hot climate the conditions in the cool season are often underemphasised. According
to the survey, conditions in this season at times can be uncomfortable and e4periences can
extend to feeling cold. Some houses are reported to be cold at night or even during the day,
while others are more close to the comfort rartge.
Internal heat
Unlike traditional houses most modern houses have ttre kitchen as an integral part of the
internal layout. Although the use of heat generating domestic equipment is not a common
occurrence, the cooking process is elaborate and heat generating. The kitchen is a source of
intemal heat gain and in some cases appreciably so.
Experience and preferences
The respondents were of different ages. Students in their early twenties, older head of the
household, the housewife and in some cases older relatives. The younger respondents
tended to be more at ease with their livirg environment nor did they have much experience
of other situations. Some older respondents identified preferable situations from e4perience
such as more open sites, the preseilce of air flow, the shading provided by trees, higher
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ceiling heights, ground floors, larger windows and a better sense of security vis a vis the
scope for opening them. One respondent felt rural houses with thick mud walls were more
comfortable even without a ceiling fan.
5.5.3. Summary of survey findings
The house is a modifier of the extemal environment by virtue of its design some aqpects of
which contribute to comfort. It is evidentrfrom the results of the survey and also from
common knowledge that some houses are more comfortable tlan other because of
differences in design features. No single feature acts in isolation as an influence or indoor
conditions, they are a result of combinations where some may have more influence than
others. Inspite of high humidities, the hot humid period is when people are most
comfortable. Through long term experience of their own homes and observations of other
situations the occupants have their orarn perceptions of desigrr and environmental features
that will contribute to comfort.
5.6. Occupant behaviour, occupancy patterns and comfort.
Apart from occupancy pattems as described by the occupants in the survey the general
conditions of occupancy and space use in urban houses is an important consideration for the
evaluation of comfort. The patterns described here also consider general aspects other than
those from the survey findings (2a).
Given the domestio habits offamilies, the house is rarely unoccupied at any time of the daily
cycle. It is only in the recent past that urban women have been involved in gainfirl
emplolment, the older generatiou of women stay at home. Domestic help for household
tasks is cornmon. Family and household are not always s]monymous in Bangladesh and
there is the odd relative or guest in the house, sometimes permanently. The bedroom is a
comm6fly occupied space in the house and its fimctions include activities other than only
sleeping. It is important for the house to be comfortable at all times particularly from late
aftemoons throughout the night when most of the household is at home.
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Fig 5.5: Typical occupancy patterns and space use
5.7. Thermal data of the case studies: measurement periods
Temperature measurements were made in the ten buildings in tlrree different periods of the
year, the hot humid (in September), the cool (in January) and the hot dry period (in April).
Each observation period covered a twenty four hour cycle with the rnain readings at three
hourly intervals. The day in April is representative of a hot day when temperatures are high
and t}e swing large, the day in September is a typical day of the hot humid period, the
average temperature for that period is slightly higher than the ayerage for the season but the
swing is tlpica! in January it is representative of a cold day in the cool period. Table 5.5.
compares temperatures of these three days with seasonal values.
The hot humid and the hot dry period together cover more than nine months of the year of
which the hot humid period lasts six. The cool period barely covers three months. Together
t25
the measurements are able to provide a yearly profile of the performance of each case.
(Appendix 7)
Table 5.5. Meteorological data for the test days compared with seasonal data.
Days Average Swing Seasonal Seasonal
Temperature Average Swing
April, 09 (hot and dry) 31.9oC 9.4oC 28.1"C 10.3'C
September. 07 (hot and humid) 29.8"C , 5.'1"C 28.3"C 5.6"C
January, 18 (cool) 16.90C 14"C 20.7"C 12.7"C
All the observations were made on the same days to allow comparison.
The observations is each case measured both interior and exterior site temperatures, using
digital max min thennometers. Spot ls2dings of humidity wete made but do not always
correspond with temperature readings. Spot measurements of air velocity were made both
in the interior and exterior. Field notes refer to materials, ground surface qualities, building
features of particular importance and the behavioural characteristics of the occupants,
particularly adjustments made to improve comforl.
5.8. Analysis of thermal data.
The thermal behaviour of each case is analysed on the observations of two aspects
1. The daily indoor temperature patterns as it compares with outdoor conditions in the three
periods of the year
2. The yearly fluctuation of temperature.
The analysis primarily attempts to answer the question"How do the houses feel to live in?"
, througfo considerations of the following points
1. Times of the day when the house is wann or cool and how it relates to the sensation of
comfort and with occupancy patterns.
2. Relationship with the exterior. How the exterior compares with the interiors, better or
worse and at what times.
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3. Consistency of conditions indoors or whether thermal sensations vary over time i.e. the
temperature swing ( -\
4. fLe changes in indoor temperatures in tle seasons; changes in comfort conditions in the
house over tle whole year.
The comfort assessments are based on the findings in Chapter 4 and relate to comfort in no
or slow air movement for people engaged in sedentary activity and wearing normal summer
clothing and corresponds to an air temperitue ralge between 24 - 32"C. Assessment of
winter oomfort does not consider heavier clothing as this is not a consistent behavioural
aspect. The fact that people are able to improve conditions of comfort by adjustments to
clothing is noted. A summary of indoor and outdoor conditions in terrns of temperatures
and comfort conditions are given in tables 5.6 and 5.7. (detailed graphs for each case is
given in appendix 7)
5.9. Patterns of thermal behaviour
Daiiy pattern
Most of the house were cooler than the exterior in the early momings until about midday
after which the indoors are warmer. This is different with the building where the
construction is heavy in tle ground floors (case 8) or with a lighter structure in the top floor
(oase 9) where the indoor temperatures are lower or close to the exterior at all times in the
warm periods.
Seasonal pattern
The differences in conditions between September (lower temperahres lower swings) and
April (higher temperatures, higher swings) is noticeable in most cases. Although the
diference with the exterior may be higher, indoor temperatues ir April are higher and
usually above comfort levels in the afternoons and evenings. In September the outdoor
temperature is lower and and with lesser difference between indoor and outdoor the
possibility of comfort is better. This is with the exception of the heavier buildings (cases 7
and 8) where with different outdoor conditions the indoor temperatures in the two periods
are comfortable. This also true for another ground floor flat of medium oonstruction (case
10) and the light top floor flat (case 9).
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Case:1 April Ssptember January
Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor lndoor Orddoor
Maximum 33.2"C 35.9'C 31.4'C 32'C 22.6C 26.3'C
Mioimum 27.2"C 25.2"C 28.8"C 27.2"C 19.6"C 14.'1"C
Range 6.C 11.7"C 2.6"C 4.8.C 3'C 1l .7'C
Table 5.6. Summary ofindoor and outdoor temperatures for the case studies.(detailed
temperature graphs for each case are given in appendix 7)
Case 2 April September January
Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor Indoor Ouldoor
Maximum 33"C 34.2"C 31.2"C 31.2"C 22.9"C 23.7"C
Minimum 28"C 25.6'C 28.8'C 27.2"C t9.2"C 16"C
Range 5'C 8.6'C 2.4'C 4'C 3.7"C '1.7"C
Case 3 Ap.il Se?tember January
Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor lndoor Orndoor
Maximum 35.9'C 36.1'C 33.2"C 34.l"C 23"c 25.8'C
Minimum 29.3'C 24.8"C 29.5.C 27.4"C 19.2"C t4.1"C
Range 6.6.C I1.3'C 3.7'C 6.7"C 3.7"C l I.7"C
Case 4 Apr il September January
Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor Tndoor Outdoor
Maxirnrmr 32.8'C 33.5'C 32.3.C 32.5"C 24.1"C 24.5"C
Minimun 26.8'C 25.2.C 29"C z7"c 19.8"C 14.2"C
Range 6.C 8.30C 3.3"C 5.5 "C 4.3 cC 10.3'c
Case:5 furil September January
Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor
Maximum 36.5.C 35'C 33.3"C 32.8"C 20.7"C 19.7"C
Minimum 30.2"C 24.3"C 3 t.4"C 28.3"C 17.6"C 12.3"C
Range 6.3'C to.7"c 1.9'c 4.5"C 3.1"c 7.4'C
Case 6 April September January
Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor
Maxiurum 33.8'C 3't.l"c 32.t"C 32.6C 24"C 27.t"C
Minimum 29.5"C 26.2.C 29.6"C 27"C 19.5'C l5 "c
Range 4.3"C 10.9.c 2.5'C 5.6'C 4.5'C t2.t"c
Case:7 April September January
Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor
Maximurn 31.5'C 36.9.C 31.4"C 32.3"C 20.6"C 23.4"C
Minimum 29.3"C 25.8'C 30.1"c 27"C 19"C r l.l'c
Range 2.2"C 11. 1'C 1.3"C 5.3.C I,6"C 12.3"C
Case 8 April September January
Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor
Maximurn 31.8"C 36.8'C 30.7"C 32.3"C 21.7"C 26.3.C
Minimum 29.1'C ).4.4.C 29'C 27.toc 20.6"C '14"c
Range 2.7"C 12"C 1.7"C 5.2"C l.l"c 12.3"C
Case 9 April September January
Indoor Outdoor Jndoor Outdoor hdoor Outdoor
Maximum 31.2"C 34.7"C 31.8"C 32.3"C 23.60C 26.5.C
Minimum 26.7"C 24.AoC 27.7"C 27.t"C 21.1"C 15.6"C
Range 4.5"C 9.9"C 4.1"c 5.2"C 2.5"C l0_9"c
Case:10 April September January
Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor
Maximum 32.9"C 35.5'C 30.7"c 31.7"C 21.7"C 23.C
Minimum 29"c 24.a.C 29.6"C 27.4"C 20.5"C t3.4'C
Range 3 S"C t0.7"c l.l'c 4.3 "C I.2"C 9.6"C
tiz
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Table 5.7. Summary of comfort conditions in the case studies (occurrences of temperatures
between 24 atd3?"C are identified as comfortable)
Casel momrng
0600 - 1200
aftemoon
1200 - 1800
evenrng
1800 - 0000
night
0000 - 0600
April contto-rtable warm warm,/comfortable conrfoflable
September comfortable comfortsble, comfortable comfortable
January cool :comfortablei. cool cool
Case 2 momrng
0600 - 1200
aftemoon
1200 - 1800
evenrng
1800 - 0000
night
0000 - 0600
April comfortable/ warm warm warm /comfortable comfortbale
September ,,comfo-rtAble cdmfortable comfortabler comfortable
January cool cool cool cool
Case 3 mommg
0600 - 1200
aftemoon
1200 - 1800
evening
1800 - 0000
night
0000 - 0600
April comfortable/ warm warn waIIn warm /comfortable
September cbmfortable warn i':eoffifoxt b'le conrforiable
January cool cool cool cool
Case 4 moraing
0600 - 1200
aftemoon
1200 - 1800
everung
1800 - 0000
nidlt
0000 - 0600
April comfortable/ warm comfortable,/ warm Comfoltable ,coiilfortabile
September ..coruffable cornfortable :,Cornfoaable' icofirro-rtable
January cool cool cool cool
Case 5 moming
0600 - 1200
aftemoon
1200 - 1800
evening
1800 - 0000
night
0000 - 0600
April warrn warrn warm /comfortable
September ,comto-rtable warln wann Cdmfortrble,
January cool cool cool cool
Case 6 morlung
0600 - 1200
aftemoon
1200 - 1800
evening
1800 - 0000
ni&t
0000 - 0600
April i.:Comfortab,le hot warm /comfortable ,co!n ,rEble
September ri,comfo$-abld :,coII&ilaUle:,,,,,],,,,,,, comfbrtable,,, comfrrtable
January cool cool cool cool
Case 7 moming
0600 - 1200
aftemoon
1200 - 1800
evening
1800 - 0000
night
0000 - 0600
April ,,Comfortatile comfortable comfortCble cddortable
September r:comfortablei:. comfortsble toinfo(able courfortdble
January cool cool cool cool
Case 8 moming
0600 - 1200
aftemoon
1200 - 1800
evenrng
1800 - 0000
nigtrt
0000 - 0600
April ,e ortnble. comfortable,,,' .co rteo*le. Cornfottable,
September ,.iCoiiif o:rtiible,:,i comfortable,.,i, Cornfortable , .cdmloqrtab'lei
January cool cool cool cool
Case 9 moming
0600 - 1200
aftemoon
1200 - 1800
evening
1800 - 0000
night
0000 - 0600
April co rtable,,,,,,,,,,,,,, comfortable,,,, Co rtabG coffirtable
September coffirtasle.::: Cdmfofibld, Comfortable:
January cool cool cool cool
Case 10 moming
0600 - 1200
aftemoon
1200 - 1800
evening
1800 - 0000
night
0000 - 0600
April comfortable comfortable , warm /comfortable comfortable
September ,:,comfortable ,comfortable,,,. comfortable' comfortable
January cool cool cool cool
' t29
[rdoor temperatures in September are more conducive to comfortable living than April or
January. This is important from the point of view of year round performance since the
conditions in September closely match the conditions for up to 6 months of the year.
AJthough in January the analysis show that temperatures in all the house are generally
cooler thal comforl, the occupants may feel comfortable by wearing clothing of higher
insulation value and with the use ofwarmbedding at night. $glmmor comfort depends on air
flow and the individual has little control over natural ventilation and has to rely on the
ceiling fan. l
Yearly patterns
Over the whole year maximum indoor temperatures vary within 10"C in ahnost all cases
(except 9 where it is about 14"C). A major part of this cha:rge occur between the hottest
and the coldest period which is about 3 months (January -Ap.il) with correqponding
changes in comfort sensations. The change between Ap.il and September is less, about 3 -
5"C of wfiich between the months of June and September there is practically no change.
The houses that are comparatively waflner than others in the hotter periods are also cooler
in the cool period (cases 3 and 5)
Indoor and outdoor temperatures
The fluctuation of indoor temperatures in comparison with the exterior are related to the
comfort p"riorrr*ce of the houses. Houses which have a low swing as compared to the
exterior are more comfortable (cases 7, 8 and 10). In one example comfort is achieved wittr
a high indoor swing because the rninirnum temperature is low (case 9). The indoor
temperature swing in other cases are between ll3 to 213 of that of the outdoors.
Occupancy
From the point ofview of occupancy the highest temperatures are reached in the afternoons
when occupancy is low. The evenings are wann in April when outdoor temperatures are
also comparably wanner. In some cases this extends well into the night (cases 5 and 3)
when most household members are at home. The cooler periods are in the monrings when
occupancy is lowest. Where the house faces east (case 4) the mornings are wanner. In the
cooler period the conditions betweeu day and night have different consequences i.e. it is
more comfortable in the afternoons than at niglrt.
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5.9. Comfort rating
On the basis of comparison ofindoor temperatures and the periods when they are within the
comfort range, a relative comfort performance rating of the houses can be made. The points
i, consideratiol and the sequence of priority in which they are considered for this rating are:
1. The incidence of comfort temperatures indoors
2. How much do temperatures vary within the comfort range i.e. if they extend to
sensations of coolness in the hot periods thus providing relief
3. Incidences of temperatures warmer than comfort and whether they occur in both the
warm seasons
4. How long do these sensations of discomfort/warmth last'
temperature ranges
0
6
12
18
24
Fig 5.6. Comfort rating basis
Good Performances
Case, 9: Always within comfort range, lower temperatures
cases 8 &7: Always within comfort range, slightly higher temperatures
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Uncomfortable at times for short periods
Cases 10 &2: (Jncomfortable in the hotter periods onlyfor 4-7 hours
Uncomfortable for longer periods or in both September and April.
Cases 4, l, & 6.: (Jncomfortable for up to I2 hours in April or also uncomfortable at times
in both September and April, cool in the cool periods.
Uncomfortable for most of the time *
Cases 3 & 5: Hotfor extended periods in September and April, cool in the cool period.
The rating emphasises the two warm periods since it is warm for most of the year and also
because the observations indicate that in the worst of the cool periods indoor conditions are
below comfort temperatures when it is easier to make zubjective adjustments for comfort..
There is a temperature rango between the cool and the warm periods within which these
houses operate i.e. between the cool zurd.warm sensations. They are in the transition periods
befween the hot and the cool rnonths, namely the later parts of October, November,
December and early February (see chapter 3) when all the houses are generally comfortable.
The houses on ground floors or of heavier construction show a better comfort performance
in general. Case 9 a top floor flat of light construction also has a good performance.
5.10. Relative humidity and comfort.
Comfort assessments in Chapter 4 indicate that the perception of comfort of the people are
not affected by high relative humidities. thus it was not a major consideration in the
assessments of the case studies The relative humidity in the case study periods are mostly
within the range described as comfortable. There are some general observations about the
conditions of humidity and possible bearings on comfort.
The relative humidities fluctuate least in the September observations, where the average
fluctuation ofhumilities for all cases is 14.60/o. The maximum humidity recorded is 89% and
the rrinimum 55% ndifferent situations, rnostly being in the 70's and 80's. These conditions
are unlikely to cause discomfort for reasons ofhumidity alone. In the hotter April period the
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averagefluctuation for all cases is much higher at 39oh' 
the maximum bein'g 92o/o alid t,o:e
minimrrm 42%. ln, January average fluctuations are 32'5% for all 
cases' the maximum
recorded in any cass was go% ardtrre minimurn 4,o/o, 
instances of rower h*midities are
more in January than in APtil'
Table 5.8 . Relative humidities in the case studies and 
from meteorological data(%)
The relationship between humidity a,d comfort iu the biocrimatic 
and psychrometric charts
refer to humidities as low as 3r)o/oas being acceptable 
(17)(18)' In the comfort assessments
there wefe Iare instances of relative ftumidities below 50%' 
lt is possible to infer' given tle
ulamiliarity with lower humidities, there may have been subjective 
instances of discomfort
in lower humidities had they to occurred'
There are more instances 6f high humidities in April as well 
as lower values' In September
there is more occurrences of higher r*rmidities. Trre range 
of indoor relative humidities are
lower than the outdoor range in September and January therefore 
people indoors are less
likely to be rurcomfortable. Unrecorded instauces of higlrer 
relative humidities may have
occurred, which if above 95Yo may cause discomfort'
5.11. Air movement and indoor comfort'
Spot measurements of air movement were made in all the 
case studies, to observe its effect
on comfort. ceiling fans though present in all rooms' were 
kept off during the period of
observations to restrict conditions as close as possible 
to natural. The restrictive effect of
windowgrillesandnettingswereobserved(19)(20).
The measurements of air movements display certain traits' 
Air flow in most cases were low
or negligible. The maximum air flow measured at any instance 
was '8no/s' this was in an
upper floor for a brief period (case 4). The potential for air flow indoors 
increases with
heightfromthegrorrnd.Theairflowindoorsingrorrndfloorsislow.Indoorairmovement
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for co_mfort in lower floors is unreliable because the outdoor air movement is erratic and
gnpredictable and it changes direction and velocity constantly.
Table 5.9. Colditions of air movement in the dif[erent situations (values are averages from
several spot measurements)
Case
ref.
max. indoor
velocitv (nr/s)
max. outdoor
velocitv (m./s)
o/o of outdoor
velocity
floor opening
details
I 1 1.28 7.&l%o Zndltop grill/net
2 .01 .66 t.5t% gound srill
J 0 .26 q% lst/top srill
4 .8 2.5 3zYo 3rd sdll
5 0 .7 UYo lst/top sill/net
6 .7 1.2 58.33Yo 3rd gnll
7 0 1.4 0o/o ground grilVnet
8 0 1.9 0o/o srormtl grilVnet
9 .7 1.16 60.34Yo 5th./top erill
10 .4 I.3 30.76% eround srill
Wherever there is noticeable air flow outside its value is greatly diminished indoors to be of
effect- This is because of the presence of security grills on all windows without exception,
sometimes in combination with insect netting. On gfound floor windows are usually closed
for privacy and security during the day, in some cases also at niglrt.
Fig 5.7. Window grilles and netting
In top floors, particularly higher ones and or ones in relatively open sites there is at times air
movement which in itself can induce comfort but it is rare for this to be a continous
phenomenor. In dense sites (case 5) upper floors are very much like ground floors. In
I
t,
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rooms high above (case 9) air flow is reliable and quite high at times. Even in such
situations restrictions may occur in the presence of verandas or nettings (case 1).
The ceiling fan provides the only reliable source of air movement and is a helpfut aid to
comfort. All situations have the potential for indoor comfort with the use of the fans except
where the indoor temperature is above 35"C (case 5 in April) where even at maximum
speeds average air velocity is not sufficient to induce comfort (chapter 4).
5.12. Comparative studies.
The choice of case studies considered aqpects of design which allow cornparison of thermal
behaviour with regard to differences in design and the context of site.
5.12.1. Sites conditions
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Fig 5.8. Open, moderate and dense sites (cases 1, 6 and 5)
To compare the effect of site conditions on indoor temperatures, buildings having
similarities in aspects other than site conditions were compared. The three site categories
are dense, moderate and open as described earlier. The conditions observed are indicative of
the influence of tle site on indoor thermal coflditions.
Cases 1, 6 and 5 belong to open, rnoderate and dense site conditions respectively. While I
and 5 are top floor rooms, 6 is not but has an exposed western wall and lesser shading on
south. The extra radiation thus received compe4rsate for the radiation ofl the roof for the
others. All cases have southern window orientation.
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Fig 5.9. Indoor temperatures in different site conditions
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The room in the dense site is wanner than the others in tle warrn periods and colder in the
cool period. In the hot periods maximum daytime indoor temperature differences between
the open and dense situation is more than 3"C at 1800 hours and a comparable difference
exists all evening and through the night. The room in the moderate site is warmer than the
one in the open site but by less than 1'C. Higher fluctuations occur at particular instances.
In the cool period the dense situation is cooler at all times and the moderate situation
warmest mostly at night. This warmth can be parlially explained by the heat accumulation of
the west wall by day and dissipation at night. *
Table 5.10. Average day and night time temperatures in different sites
April September January
Dav Nieht Dav Niqht Day Nieht
Open (l) 31.22"C 30.16'C 30.78"C 29.6.C 2t.l6c 20.68'C
Moderate (6) 32.46"C 31.9"C 37.64"C 31.04'C 22.44'C 23.22'C
Dense (5) 33.02"C 33.58"C 32.56"C 32.42"C 19.42"C 19.42"C
Within the category of dense sites there are two different situations which display different
responses indoors. Case 3 is a dense site but the surrounding structures are lower than the
building observed and have comrgated iron roofs. Case 5 is in a site where the buildings are
close to each other but of similar height and geometry.
Fig 5.10. Two types of dense sites.
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The maximum temperatures in both cases are close but the nature of the pattem varies. The
heat from the surrounding roofs cause the interior in case 3 to heat up earlier in the day
whereas case 5 is warmer in the later part of the day and continues to be so for most of the
night. In the cool period case 3 is warmer than 5. From the point of view of occupancy case
5 is warm when occupancy is at a peak (night) whereas 3 is warm in the mornings when
most people are out. The important observation to note is the effect heat gained from
surrounding roofs. 9
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Fig 5.11. Indoor temperatures in two dense sites.
5.12.2. Orientation
From the case study examples it is dfficult to identify all the diflerent orientations which are
comparable simultaneously. The comparisons on orientations are made in parts which are
then combined to arrive at some general conclusions.
A room facing south (case 6) is always waflner than the one facing east (case 4) except for
brief periods in the morning when the latter receives direct radiation. It is warmer
considerably only during the daytime in the hotter periods by about 1.5'C. Daytime
temperatures in September are close. ln the cool period the southern room is similar to the
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eastem room during the day. The blank western wall of the south oriented room radiates
heat inwards at night.
Table 5.11. Average day and night temperatures for east and south orientations.
April September January
Day Nieht Dav Nieht Day Nieht
East (4) 30.98',C 28.3"C 31.36"C 29.86C 22.22"C 21.26'C
South (6) 32.46'C 31.9'C 31.64"C 3 1 .040C 22.44"C 23.22.C
Cases 7 and 8 are both heavy construction ground floor houses in moderate sites. The
swing in indoor temperatures in both cases are low but the west facing room (case 7) is
slightly watmer than the south facing one (case S) during the summer months. The
difference in temperatures is more at 
"ight in September and during 
the day in April. In
January the southefll room is warmer by betrveen I mdXC'
Table: 5.L2. Average day and night time temperatures for west and south orientations
April September January
Dav Nieht Dav Nisht Dav Nieht
West (7) 30.72"C 30.44"C 30.88"C 30.72"C 20.t2"c 20.04"c
South (8) 30.080c 30.38'C 30.44"C 29.64"C 21.34"C 2t.26C
The d.ifference that occurs between the two orientation situations is very much affected by
the nature of construction. Relativety heavier construction results in stable thermal
conditions inside and the effect radiation on the wall is reduced.
Thele is one example with a northem orientation (case 2) but it cannot be compared with
another since a situation with similar conditions but a different orientation does not occur in
the case studies. From the fact that the north face of building receives little direct radiation
it can be assumed that it would be cooler that a southern counterpart.
The effect of orientation on indoor ternperatures are examiued in greater detail in Chapter 6.
5.12.3. Exposure
Cases 3, 6 and l0 are compared to evaluate the effect of exposule on theflnal behaviour'
They all have a southem orientation and are of medium construction and except 3 they are
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in moderate site 3 is in a dense site the effect of which has been observed earlier and
considered here.
Fig. 5. 12. Top,intermediate and ground floors (cases 3, 6 and l0)
Table 5.13: Average day and night tir,ne temperatures for top, intermediate and grorurd
floors.
(
.^,
April September January
Dav Niqht Day Nieht Dav Nieht
Top (3) 33.96"C 33.24.C 32"C 30.74"C 21.08"C 2t.34"C
Intermediate (6) 32.46C 31.9'C 31.64"C 31.04"C 22.44"C 23.22"C
Ground (10) 31.16'C 31.28"C 30.58"C 29.96"C 2t.22"C 21.3"C
Because of its e4posure
months. Ground floots,
to radiation (21)
because of losses
e top floor is the
the 
.ground 
(22)
warmest in the
are cooler by 3
th
to
summer
to 4oC,
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intermediate floors are cooler than top floors by about l"C in the hotter periods and the
difference prevails for most of the day and night. In Septernber the differences are less
between floors , about l"C and the top floor is hotter during the day only. At night it cools
dovrm at instances to temperatures lower than the intermediate floor. In the cool season
however, the intermediate floor is warmer than the grould floor by up to 2"C. The average
conditions of the ground and the top floor are same with the top floor being warmer by
more than l"C during the day.
From the comfort point of view top floors ,r"lbo.r, the comfort threshold for most of the
hot periods, the lower floor have better chances of being comfortable.
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Fig. 5.13. Temperatures in top, intermediate and ground floors.
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Heat gain in top floors
Top floors are particularly vulnerable to heat gain from solar radiation because of exposed
roofs. There is the practice of adding a 75mm layer of lime terracing on top floor concrete
roofs to insulate it as well as to create a run offfor rain water.
Case 1 is a top floor situation with lime insulation, while 3 has an exposed concrete roof
Cornparison between the indoor performance inthe wann periods show differences of up to
3"C in April and l'C in September in the peak hours. Site conditions of the uninsulated case
contribute to indoor temperatures, therefore in a comparable situation the diflerences would
probably be less.
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Fig 5.14: Temperature indoors for top floors with and without insulation.
5.12.4. Building construction (thermal mass)
Cases 2, 10 and 8 are buildings with 125,250 and 375mm walls and are termed as light,
medium and heavy construction. Case 2has a comrgated iron roof which is shaded. Other
characteristics are comparable
+ zjonhn k-
=)l
Fig 5. 15. Walls sections in heavy, medium and light construction.
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April September January
Dav Nisht Dav Nieht Day Nisht
Heavy (8) 30.08"c '30.38'C 30.44.C 29.64"C 21.34"C 21.26"C
Medium (10) 31.16"C 31.28',C 30.58'C 29.96"C 21.22"C 21.3'C
Light (2) 31.24'C 31.06"C 30.68.C 30'c 2r.t60c 21.02"c
Table 5.14: Average day and night time temperatures for heavy, medium and light
construction.
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Fig 5.16: Indoor temperatures for heavy, medium and light structures.
The temperahres in the room with heavier construction are the coolest and the light
construction waflnest with the medium constnrction in between in terms of average
temperatures. The differences in temperafure between them depend on the tirne of the year.
In the hotter April period in the afternoon hours there can be differences of 1.5"C between
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each. At night the temperature in the light stnrcture falls below that ofthe medium for a few
hours. The heavier structure is always comfortable as opposed to tle otler two which can
be hot during this period. In September they lave the same pattem but the diferences are
negtigible. During the dayime fu the cool period the light structure is wanner than the other
two but cooler at night.
5.13. lnternal heat gains and influences. n
5.13.1. Equipment and processes.
It is not corlmon for Bangladeshi household to have many equipment that generate
sip:ificant heat gains. Heat gains from refrigerators caxnot be a general consideration as
only afluent households have them. Significant fi'om the point of heat gain indoors is ttrat
generated llom the cookers in the kitchen because of cooking preferences that require fairly
extensive use ofheat.
5.13.2. Thc kitchcn as a sourcc of heat gain
In traditional houses the kitchen was an isolated ,,nit separated from the main house. There
are two reasons for this. The activity invofues elaborate preparation and processes,
generates waste and it is not desirable for it to be visible liom other areas, secondly cooking
in traditional households is an exclusively female activity, hence the requirement for privacy
(23)(24)(25). Heat generation is not a consideration because cooking is actually done
outdoors in the yard. Kitchens are a part ofthe house in urban examples and heat generated
ftom it is a source of gain for other spaces. Depending on tle cooking habits of the
household this gain can occw more than once a day.
5.13.3. Influences of heat gain from the kitchen
Temperature measuremerts in all the rooms hcluding the kitohen were made in three
houses for a twenty four hour period. They have different desi.gn features, example I (case
7) is from an early urban flat tpology, example 2 (case 3) is a modern flat and the looation
ard pla:urilrg of the kitchen is more iu line with modem standards, ia slample 3 (case 2) the
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location of the kitchen was intended to be temporary but it has remained in place for a long
time.
The average ternperature of the kitchen is higher than the average temperature of the other
space in varying degrees. In example I the kitchenis 2.25"C warmer than the rest of the
house on average, in examples 2 and 3 it is waflner by 1.5"C. At the time when the kitchen
temperatures are at its peak, differences with the cooler parts of the house can be up to
nearly 4oC. *
The effect of the heat from the kitchen is most iu the room adjoining it and it rliminishes
with distance from it. In the two examples where the kitchens have allocated locdtions the
space that suffers most i1 the dining space and the temperatures closely follow that of the
kitchen. In example 3, where the kitchen has a arbitrary and temporary location it is the
adjoining bedroom.
Depending on the use pattem of the kitc[en the ocourrence of peak temperatures ca1 be
once or twice in the daily cycle. The households ilr examples I and 3 cook their food twice
a day,hence there are two instances of peak temperatures, ulhereas in example 2 cooking is
a once a day routine and there is no evening peak'
5.13.4.The influence of design.
The effect of kitchen temperafilres on the rest of the house are related to the design and
location of the kitchen and the layout of the rest of the qpaces. Examples 3 and 2 have
relatively larger kitchens with sizeable openings, whereas 1 has a small kitchen with a small
window and the walls are of thicker construction. The temperatures in the latter fluctuate
less and the heat is contained for a longer time. In the others the rise in temperatures are
quick to fall.
In allthe examplesthe kitchen in an integralpart of the layout, more so in examples I and
2. Modern desigu attitudes also support the traditional notion of the kitchen as being a
negative space and therefore tend to allocate least favourable spaces to it. This also because
the kitchen is not associated with living firnctions but is only a workplace. The occupancy
pattems.of the households show that a considerable time is spelt in the kitchen by the
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female members of the family and the domestic he$ but not the male members. The fact
thal"heat generated from it affects the tlermal behaviour hence comfort performance of the
rest of the spaces make i1 xl important planning consideration
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Fig 5.17. Influence of kitchen temperatures.
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5.14. Environmental variables and comfort per.formance
Thermal comfort depends on oonditions of temperature, air movement and relative h*midity
as the main environmental variables. The measurements of relative hrrmidities in the case
studies in the dtfferent periods in relation to comfort criteria show liffle influence on
comfort of the occupants. Air movement ltas a greater influence on comfort. In the spot
measuremeflts of air movem.ert it was seen that because of the design of openings i.e. the
use of grilles and netting there is a signifiqpnt reductior in the air veiocity indoors Other
than four houses (cases 4, 6, g and 10) air movement cannot make any contribution to
indoor cornfort. Air movement is an unreliable elernent in urban environments particularly in
dense conditions. In ground floors, for reasons of privacy and security people'keep their
windows closed and there is little scope for air movement from outside. Ceiling fans are
meens of providing air movement but there use at all times is a subjective consideration.
The themral and subsequent comfort performance characteristics of buiklings should
thersfore consider air temperature as the primary factor.
5.15. Design features and comfort performance.
Both the thennal behaviour patterns and oomfort rating of the case studies show that some
ofthe houses are more comfortable than others. Buildings that have heavier construction, or
are in groruld floors or are lighter construction on top floors are more comfortable (cases 7,
8, 10 and 9) in the warmperiods. In the latter case air flow makes a significant contribution.
In the cooler months, howevet, light buildings are warmer a1d heavier ground floors are
cooler than most others. A lower indoor swing in the case of heavier construction implies
steadier indoor temperatures and when comfortable in summer such houses are consistently
so.
Site
The site is the giveu context for any buildilrg and is the reference point for building design.
Dense sites have the worst indoor conditions in both wann periods as well as the cool
period to the extent that indoor conditions are uncomfortable for most of the day.
Conditions are better in raoderate sites and best in open sites. In dense sites where all
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buildings are of similar height conditions are worse than where there is extra gain from the
roofs of surrounding lower structures.
Orientation
Of the thrce orientations that could be compared, west has the highest indoor ternperafures
followed by south and east. Lr the cool periods south is a wanner orientation. Northern
orientations by virtue of being cut from the direct sun for most of the time is likely to have
the lowest temperatures although evidence fgr this could not be had from the case sfudies.
Exposure.
Ground and intermediate floors are considerably cooler than top floors in th.e hot dry
period. The same trend exists in the hot humid period but with lesser differences. In the cool
periods the intermediate floor is warmest followed by the top floor and the ground floor.
Ordinary lime terracing cm improve the top floor situation but not enough to make it
comparable to ground floors.
Construction.
Heavier construction is cooler than the medium,construction and light construction is
warmest in tle wanner periods. Wider fluctuation of temperatures in the Iighter
construction makes it cooler than medium construction at night. The difference between
construction '{pes is not significant in the hot humid period. In the cool period lighter
construction is warmer than the other types.
Internal Iayout and planning
The design of the house with regard to the location of the kitchen is significant to control
heat gains from it. The distance of the spaces from the kitchen is related to the extent of
influence of kitchen temperatures in most urban houses of compact design. The thermal
mass of the building contributes to the internal heat by its heat storage capacity.
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5.16 Site climate and design implications
Within the urban field the characteristics of a particular location with regards to the density
of buildings, quality of the ground surface, the dynamism of the shading patterns generated
by the passage of the sun etc. influence and determine site clinrate (26)(27)(28)(29) TIre
description of the 1ss2l slimate varies fiom that of the overall urban climate as given by the
data from the meteorological office, usually sollected in open locations. While this data can
help determine the broader environmental odjectives, in reality buildings interact with the
site climate. It has been inferred eariier that the indoor temperatures in buildings vary as a
result of site conditions.
For the designer of buildings it is important to have an understanding of the conditions that
exist at site level to identi$ design goals more accurately, In tle following sections site
temperafure data from the 10 case studies are compared between themselves and with
meteorological data for the same periods to identify patterns of behaviour which are a result
of site characteristics.
5.16.1. Site characteristics
The sites are classified as dense, moderate and open on the basis of criteria considered
earlier. The conditions of shading at a particular site being 6 important aqpect of local
climate dense sites have been further classified further into three types.
i. Wiere the surroundiogs structures are lower as compared to the reference builtling (case
3). In partially developed areas where majority of the structures are one storied, this a
common occtuTence
ii. Where surrounding structures are similar in height and typology to the reference (case,5)
common in private housing in dense urban locations where property division over
generations have lead to closer spacing.
iii. Where surroundings are taller and close enough to shade the site in question. (case 2)
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Fig 5.18: Types of dense sites.
5.16.2.Comparison of site and meteo.otogi.rt data.
Site and meteorological data were compared for the three dates (April 9, September 7 and
January 18 ) for different categories of sites on the basis of (a) average temperatures, (b) the
temperature pattern during the 24 hour measrrement period, (c) and patterns of variatiorr
from the meteorological data as given by the differences befween site and meteorological
data at three hourly intervals. The purpose is to identify similarities of behaviour between
sites of similar characteristics and to offer predictability of their thermal pattems on the
basis of meteorological data.
The meteorological data used for comparison are the ones for the days corresponding to
site measurements.
Table 5.15. Three hourly temperature from meteorologica,l data for reference dates.
time 0600 0900 1200 1500 1300 2100 0000 0300 0600 averase swins
April,09 32.1 33.8 34.1 1,;,;,,J5.,5 31.3 28.2,.i..27i,.1.,.,.,ii:,,.j 30.8 31.9 9.4
Sept,07 28.2 30.8 32 :.t.:.32i8 31 29.4 29 28.4 2J;';l:;',,,;,,; )$.8 5.7
Jan. 18 1 1.9 18 )A. ) r\ 20.1
The comparison of temperature pattems between site and meteorological data is organised
on the basis of site tlpologies as defined earlier. Comparison of temperatures at different
sites and the corresponding meteorological data is given in table 5.16.
T416.9lt12. 81415.7
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Table 5.16: Comparison of meteorological data and site temperatures.(Maximum and
minimum tempertures in shaded areas)
OPEN SITES
1
I
t
APRIL
06:00 09:00 12:OO 15:0O 18:OO 21:OO O():00 03:O0 O6:O0 aver. max mln swinq
N4ET 32.1 33.8 34.1 34 31.3 28.2 30.8 31.99 36.5 27.1 AZ
SITEl 32.7 34 ii::j35:a: 33.4 32.2 28.7 26.5 25.4 30.33 35.9 24.2 11 .7
SITE 4 26.3 32.1 32.1 i3:8i: 32 30.5 27.4 27.5 29.62 33.5 25.2 8.3
SITE 9 30.5 33.8 34ii7 33.6 33.6 31 .4 29.5 26.2 30.9 34.7 24.8 oo
SEPTEMBER
06:O0 O9:0O 12:OO 15:OO 18:OO 21:OO 0O:O0 O3:O0 O6:OO aver. max mln swtnq
MET 28.2 30.8 32 31 29.4 29 28.4 t,,1. 29.86 32.8 27.1 5.7
SITEl 24.2 30.5 31.8 29.9 24.8 28.2 27.5 4 29.34 32 27.2 4.8
SITE4 27.2 31 .2 31 .4 29.8 28.6 27.5 27.1 r,,i2613 29.O7 32.5 26.3 6.2
SITE9 28.2 31.3 31 .7 l::i:::::l:*2a:3 30.7 29.3 28.6 27.4 29.62 32.3 21 .1 5.2
JANUARY
06:OO O9:OO 12:OO 15:0O 18:OO 21:0O 00:00l 03:oo O6:O0 aver. max mtn swtng
MET I 1.9 18 24.2 20.1 15.7 141 12.8 :::::4..|: 16.97 25 1l 14
SITE 1 'l 5.3 22.4 25.6 20.9 20.'l 1 7.8 f,,ii;:,:'.I:$ 15.3 19.82 26.3 1 4.1 11.6
SITE 4 14.8 23 (i5 24.2 21 .1 19 1 6.8 [.!i.iiliitili*' 15 19.18 24.5 14.2 10.3
SITE 9 16.3 21 .9 oitS 25.2 21 .9 20.5 18.5 ,1,i,:,:,1::6a:6 16 20.2-/ 26.5 1 5.6 'l o.9
MODERATE SITES
APRIL
O6:OO O9:OO 12:OO 'I 5:OO 1B:0O 21:OO 00:O0 O3:O0 O6:OO aver. max min swlnq
MET 32. I 33.8 34.1 :i.::l36,15 34 31.3 28.2 30.8 31.99 36.5 27. I 9.4
SITE 6 26.7 34.1 ii:iiil. 36.8 35.7 30.7 29.5 21 .1 31 .54 37.1 to.t 10.9
SITE 7 :iij:t I8 32.4 36 22 Q 3'l .2 30.3 27.2 26.3 31.1 36.9 25.8 1 1.1
SITE 8 i::;24;i8 28.3 32.7 33.8 31.6 28.9 26.8 25.7 29.93 36.8 24.8 12
SITE 1O 32.8 33.7 33.5 31 .3 29.7 27.8 26.7 30.64 35.5 24.8 10.7
SEPTEMBER
06:OO 09:OO 12:OC 15:OO 18:OO 21:O0 O0:O0 O3:OO O6:OO aver. max mln swing
MET 28.2 so.B 32 31 29.4 29 28.4 l;1.1 29.86 32.8 27. I 5.7
SITE6 2a.1 32.4 ,sPji 32.4 30.7 29.4 28.4 27.6 29.84 32.6 27 5.6
SITET 27.6 29.6 31.9 29.8 28.4 27 -8 27.6 29.O9 32.3 26.8 5.5
SITEs 24.2 31.3 3I 30.7 29.5 28.6 tAV:';l 27.4 29.64 32.3 27.1 5.2
SITEl O 2a.2 31 .4 31 .7 30.4 29.2 28.2 lA6l.l 27.4 29.46 31 .7 26.9 4.8
JANUARY
06:00 O9:O0 12:OOl 15:0O 1B:00 21:O0 O0:O0 O3:O0 O6:O0 aver. max min swtnq
MET I 1.9 IB 24.2 20. I 15.7 14 12.8 16.97 25 11 14
SITE 6 :j.:.:j..i"F 23 25.9 2't.9 20.4 18.2 15.2 1 5.1 20.2 27.1 15 12.1
SITE 7 12 15.7 't9.4 19.6 14.9 't4 ,1, 't2.8 15.88 23.4 1l 1 12.3
SITE 8 1,:41 19.5 25.2 21 .5 1 9.3 17.4 14.4 14.7 1 9.14 26.3 14 12.3
srTE 10 :i,tl:3j4 20.6 22.1 2A 17.9 15.8 1 4.9 1 4.1 17.94 23 1 3.4 9.6
DENSE SITES
APRIL
06:O0 O9:OO 12:OO 15:OO 1B:0O 21:OO OO:OO O3:OO O6:OO aver. max mtn swtno
MET 32.1 33.8 34.1 34 31.3 28.2 '30.8 31_99 36.5 27.1 9.4
SITE 2 29.8 ::g4rii 33.5 32.3 31.6 30.8 28.8 27 30.4 34.2 25.6 8.6
SITE 3 34.1 36 33.7 30.3 29-1 28.7 26.4 31 .O2 36.1 24.8 11.3
SITE 5 28.6 33.2 34.5 32.8 27 -8 26.7 26-1 29.89 35 24.3 10.7
SEPTEMBER
06:OO 09:0O 12:O0 15:0O 18:OO 21:O0 O0:O0 O3:O0 O6:OO aver. max mtn swlnq
MET 28.2 30.8 32 31 29.4 29 28.4 29.86 32.8 27.1 5.7
SITE2 28.4 30.4 30.8 30.6 29.5 28.6 27.5 29.39 31 .2 21 .5 a
SITE3 27.5 31.6 33.5 29.9 28.4 27.9 27.7 29.7A 34.1 27.4 6.7
SITE5 28.4 30.6 3 t.6 31 29.9 ,o 28.3 29.83 32.8 26.9 5.9
JANUARY
06:OO O9:OO 12:OO 15:00 18:00 21 :O0 O0:OO O3:OO O6:OO aver. max mtn swing
Met. 1 1.9 18 24.2 20. I 15.7 14 12.8 16.97 )F t1 14
SITE 2 1 6.8 14.7 22.6 22.2 21 .8 19.'l 't7.6 19.83 23.1 16 7.1
SITE 3 18.9 25 20.6 18.8 'I 6.8 14.9 14.5 14.82 25-8 14.1 11 .7
SITE 5 13. 15.8 19.2 17.8 15.7 14.6 12.5 15.68 19.7 12.3 7.4
l-
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Open Sites
In categorising open sites certain variations from previous classification (with regard to
thermal behaviour indoors) have been made since indoor conditions are not a consideration
here. Although the buildings in sites 4 and 9 are in moderate sites because the exlerior
temperatures were measured at a height ftorn the grorurd where there is relativc openness
they are considered as open here..
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Fig 5.19. Differences between site and meteorological temperatures for open sites.
When meteorological data report high temperatures (April), temperatures in open sites are
lower in average. At the beginning of the day the site temperature can be lower by up to
8'C. This difference is lower during the day and at night, temperatures at site are close or
higlrer than the meteorological data. Both maximum and minimurn of site temperatures are
lower thar meteorological data and the swing is comparable.
In September the open sites are cooler on average and consistently so through outt the 24
hour period, fluctuations above meteorological data are temporal and event related. The
difference is not large and sites 4 and 9 are wanner for brief instances in the morning when
the particular location of the measurements had direct sunshine. Site and meteorological
conditions at the beginning of the day (0600 hrs.) are nearly same. Maximum and minimum
temperatures are close and there is not much difference ilr swing.
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In the cold day (January) the site temperatures are wanner in average arrd at all times. ln the
moming (0600 hrs.) the local conditions are wanner by up to 4oC. The conditions are close
in the afternoon hours between 1200 and 1800 hours. Maximum and minirnum temperatures
are higher at site and the swing is lower.
Fig 5.20. An open site (casel)
Moderate sites.
During the hotter periods (April) it is dificult to detennine a common behaviour pattern in
temperature fluctuations for the whole measurement period in the sites belonging to the
moderate category. The conditions depend largely on the indMdual characteristics of the
site. The common trend is that site temperatures in the beginning of the day are cooler by
up to 7"C and are slightly wanner between 2100 and 0300 hours. The maximum
temperature at site is close to the meteorological but the minimum is lower resulting in a
larger swing at site.
Temperatures of moderate sites in September vary differently with meteorological data until
1300 lus after when site temperature are cooler for the rest of tlre period. Maximurn
temperature, minimum temperature and the swing at the sites are very close to
meteorological conditions.
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Fig 5.21. Moderate sites
Fig 
.5.22: 
Differences between site and meteorological temperatures for moderate sites.
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In the cooler period (January), there is variation in site behaviour during the day.
Temperatures in sites 7 and l0 are cooler in parts of the day. More exposed sites (6 and 8)
are wanner. In the evenings site temperatures are usually wanner or close to meteorological
data. Temperatures at 0600 hrs are wanner by rp to 3.5oC. Both maximum and minimum
temperatures are lower at site as well as the swing.
Dense sites.
For dense sites the local temperatures depend*on the nature of the denseness. Wrether the
surrounding structures are low (site 3), equal in height (site S) or if the site is shaded by
taller structures and trees (site 2).
Fig 5.23. Dense sites
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In April, because of the heat from the comrgated iron roofs of the surrounding structures
temperatures at first floor levels in the exterior of site 3 is warmer than meteorological data
in the moming, whereas the other two are cooler. In the evenings aft"er 2100 hrs all sites are
wanner but cool down rapidly after 0300 hours to temperatures up to 8oC lower than
reported by meteorological data for the city. Both rnaximum and rninimum teml)eratures are
lower at site than meteorological data.
When the diurnal swing is low in September, rgrorning temperatures at site level are close to
meteorological conditions. For similar reasons as in April, momings are warnler in site 3.
The shaded dense site (2) is consistently cooler. Where the surroundings are of similar
height the site conditions are generally close or wanner than met conditions althbugh the
measured location is almost always in shade. Maximum and minimum temperatures of the
site and meteorological data are close except where there are lower metal roofed structures
where it is higher. The swing in temperature is lower by 2"C for the shaded site and loC
higher for the site 3.
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Fig 5.24: Differences between site and meteorological temperatures for dense sites.
In January site temperatures in the early part of the day are warner than meteorological
data but later for a reasonable part of the day they are cooler except in site 3 where it is
slightly wanner. Night conditions in site are warrner in varying degrees.
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5.17. Patterns in site temperatures.
Temperature data for the city fi'om the meteorological office being the common reference,
the pattems of varjations from it in different kinds of sites of'fer a degree of predictability on
a general levcl for open and dense sites. In moderate sites, because of differerces in physical
characteristics the behaviour is diverse and it is difficult to generalise the measurements for
all three periods. 9
Certain pattems are coinmon for all sites. Early moming conditions in all cases are wanner
in the cool periods and cooler in the hot periods and close to meteorological conditions in
the hot humid period without deviations. The difference of temperature can be up to 8oC at
times. Winter nights are almost always warmer at site level. Night time temperatures in the
wann humid periods are slightly cooler.
Unlike the measurernents by the rneteorological office, where they are made inside a
Stevensons screen , measurements at site take into accorurt air flow and the radiative effect
of surrounding surfaces. At site direct radiation reaches at a latertime ofthe daybecause of
shade provided by surrounding structures accounting for cooler site temperatures in the
momings in the hot periods. In the cool periods inability of surfaces in dense sites to loose
heat quickly'at night because of lesser exposure to the sky rezult in thembeing warmer in
the momings. The differences are also more when the diurnal swing is larger (April and
January)
Temperature pattem of open sites with respect to meteorological data is most consistent for
all sites in the category. They are cooler in the hot periods and warmer in the cool periods
thau what is reported by meteorological data as well as other site t1pes. For moderate sites
generalisatioils are valid for the hot humid period only. Dense sites are the wannest in the
lrot periods but the predictability depeuds on the actual physical disposition of the site with
respect to surroundings.
Table 5.17 is a summary of temperature difference between meteorological data and
measured site data. The e4pressions are in terms of whether a particular situation is wanner
or cooler than meteorological conditions and provides rurderstanding of site temperatures
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when they need to be interpreted from data for the city. The numbers in brackets marks the
maximum differences with the met data i1 degrees centigrade.
Table 5. 17. Summary of differences of site temperatures from meteorological data and
assessment of comfort potential of site in comparison'
tenrlrerature
swing
relative
comfod
potential
dav night
morning afternoon eveuing night
0600- 1200-Ls00 l8o0- 00oo-
1200 0000 0600
cooler cooler warmer cooler similar better
7.9) (3.
open septentber equal coo;ler cooler cooler similar*
1.4,
warmer wctrmef
(t s. (1 s,
warmer wormer lower belterjanuary
cooler
(7.3)
warmer
3
warmer
(2 8)
equal
'4.8,
equal warmer
(2.1)
cooler
larger betler
moderate sePtetnber
t&."/
warmer cooler
'1.1
cooler cooler similar
t.t) 't.
warmer
(4.7)
1.5.
warnler
(4.1)
lowerjanuary warmer warmer(3.1) (1 i)
cooler cooler
april equal
shaded
(1
lorver warmer u)armer cooler wartner larger
(t .e) ( I .e) (1) (1 .6)
"trk, cooler wormer cooler 
close better(7.s) (1.s) (1.s) (4 7)
cooler cooler warmer wsrmer lower(6.5) (t.7)_ (2 6) (2 6)
dense
lower
sept equal
sliaded
warmer v)armer cooler cooler larger
(2. 1) (.7) (t 1) (1 . t )
*orr*, cooler warmer coolet' larger similar
( s) (1 2) (.s) (1 s)
cooler cooler cooler cooler lctwer
lower
jan equal
shaded
t.v/ r-/
warmer warmer
4) (e,
warmer wormer lower(2.2) ( 8) (2.8) (3 s)
coolir cooler cooler equal lower better
(2 2) (5.3) (2 3) ( s)
warmer cooler v)armer ruarmer lower
*within I {J
nr,tle ; warmer or coolerfor lhe time periocLs are based on condilionsfor mosl of the time vherelluctuating.
The ternperature data fi'out the meteorological office can help identify design strategies to
achieve comfofi temperatures indoors. Temperatures at site are different and may ofier
better comfort potential as indicated in the table, on the followilrg basis:
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april
same
april
sal?le
belter
i. whether maximum and minimum site temperatures are closer to comfort tentperatures in
relation to meteorological data.
ii. The temperature swing at site if lower or higher is indicative of the relative stability of
comfort temperatures.
Between different kinds of sites, open sites offer the best cooling potential, particularly in
the hot dry period when they are cooler than the other categories. Moderate sites are
sligfutly wamler in average than dense sites but day time ternperatures in dense sites are
higher unless there it is shaded. In the hot hpmid period all sites behave ahnost similarly. hr
the cool period deuse sites are generally cooler than the others, particularly at nigbt. It is
dfficult to saypredict the temperature pattern of moderate sites with respect to dense sites
as some of them have similar characteristics (table 5.16).
5.18. Site climate and design considerations.
Building design considers meteorological data to detenuine the basic design strategy. At the
Ievel of the site the requirements mayvary as a result of the site climate. The dt[ferences
between sites result in di.fferent indoor conditions and some sites may offer better comfort
potential. Depending on site conditions some geueral assurnptions about site temperatures
as varying from meteorological data may be made.
Consideratioirs of minimum and maximum temperatures at site level for hot and cool days
vary significantly from meteorological data. The site temperatures are usually lower in the
hot periods aud wanner in the cool periods.
Night-time conditions in the site for hot and cool days at site are closer to comfort
temperatures than indicated by the meteorological data.
Swing of temperature at site level is mostly lower or equal to that of the meteorological
data. In January it is always lower. Since indoor swirrgs are usually lower than the outdoor
this indicates the possibility more stable comfoft conditions indoors.
As a general state, conditions in residential sites are offer better comfort potential at niglrt
than indicated by met data. Opeu sites are most preferable as they are always better tlan
other types.
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CHAPTER SIX
Optirnising Indoor Comfort:
Simulation Studies
6. OPTIMISING INDOOR COMFORT: SIMULATION STUDIES
6.I. Introduction
The coinparison of thermal performance of the case studies in the previous chapter
discusses the effect of changes in aspects of building design on indoor conditions. Because
of the simultaneous influences of many diferent conditions it is diffrcult to isolate the
exclusive effect of one single aspect or the changes of it. Thermal silrrulation allows srudy of
the effect of changes in one aspect while others remain constant. The observations of
simulated behaviour that oocur due to changing pararneters allow the identification of
eletnents, the reductior or introduction of which in the design contribute to indoor cornfort.
The thennal simulatiors were perfonned with the dynamic thel'mal simulation programme
SPIEL (1). The inte{pretation of sirnulated ternperatures as relating to rneasured conditions
of empirical comfort criteria (chapter 3),
6.2. P ar ameters investigated
Thermal capacity: The effects of
thiclaresses.'Wall thicknesses vary as
Both intemal and external rvalls are
would happen in the commonly used
are cement plastered on both sides.
thermal inertia was simulated as changes in wall
a multiple of i25mm , the width of a single brick.
subjected to changes in thickness sirnultaneously as
load bearing wall structural system. The brick walls
Exposure: The effect of exposure with respect to ground, intermediate and top floors are
investigated. Other than gains from the extemal wall and window, the extra effect of
cooling as a result of contact with the ground and the heat gain from roofs on top floors are
the main considerations. Slab thicloresses remain constant. Means of heat gain control, by
manipulation of design elements on the roof are examined separately.
Orientations: The investigation on orientations considers the effect on intemal temperature
of the cardinal and serni cardinal orientations.
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Time periods: The analysis is based on extedor conditions in the three days of the year
similar to the case studies. Wrile in the case studies outdoor conditions varied between sites
in the same day , the meteorological data provides the common basis for the simulations.
The data generated by the simulation program from average temperatures and swings are
sliglrtly different.
Table 3.1. Meteorological data used as a basis for simulations.
Days Average
Temperature
Swing
April (hot and dry) 31.9"C 9.4',C
September (hot and humid) 29.8"C 5.7"C
January (cool) 16.9"C l4"c
September January
Fig 6.1. Simulated and measured outdoor temperatures (met) for the three periods
6.3. The Building Model
The building model consists of a single zonelspace, the parametric conditions of which are
varied and generate different indoor temperatures. The situations in the case studies are
assumed as basis for determining the size and configuration of the room. Case study No. 6
is considered to be an average size room and a close representation of all others ( see
Appendix 7). The model has only one wall exposed to the exterior, which would be the case
for most of the rooms in any given house or flat. This u,all has the window with standard
shading of 0.5m projection directly above it. For the sirnulations the room was assumed to
have no supplementary heating or cooling or any intemal heat gains.
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Fig6.2 Architectural representation of the sirnulated room
6.4. Validation of the simulations with measured data
Fig 6.3. Simulated and measured temperatures for case study (no. 6)
In order to validate the compatibility of the programme the conditions of one of the case
studies was simulated and the results compared with field data. Adjustments were made fbr
the differences in exterior colour and the particular conditions of the local efiernal
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temperature. In all three periods the measured external temperatures are higher earlier in the
day because of site characteristics where buildings and hard surfaces raise local
temperatures. At times windows are kept closed at night thus raising measured room
temperatures above simulated data which assumes a constant higlr air change rate. In
January the room used a portable heater for brief periods at night.
6.5. Results
The results are based on indoor temperatures generated for varying conditions of the
parameters mentioned. The analysis of the results consider the prevalence of comfort
indoors, the time periods when they occur with reqpect to the comfort temperature range
defined irr Chapter 3 (24"C-32'C) for still air conditions for normal summer clothing and
sedentary activity.
6.5.1. Effect of thermal mass
For a south facing room on an intermediate floor (without the additiorral cooling effect of
the ground or heat gain from the roof) the effect of building mass on incloor temperatures
was simulated as a fuirction of the commonly occurring wall thicknesses. On the two hot
days the resultant indoor temperatures are a fi.rnction of differences in outdoor swings and
temperatures. The indoors are more comfortable for the September day when temperatures
and the swing are lower. The effect of building mass on comfort is noticeable in this period
with heavier mass resulting in more comfortable indoor temperatures. The change iu
temperatures, however, is around a degree centigrade both at the maximum and minimum
values for all types.
Table 6.2. U values for different wall thickness (Wn?"C)
wall thickness irrternal external
125mm 1.30 1.23
250rrm 1.08 1.04
375mm 0.93 0.90
500mm 0.82 0.79
In the cool period the indoors are comfortable during the aftemoons and early evenings only
and the rest of the time they are cooler. The light wall structure is comfonable for up to B
hours as opposed. to the heavier structure which is comfortable for only 3 hours.
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Fig 6-5. Outdoor and indoor conditions for different wall thicknesses for a south oriented
room in an intermediate floor.
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Fig 6.6. Hourly assessment of comfort as a firnction of wall thickness.
6.5.2. Effect of Orientation.
For a room on an intermediate floor of 250mm wall thickness the effect of orientation on
indoor comfort shows little difference between differently oriented rooms in April. In
September the indoor's are comfortable for longer stretches of time. In rooms with a
northenl orientation the indoors are always comfortable. For south orientation, except for a
few hours in the aftemoons the indoors are comfortable for most of the period. Other than
the two northerly orientations all other situations are worse. From the point of view of
occupancy the west is the worst as the situation is uncomfortable way into the evening. The
east oriented room is uncomfortable for a longer period in the momings when the most of
the people are out. it is important to note that the nights are comfortable in both hot
periods, at slightly later times in April than in September.
According to the sirnulations the rooms are rarely comfortable in the cool period. Except
for the South and south westerly orientations, which are in the lower fringes of comfort for
very small parts of the day all other situations are cold.
Comparison with conditions that are a result of changing building mass indicate that change
above or below 250mm wall thickness for the same orientations will result in slightly longer
comfortable periods with heavier buildings in September and lighter buildings in January.
The conditions remain close in April.
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Fig 6.6. Indoor temperatures for different orientations of a room of 250mm wall thickness
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Fig6.7. Hourly assessment of comfort as a furction of orientation..
6.5.3. Effect of Exposure
Contact with ground contributes to the cooling of the interior (2)(3) whereas in top floors
exposure of the roof to heat gain from solar radiation results in highgl indoor ternperatures
In April ground floors are comfortable for up to 5 more hours as opposed to top floors and
the difference in maximum temperatures are close to 2'C. With similar differences in
maximum temperatures in September but lower outdoor temperatures the ground floor is
, always comfortable whereas the top floor is wanner than comfort between noon and l0
p.m.
Table 6.3.U Values for roofceiling and floor(Wn?.C)
Roof 3.4
Ceiling 3.2
Floor 2.6
Groturd floor 3.0
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Fig 6.8. Indoor temperatures of 250mm walled rooms on ground intermediate and top
floors having south orientation.
Conditions on intennediate floors are in between the two. Tl'rese conditions assume a top
floor concrete slab without insulation but a relatively low absorbtance of 0.3 as with light
colours. It is worth noting that with time and weathering thc colour of the roof darkens and
absorbtivity increases with corresponding increase ilr heat gains. On the ground floors
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April
conduction losses to the ground are through the floor slab which consists of concrete bed
and brick soling layer under a high emissivity floor finish.
Lr the cool period the situation is reversed and the upper floors are wanner hence
comfortable for longer periods as opposed to grourd and intermediate floors.
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Fig 6.9. I{ourly assessment of comfort as a function of exposure
6.5.4.Effect of thermal mass on exposurc
Itcrease in thermal mass, by way of wall thicknesses makes Iittle difference to the cooling
potential of the grouxd in the hotter April period and although temperatures are slightly
lower in heavier buildings in the monrings there is a lower incidence of comfort
temperatures. In the September period, however, buildings having wall thicknesses of
250mm and 500mm are always comfortable, the latter having slightly lrigher but steadier
temperatures. Conditions in the afternoons in the lighter walled structures are slightly above
comfort levels. In the cooler period comfort is extended in lighter structures by a few hours.
On top floors indoor temperatures in heavier structures are always above cornfort levels and
comfortable periods in the other tyres are brief for the hotter April period. In September
comfort conditions prevail during most of the night and well into the mornings for all
situations irrespective of building mass. In thc cool periods behaviour is similar for l25mm
and 25Omm walled structures, the heavier stmcture is cooler for 2 more hours.
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25Omm
mass in the ground floor
Fig. 6.11. Hourly assessment of comfort as a function of thermal mass in
south facing roonl.
6.5.5. Roof design and indoor temperatures.
the top floor for a
Top floor rooms with normal R.C.C. slabs are generally hotter and turcomfoftable as
opposed to their intermediate and ground floor counterparts even when they are assumed to
be fairly new with low absorbtance on the surface. Materials used purely for i,sulation such
as polystyrene are not known or available in Bangladesh and possibilities for control of heat
gain exist with the use of alternative rnaterials and methods (a)(5)(6). Four tlpes of roof
design were considered to evaluate the result on cornfort in top floor rooms:
Fig 6.10. Hourly assessmelrt of comfort as
for a south
a function of thermal
facing room.
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i) An ordinary concrete roof exposed to radiation,
ii) the same roof but totally shaded,
iii) with a layer of dense lirne plaster of weight that will be supported with out any
additional reinforcernents to either the slab or walls and
iv) a roof made of hollow brick blocks with a layer of plaster on either side.
The last type has recently gained popularity as a roofing system.
Table 6.4. tJ Values of roof types(Wn?"C)
Lime terracing 2.5
Hollow block 1.9
Fig 6.12. Different kinds of roof desigrrs
Indoor conditions with all kinds of roofs in April are close in terms of comfot with the
shaded roof performing stightly better. The indoor temperature di{Ierence between shaded
and unshaded roofs are between loC and 1.5"C. Temperature performance of the hollow
block roof is slightly higher but comparable to the shaded roof The performance of the lime
terraced roof is close to unshaded conditions. In September, although conditions are
wanner than comfort for parts of the day indoor temperatures for all roof types, other than
the exposed, are within l'C of the maximum comfort temperature. With the shaded roof
overall comfort perfonnance is better and maximum temperatures are within 0.5.C of the
upper cornfoft lintit. hr the cool period indoor conditions are cooler than comfort lor all
, typ". except between I p.m. and 8 p.m. Unlike the hotter periods shacled roofs do not make
any difference in comfortable periods.
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room on the top floor.
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6.6. Adjustments to comfort performance indicated by simulated temperatures.
The comfort temperatures assume conditions where there is no' air movement and for
people wearing ordinary summer clothing. The cornfort performance of the various
situations are therefore not subject to adjustments by furdividuals for the promotion of their
owrr comfort. In the summcr months air flow may be provided by the ceiling fan or through
ventilation. In the cooler periods changes in clothing rnay produce comfort at lower
temperatures. The consideration of these factors ilnprove the comfort potential through
personal intervention.
The ceiling fan at medium and fast speed settings is able to generate average air velocities of
0.3 and 0.5m/s in a room (Appendix 3). Since temperatures in April and September periods
are close to the upper limit of comfort the use of ceiling fans or comparable air motion
through natural means will be able to provide a cooler sensation. Where the condilions are
above comfort levels air velocity of 0.45mls can elevate the comfort temperatures to 35oC.
,In terms of comfort performance in the various tirne periods, all situations in September
have the potential for comfort. In April, except peak periods in top floors with unshaded
and lime terraced roofs comlort is provided with ceiling fans or comparable air velocities. It
is important to note that the velocities for the ceiling lans are average for a roorn, at ceftain
locations higher velocities occur arrd they have better comfort potential. In places where
there is air flow fi'om the outdoors in the evenings and at night, conclitions will be cooler.
t16
In the whole cool period the general corrditions of temperature are not cold enough to
require changes of clothing beyond insulation levels of .8 clo. Daytime conditions are mild
enough to allow people to operate in ordinary summer clothing. The outdoor temperafilres
ol'the day in January on which the simulations are based are colcler than usual and a value
of I clo can be assumed for the early momings and evenings. llhis rvould result in a
depression of about 2"C ir lower comfoft tcmperatures (7)(8). Exposure to direct solar
radiation will also add to comfort. Lr terrhs of comfort performance this tneans, in most
cases an extension of 4 more hours of comfortable occupancy and in some cases (groruid
floors ) this will extend to 7 hours. ln the ground floor of a 500mnr thick walled structure
where normally it is always cool this consicleration includes up to t hours of comforlable
occupancy. At night wann enough bedding will be able to provide comfoft in all situations.
When it is colder the people have the wider options to improve their condition by wearing
warrner clothes. In the warrner periods adjustments are difficult because air velocity llom
fans are limited and air flow through windows cannot always be relied upon.
The analysis of site temperatures data in chapter 5 shows local terlperatures to be lower in
tlte momings as comltared to meteorological data for the same period in the hot periods and
higher in the cool periods. The simulations are based on meteorological data and although
simulated outdoor temperatures are also cooler for the April pedod, actual differences are
more and the indoor conditions are likely to be cooler in sumrner and wanner in winter for
the moming hours.
6.2 Optimisation of comfort potential.
The incidence of cornfortable periods and their extension over time depends on the
combination of orientation , building mass and location amongst other variables. No single
combination is able to provide cornfortable temperatures all year round. Given the
differences in behaviour over the three periods, situations which are able to optimise the
conditions over these periods are the appropriate choices.
The orientation which offers maximurn comfortable periods in terms of internal
temperatures in summcr is rrorth. North is not a preferred odentation because the north face
of a building gets the sun lor only brief periods in a year and in a wet environment is subject
l7l
to dampness of walls. The prevalent breeze direction in summer is south and south east and
a north facing room is denied the scope for natural ventilation, if any (9) In the hot dry
period north and south orientations are comparable and in the cool period south is a better
orientation than north. The tradition of preference for a south orientation in Bangladeslt is
justified as it optimises all considerations.
The combination of aspects and the corresponding comfortable hours that a room can be
expected to have in a period extending liohn the 6th hour of a day to the 6th hour of the
nexl is the basis for the results of Table 6.4. It assumes a southern orientation as a
preference. Grourd floors are a better option for comfort in the sumrner whereas top floors
are the worst and shading of the roof can help only in particular situations. The indoor
temperatures in the cool periods usually present opposite comfoft performances than
summer. The occurrence of the hours of comfort in terms of time of day and its relevance to
occupancy in an important consideration. Comfortable periods in the summer are mostly at
night. With increasing comfortable hours the tirne extends to'the mornings, evenings and
eventually aftemoons. In the winter the. conrfortable periods are mostly in the aftemoons
extending to the mornings but rarely into the night. This contradiction of conditions mako it
difficult to identify a situation which is uniformly cornfortable for the whole year.
Table 6.5. Comfoftable ltours in various situation for a south oriented room.
Iocation wall thickness comfortablc
periods*125 250 500 125 i250 i500 tzs izso i soo
ground
floor
> I 8hls.
>l2hrs
>4hrs
:::::::::::::::::::Si:::::::::::il+;:i*!: :!:;:::.
:i.iiti:i.!ti:t.:{i-i1:at;:;:;:;rr!:;:;1 <41rrs
inter.
floor
> I 8hrs
> l2lrrs
.9tt 11irrrriit i\rt7it itriirtii >4lus
<4hrs.
top
floor
ii lr:arr:i:i{.r.i:+..:r:::r'rrr:l
i,,, SIIAOCO:,r' ::A: : !
....tatii;itiirtitiaiiiiiitiiiiii jiii: i l-9!s
> I 2hrs
r,r,$lridr. >4hrs
<4hrs
time april (hot drv) sept (hot humid) ianuary (cool)
*l+-ll hours -night /night and momings JIZ-llhours - night * mornings/evenings lJ lg-always - aftemoons included
A indicated all the time and N indicates never
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The choice of a particular combination of aqpects of design has to consider the relevance of
the time periods for which the simulations were made with respect to the whole year. Tlle
conditions described in September are typical or close to typical of the humid period which
nurs for 6-7 months of the year, the Allril period is for 2-3 months and represents a hot day,
the Januaryperiod is a cold day of the cool period whicir last 2-3 months. A comfortable
situation in September, therefore, is good for half the year a optimal April and January
situation in combirration is good for the tvhole year.
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CHAPTER SEVEI{
I)iscussions and Conclusions
7. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
The previous chapters discussed thermal conditions in urban housing and its relationship to
the environmental criteria that are perceived as comfortable by its occupants. The vadous
types of houses measured and analysed show differences in their comfort performance. It is
apparent that these differences occur because of differences in design characteristics. The
followirrg sections, fust, discuss the aspects'of design that are relevant to comfort and the
factors that influence the thermal behaviour of lrouses. The concluding sections are design
recommendations that will contribute positively to indoor comfofi.
7.1. Thermal Comfort.
7.1.I Considerations of Environmental Variables for Comfort.
Of all the errvironmental variables that influence cornfort, the considerations of some are
more relevant than others as issues in the design process.
Air temperature is a reliable indicator of comfort indoors for design purposes. Gven that
air flow indoors may not be consistent at all times and radiant temperature a firnction of
design, the designer Inay set comfort air temperatures as target design conditions.
Radiant temperature, has been seen to have a decisive influsnss on comfort. The shading
condilions and the naturc of construction are important for lower radiant temperatures,
hence comfort. A globe temperature range between 24.1"C and 3l"C is able to provide
comfortable occupancy without air movement in surnmer. Corresponding air temperatures
are given by
Tnir: Tslot," x 1.04
With increasing air movement globe and air temperatures are nearly equal. (see section 4.9 )
Relative humiditics for comfort show marked tolerance for high values in local subjects.
Values of relative humidity for comfort are within the range of 50 to 95%o. The effect of
higher humidities can be moderated by air movcment while the actual incidencc ol'
lrurnidities lower than 50o/o is not so common.
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Solar radiation affects comfort but in all cases observed there was little incidence of direct
radiation indoors. Most houses are well shaded eitlrer by surrounding slructures, trees or by
shading elements on the facade. [n densely built up areas where the surrounding surfaces
and buildings have high surface albedo reflected radiation can contribute to discomfort.
Air movement is an important contributor to comfort but in the urban situation air flow
through wiudows is unreliable and cannot 6e assumed as a presence at all times. The ceiling
fan is a reliable source of air flow indoors and its use promotes comfort tlirough selection of
an appropriate speed setting as desired by an irrdividual. The design of houses may make
provision for optimum airflorv by natural ventilation but will have to consider it as an added
element.
7.1.2 Subjective responses to and general criteria for comfort.
The occupant survey examined the responses of the people about comfort in their own
houses (chapter 5). Subsequently, comfort in the same houses was analysed on the basis of
measured temperature data contpared with the comforl cliteria. The occupants responses
consider day and night time comfort and the analysis divides the same period into morning,
afternoon, evening and night (table 5.4). The survey classifies deviations of sensations
arorurd comfort as warm, hot, cool and cold and the analysis refers them only as wanner or
cooler than comfort.
Table 7.1. Subjective responses to comfort compared with general criteria.
H-hot, W-warm, C-comfortable , Cl-cool, Cd-cold
@espondents sensations are averaged out of three)
gen-g en er al cri I eri a sub.-su bj e c I i v e respon se
case
ref
hot dry period hot humid period cool period
dav nieht day night dav n qht
gen sub gen sub qen sub q.en sub gen sub qelr sub
I w H C W C w C C CI C CI C
2 w H C C C C C CI CI CI CI CI
3 w w w w C C C C C C CI C
4 C C C w C C C C CI CI CI Cd
5 w H w w w w w C CI CI CI Cd
6 w H C w C w C C CI C CI CI
7 C w C W C w C w CI C CI CI
8 C C C C C C C C CI C CI CI
9 C W C W C w C C CI C CI CI
10 C w C W C C C C CI C CI CI
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In both the occupant responses and analysed data comfort is more easily achieved in the hot
humid period than any other part of the year. The analysis of the rneasured data indicates
more incidences of comfortable occupancy in the hot seasons and cooler sensations in the
cool period when compared with the responses. This can be explained by the fact that the
responses considerecl subjective opions about comfort in the wirole house experiencecl over
the years whereas the analysis is based on data fi'om one room only. The comfort responses
take into account the fact that people make adjustments to their state of comfofi in the cool
period by choice of wanner clothes and bedding, afact not accounted for in the analysis of
the measured data. About half the comfort responses match analysed results, mostly in the
wann humid periods. The relationship is better if sensations repofted as hot and cold are
rnatched tithwarmer or cooler than comforl in the analysed data.
7.2.lnfluences of design on indoor conditions.
Comparison ofthermaldata of the case studies are based on differences in a) orientation b)
exposure c) construction and d) site (chapter 5). Other than site conditions, the paranretric
studies also consider the effect of these desipgr aspects on indoor ternperatures (chapter 6).
Orientation
'flre analysis of the case study examples with regard to orientation could not compare the
four orientations together because there were dissimilarities in other characteristics which
did not allow a straightforward comparison. Thc e{fect of orientation alone is also difficult
to determine from the case studies as its influence is not an isolated condition. Tlrey
however, o{fer an rurderstanding of it effect. The comparisons of the case study examples
show the warmest indoor temperatures in a room oriented west followed by south and east.
There was no suitable case where a north orientation could be similarly compared
The effect of orientation as a direct influence is rnore evident in the sirnulations (section
6.5.2.). The indoor temperatures are lowest with a northern orientation followed by south,
east and west in the hotter periods. North-east and north-west are slightly less comfortable
than south but better than all others. In the cool period a room facing south is warmer than
the others. Even though north is a cooler orientation, south is preferred orientation since
north facades in Bangladesh do not see the sul for extended periods and as a result are
mostly damp and wet.
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Exposure
Exposure considered grourd, intermediate and top floors. ln both the case studies and the
simulations, the indoor temperatures in ground floors are cooler follorved by the
intermediate and top floors in both hot periods. The grorurd floor has added c, oling effect
as a result of contact with the ground and may also be shaded by surrounding structures and
trees, the intermediate floors are buffered by other floors and is exposed to radiation on
vertical surfaces only. The top floors have Both tlre roof and walls exposed to radiation.
Measured temperatures in ground and intermediate floors are within comfortable limits in
September. hr April the ground floor is considerably cooler than intermediate floors.
Differences in maximum temperatures between floors are in the order of 2oC in April and
l"C in September. As a whole temperatures in grourd floors are more conducive to
comfortable occupancy. Conesponding top floors are warrn for extended periods. ln the
cool period top floors, because of the extra heat gained, are wanner.
The addition of a 75mm layer of lime concrete is the practised rnethod of inzulation.
Measured top floor rooms with and without such insulation show a difference of 3.5oC in
peak temperatures in April and 2oC in September. Comparisons of simulated temperatures
of top floors where the slab is left e4posed, shaded, lime terraced and where the roof is
made from hollow blocks show shading of the slab as the best option for lower indoor
temperaturcs, hollow block roofs are slightly better and there is little di{ferenr:e between
lime terraced and exposed slabs. The simulations offer better comparative potential since
there are influences of other factors in reality not wholly accounted for in the analysis. In the
cool period all situations have comparable performances.
Construction (thermal inertia)
The comparison of measured temperatures in light medium and heavy construction ( in
terms of wall thickness, l?Slr:rrry 250rnm and 375mm ) show the heavier structures to be
cooler than medium and light construction but appreciably so only in the hotter April
period. The indoor temperatures are nearly similar in September for all. The heavy and
medium structures behave similarly in the cool period. In the simulations another situation
of a 500mrn wall was introduced as it occurs in reality but lacked a suitable case study. The
temperature difference between types is slightly less with the simulated cases.
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In the survey, responses of the occupants showed more itrstances of comfortable occupancy
in buildings with heavier construction. The comparison of thermal performance of all the
case studies also confirmed this opinion. A direct reading of temperatures in all cases do not
seem to show appreciable differences to justi$r these opinions. The reason for this
preferences can be ascribed to the fact that heavier buildings have a lower indoor swing of
temperatures and the prevalence of comfortable occupancy is steadier and more predictable.
The effect of thermal inertia in the way of iricreased wall thickness show tittle difference in
comfort performance for ground and top floors in April. Lighter 125mm walled structures
are wanner and therefore perform better in the cool period. Unlike in the 9.o..*d floor,
structures with 500rnm walls in top floors are always wanner than comfort in April.
Site
Comlrarison of indoor temperatures in rooms under different site characteristics show that
in dense sites the indoor temperatures are hotter than in moderate or open sites, the latter
having lowest temperatures. A difference of about 3"C in maximum indoor temperatures
occurs between structures in open and dense sites in April. The indoor temperatures in th'e
dense site is also coolest in the cool periods when it is warmest in moderate sites.
The differences in indoor temperatures can be explained by the variations in outdoor
conditions. The outdoor temperatures in different sites vary when compared between
themselves and with the common reference of the meteorological data. In both hot periods
site temperatures in open conditions are generally cooler than moderate and dense sites
particularly in the early momings and at night. In the cool period when outdoor
temperatures in open and moderate sites are wanner than meteorological data some dense
sites are consistently cooler which results in colder indoors. hr dense sites close spacing
betu,een buildings results in trapped heat from surrounding surfaces which is not removed
because of lack of air flow. tn the cool period, for the same reason direct solar radiation
does not reach the site as easily as open or moderate sites.
In dense sites, where the surrounding structures are Iower and have comrgated iron roofs,
the reflected heat result in higher site, and consequently indoor temperatures of adjoining
buildings which are more than a similar situation where buildings are of equal height. In the
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the evenings the surrounding roofs cool down as quickly as they heated up and
temperatures are lower.
fnternal heat gains
T'he cooking process is heat intensive and kitchen temperatures are sigrificantly higher that
other spaces. The heat in the kitchen contributes to the temperatures of other spaces The
extent of the effect depends onthe proximity of the space in relation to the kitchen i.e. the
effect diminishes with distance from it. The*pattern of use is of relevance in this regard as
some households cook twice daily. The design and layout of spaces have to take this factor
into consideration.
7.3. CONCLUSIONS: Design Recommendations for Thermal Comfort.
Ideally indoor temperatures in houses should be within the conrfot range all year round. All
the houses in the case studies are examples of passive design, indoor temperatures of which
vary with the seasons and are different for each example.. This would require the use of
active means of environmental control to cornpensate for occumences of uncomfortable
periods. Some houses perform better than others and the aspects of design that contribute
to their performances have been identified in the previous sections.
7.3.1. Design Objectives for Comfort.
Given the climate of Bangladesh the exterior is rvarm for nine months of the year and in
pafts of the rest conditions are naturally comfortable or close to it. This is for some periods
in November December and February, for brief periods the indoors ueed to be warm for
comfort. In general, for the whole year the emphasis is on cooling. There were no evidence
in the examples of design conditions that promote comfort in the warm periods also do the
sarne in the cool periods. Arry house which is able to achieve comfort temperatures in the
wann periods ( 9 months of the year) can be considered to be an acceptable house. The cool
season is brief and whatever discomfort that occurs is negotiable by way of subjective
responses such as charrges in clothing or the use of wanner bedclothes at night. Such
adjustments are more difficult in the summer.
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Inthethree measurement periods where there are incidences of comfort temperatures in the
examples, in the hot seasons they are usually close to the wanner limits and in the cool
seasons the cooler limits, of comfort. Improvements are possible through further lowering
or raising of temperatures, closer to neutral values.
1.3.2. Design Considerations for Indoor Comfort
The followirrg sections considers the eviderrte presented in tlre previous chapters regardiug
thermal behavioul of different types of urban houses in the case studies and simulations as
recornmendatious for design.
Siting and site layout
The first step in the design process is the evaluation of site conditions as tlte setting for the
proposed building. From the classification used they rnay either be open, moderate or dense
sites. In the urban context all sites are potentially dense even if they are open to begin with.
Open sites are preferable as they contribute to cooler interiors. If the thennal desigrr
considerations are based on meteorological data then, open sites are like.ly to be cooler in
the warm seasons and rvarmer in the cool seasons than suggested. They also offer better air
flow prospects. Teneperatures in moderate sites are closer to nneteorological data in terms
of average temperatures although the minirnum temperatures are lower. The scope for air
flow is reduced specially in lower floors, whereas the upper floors may consider it as a
positive aspect.
The thermal condition of dense sites depend on the physical description of the density,
whether the proposed building is of similar height to the surroundings, lower or higher.
Although average temperatures are similar to meteorological data, the fact that dense sites
retain heat results in higher temperatures at night thus contributing to discomfort. Witlr
similar buildings that are closely spaced, site conditions are also worst and in the cool
period the outdoors are cooler than as repofted by meteorological sources. Conditions are
better where the building is shaded by surrounding structures. A higher stnrcture in a dense
site rnay have higher temperatures at times if the roofs of the sumounding buildings are
highly conductive as with com.rgated iron. Air flow prospects in dense sites with the
exception of higher stnrctures are negligible. Given this fact it is advantageous to design
lower structure in dense sites to benefit fiom shading.
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Fig7.l. Site considerations
Building Orientation
South is the best orientation for a building and its opetrings, although nofihern orientations
have cooler indoors it is not preferred because of lack of direct sunlight. After south, east
orientation is preferred sirrce a building oriented east is warrner in thc mornings when the
outdoors are relatively cool. West oriented rooms arc hot in the afternoons as cornbined
effects of solar radiation and higher outdoor ait temperatures. The effect of a good
orientation may be totally negated by dense sites, particularly where buildings are of similar
height.
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Fig7.2.Indoor temperatures for east, south and west oriented spaces.
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Internal Layout and Planning
Irrternal layotrt has to consider orientation as a major factor. From air flow considerations a
linear building of single room depth is ideal. [n urban areas this is dilficult to achieve given
plot sizes and division geometry. The spaces that are most lived in, usually thc bedrooms,
should be oriented south. Depafture fi'orn the current trend of having rectangular buildirrg
plans will allowparJs of the house to be cross ventilated and make it possible for parts of
the house to be shaded by itself. ,
Fig7.3. Plan shapes to facilitate ventilation
Locating the kitchen cleserves rnore consideration than givcn. A non rectangular
arrangement rvill allow it to dissipate heat through cross ventilation, otherwise it
to be thennally buffered from other living spaces.
staggered
will need
Fig7.4. Ventilation and thermal buffering of the kitchen
Where the house is more than a storey high or includes the ground floor, locating bedrooms
and other living spaces iu lower floors will result in them having cooler interiors. If there
are good air flow prospects at higher levels the choices may include upper floors.
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F ig 7 . 5 . C onsiderations for I o cating functi on s
Building Construction
The nature of building construction is i:npofiant in moderating the effect of outdoor
temperahrres. Thennal inertia of the building fabric can be manipulated most conveniently
by varyingwall thickness. The use of brickwalls constructed manually makes this easy to
achieve.
Air flow through openings is restricted because of security considerations in design and
privacy requirements. This is particularly tnre in glound and lowcr floors where outdoor air
flow is unreliable to begin with. The disadvantage to comfoft lrecause of this can be
compensated by using thicker u,alls. The lower floors will benefit from walls thickness of
250mrn or more. In ground floors thicker walls assure comfort temperatures in the warm
periods. Liglrter walls would rnake parts of the day uncomfortable. Wall thickness of up to
500mm are advisable for lower indoor temperatures. Upper floors can have lighter walls in
cornbination with larger openings to allow air flow. In a building few stories high the walls
can be progressively Iighter upwards.
Thicker walls also contribute to lower radiant temperatures to promote comfort. In the cool
season heavy walls have the opposite effect and indoors are colder.
Extemal surfaces which are exposed to heat fi'om solar radiation may be insulated to protect
the indoors from its effects. Insulation materials are not used in Bangladesh but alternative
mears may be used. Cavity walls by means of constructing another layer outside the main
wall can be an efFective means for insulation but at added cost.
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Fig7.6. Wall thiclaless as a function of btrilding height and air flow.
Roofs
Roofs are a source bf heat gain fbr top floors. Temperaturss in top floors can be
substantially higher than corresponding lower floors. The heat gain effect of standard
concrete roofs can be best reduced by shading it, preferably by another roof The indoor
temperatures of a space with a shaded roof is comparable to a that of a space in an
intermediate floor. Using a highly reflective extemal surface of the upper roof and a low
emmitance surface on the inside will increase the reflected component of the incoming
radiation and reduce the radiant heat translbr between the two roofs. Whatever heat is
trapped between the two layers it can be removed by allorving sufficient gap for air flow.
This is a cost intensive method which can be justified through a secondary use of this outer
roof
Flats are often constructed in vertical stages and the roof of a future flat may be constructed
early to shade the roof of an existing one. The lack of space on the ground has now made it
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common for people to hold social gatherings on the roof, an added protection over it will
r serve both social finctions as well as improve environmental conditions in the floor below.
Wrere double roofs cannot be constructed, the nexl best altemative is to have a hollow
block roof construction where the air gap results in lower indoor temperatures. Other
means may include increasing the thennal irreftia by making the slab thicker at considerable
structural costs. The traditional practice of lirne temacing is llot very effective in terms of
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structural costs. The traditional practice of lime terracing is
lower temperatures. The use of inverted earthen pots over
with appreciable results to reduce the heat gain indoors
not very effective irr terms of
roof surfaces have been tried
Fig7 .7 . Social and environrnental finctions of a double roof
Comrgated iron roofs is used for single storey structures. Its highly conductive nature
contributes to quick rise of indoor temperatures in the warm periods. This effect can be
reduced by the use of ceilings for insulation. Where available, insulating materials can be
coupled with suclt roofs. Corrr.rgated iron roofs affect the indoor temperatures of
neighbouring buildings taller than itsetf This can be controlled by making the surface of the
roof less reflective at the cost of increased absorption by the roof itself.
Shading
A11 examples of housing were observed to ernploy shading ilteans as protection from heat
gain from direct and diffuse radiation which also contributes to lower radiant temperatures.
Windows have projections to shade them, some houses have projected roofs and floor slabs
to shade walls. The shading elements need to be rnore purpose designed. The use of
horizontal projections is more relevant for south walls and windows. West and east surfaces
also needs vertical projections for protection from low morning and afternoon sun. North
facing walls are exposed to the sun only between mid April and mid August and the effect
is appreciable in May June and July. Shading on nofth facades is important to offer some
protection ftom di{fuse radiation. Verandas are a comrnon element in all buildings and have
the potential to shade openings and walls. The practice of shading walls with projected
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roofs and slabs is losing popularity for reasons of preferences in style. It may be
reintroduced to improve environmental conditions. Shading devices also offer protection
from moderate rains.
7.3.3. Application of Passive Cooling Options
where indoor temperatures are above comfort revels or where
limits of comfort, otler passive cooling meqFs may be improved
perfomrance.
they ale near the upper
or introduced to improve
Induced Air FIow. Spaces where openings do not suffice for air flow neecls can benefit
from the introduction of the use of altemative means such as wind towers. This is of
relel'a[ce to grouud and lower floors. Ordinarily all houses a few stories tall have stairwells
which often rise above the main structure. They may be used to serve the frurctio, of wind
towers by orienting openings at the top towards the breeze direction and channelling air
flow to the lower floors.
Roof ponds. Ordinarily all hor.rses lrave overhead water tanks to make up for insrifficient
pressure of the notmal water supply. The shape is rnostly cubical which rnay be modified to
serye as a roof pond which will add to the thermal capacity of the roof. The evaporative
cooling potential is reduced because of high humidities. Cloud cover in the humid periocl
restricts the radiative potential but the top of this adapted roof pold may have a retractable
covcr to take advantage of nights when the sky is clear.
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Fig 7.8. wi,d towers and roof po,ds as integral parts of the desigr.
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Vegetation. Plants grow very easily in the hot humid climate and buildings may take
advantage of their passive cooling potential. Apart from plants on the ground to shade a
building or site. Plants and creepers may be grown on walls an,rl roof to shade them. This is
relevant for roofs particularly comrgated iron ortes where plantation on thern will reduce
heat gain and reflected radiation component which affects surrounding buildings.
Fig 7 .9. Vegetal aid to passive cooling
Earth Cooling. By virtue of their location glorurd floors are able to take advantage of
cooling through contact with the ground. The potential of earlh coolin g may be further
e4plored by using earth pipes. The high rnoisture content of the ground will require means
to remove excess humidity.
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Siting and site layout
Table 7.2. Design considerations for conrfort.
To consider
Open sites:
Moderate sites:
Dense sites:
Building Orientation
Air flow on all floors
Cooling action of ground floors
Air flow on upper floors
Reduoed air flow at ground floors
Cooling action of ground floors
Air flow on upper floors only is surroundirrgs are
Iow
Cooling action of ground floors
Shading by other structures
To consider
I!ternal layout and planning
South as a preferred orientation and/or local air flow
To consider
For dens'e and moderate sites
(with reduced air flow)
Where there is air flow at
upper levels
For ventilation
For kitchens
Building Construction
Living {irnctions on lower levels
Services on upper levels
Living function on both lower and upper levels
Narrow depth of plan or offset arrangement to allow
cross ventilation
Ventilation
Thermal buffering
To consider
Top floors
Heavier construction in ground and lower floors
Lighter construction on top and near top floors
(larger openings)
Shaded roofs , hollow block roofs, reflective roofs
West and east facades
South facades
North facades
Vertical and horizontal
Florizontal projections
Minimum (frorn diffuse
shading devices
and refl ected radiation)
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7.4. Recommendations for further research
The concern of this thesis has been identification of design aspects of urban housing in
Bangladesh that are likely contributors to indoor comfort. The nat*re of these aspects are
considered in general tenns ancl are seen as an interface between the outcloors and indoors.
In the cor[se of the irrvestigations.particulars design features could be identified the effect
of which deserves concern. The criteria for conrfort are also derived from local
observations' The cliscipline of architectulal design involves the consideration of a host of
issues all of which have environmental connotations in some way or other. This thesis is
intended to be a primary source for future concern with design issues in further detail, some
ofwhich are mentioned below:
A holistic evaluation of thermal comfort needs to consider the behaviour of people in all
tlpes of buildings in both ut'ban and rural areas and in all seasons. of particular note are
evaluation of peoples responscs to warmth and humidities. The latter needs to investigate
the biophysical response to high values and also the way people adapt in terms of socio
' 
cultural and subjective resporrses.
The use of building materials and methods with regard to their thermal properties need
to be investigated for a detailed recommendations for their uses. Given the cleveloping
status of the country the emphasis is on the use of Iocal materials and the adaptation of
building practices which optimise Iocal resources. Element desigr i, buildings need further
quantification.
Air flow is an important parameter for comfort and in urban areas difficult to achieve in
side buildings' Means to optimise its potential both at site level and fuside building in way of
desigrr of openings need cletailecl investigation.
High rainfall and moisture c,ntent is charactedstic of the local climate. This gives rise to
problems of direct infiltration of rai, and associated problems of dampness, particularly in
lower floors' whereas lower floors are better from comforl temperatures they often suffer
from damp floors' Methods to control the sarne ancl protection flom clriving rain are areas
that need investigation.
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Although the luminescence of the sky is high and the use of artificial light is not common
during the day, adequate daylight in deep plan btrildings is sometimes difficult to achieve,
pafticularly when the sky is overcast. Building design either has to consider lesser dcpths or
identify means for adequate light in deep buildings.
Buildings, in general do not consider rnealrs of passive cooling as cleliberate inclusion in the
desigu process whereas existing indoor conditions have the scope for improvement of
comfort performance with such input. Passive cooling methods and techniques need
effective consideration of local climate and means. This aspect will do well by looking into
methods used in traditional buildings for aclaptation in contemporary structures.
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Appendix 1: Comfort Assessment Form
Name. Age.
Location.
THERMAL COMf ORT ASSESSMENT
Sex----
(room/building)
Date/Time 
_
l
1. Circle the condition you feel closest to on the scale below.
-3 -2
cold cool
-l 0
slightly neutral
cool
I
slightly
wann
23
warrn hot
2. How long have you been in your presert location?
3. Clothing
(mention the type of clothes you are wearing over normal mderclothing e.g. shirt and trousers, pyjama and prmjabi,
salwaar kameez, saree etc. If you need to wear more or less for comfof make a note of it. The CLO value is not for
you to fill)
cLo
4. Activity
(Mention what you are doing at the time of the observations. e.g. lying dowr, seated, reading, writing, housework,
cooking etc., if for comforl you pre doing otherwise rnake a note of it., Tlre MET value is not for you to fill.)
MET
\ S. Record the fotlowing readings from the instruments provided in relation to your comfofi condition recorded above\ (r).
AIRTEMP. GLOBETEMP R.H.-
6. AIR MOVEMENT
Is the ceiling fan on?
7. RADHTION
at what speed? FAST MED sLow (
Is there any direct sunshine on you?
8. Other adaptive means for comfort (if any)
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Appendix 2: Comfort Diary
London, August 0l , 1993
Dear Collegue,
The attached Comfort Diary forms are a part of .y..r"*a..h work on evaluating comfort conditions for
people living in the tropics. Some of you may be familiar with similar questionnaires that you filled out
for me in February - April this year, this is an extension of that work. I will very much appreciatc if
could take some of youe time to fill these out for rne. Otlrer than filling these out yourselvir, you *uy
also record the conditions felt by friends and other members of your family. To do this you wilt have to,
carry.with Y!,P 9ne or two portable instruments with you. They will be given to you and are handy for
carrying at all times.
1he objective is to record your comfort sensation as you go about in your daily lives and at any location,
at home or at work, preferably indoors. When you are in a room just take some time to thinl how you
feel, cool, warm, hot or just cornfortable (neutral). Record your sensation by giving it a value as
explained in the instructions and fill in thc details asked for along with the readings from the
instntments. Expained opposite are fairly cletailecl instructions about filling out the dairy along with a
sample.
Your help will be grcatly appreciated and ackowledged as it has been in the past. I am hoping that you
may also enjoy it.
Thanls
I
fruad H. Mallick)
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Instructions.
The basic details asked for are fairly straighfroward. Each part can be filled out as follows:
Tinre: The time of day or night when the sensation is being recorded.
Location: Where are you u,hen you are recording. RECORD OBSERVATIONS ONLY AFTER YOU HAVE
BEEN IS PI.ACE FOR NOT LESS TTIAN 20 MINUTES
Comfort Conditiou: On a scale of -3 to 3 fill in the value you feel closest to:
COLD COOL COMFORTABLY NEUTRAL COMIORTABLY WARM HOT
cool- (CoMFORTABLE) WARM
Iou may somelines be in an air conditioned spetce which will be good oppurtunity lo record cold or cool sensation.sl.
But do make a notc in the locotion column thal the roont is air condilioned
Air Temperature: The air temperature of the room you are in. This can be measured from the digital
temperaturelhurnidity meter by clicking it twice
R.If: The relative humidity of the room. By clicking the same meter once.
Globe Temperature: This has to measured with a digital thennometer with the black ball on the sensor.
Clothing: Mention how you are dressed e.g. shirt and trousers, py-iama panjabi, salwar kameez, saree, etc.
Activity: Mention what you are doing e.g. sitting, reading, lomging, studying, leading, lyirg down, walking about
etc.
Air Movement: flfltere is any air moventcnt indicate it in this colurnn. You do not have to measure it. If the ceing\ttS on.mention its speed as SLOW, MEDIUM or FAST. If ;;;;r air movemeat mention NoNE. If there is air
movement but no ceilingfan mentally compare it velocity as if there were a ceiling fan and record what may have
been its speed .
Ext. Temperature: Extemal temperature. Just step out for a mornent if possible and get a recording of the outside
temperature.
Notc: When 
-you are v,ith alriend or afmily member osk him or her oboat their sensation tnd record the yaltes
on one of the exlro sheets. It moy be lhal ofriend orfamily nemher is y,ith you ntost of lhe time.1.ou ma.y thcn
do bto recordings over this lime, but tqy to avoitl tloiing both at exacll-y the same time, take u dilferent tima or
location for then.
SAMPLE
Date: Ob A'Ll^ttt?/ lE?'
Time Location Comfort
Condition
Air
Temp
R.H Globe
Temp
Clothing Activity Air
Movement
(fan speed)
Ext.
Temp
l0:ppu ,+udlb I 4 A0tLJ W 7L/ xl b't 2|u{r-flwWtU Wnh4rt Mq. ?o.r'c,
l:10 fn U(-trwriw .L 11.5',c 70/ 2X,5',c latkh7 {^tf vl 4'c
,:10il\ l,,!u-a I '1 t4'c 75/. 21.5',1 ftaatag Ntvt 7'!'C
5: lSfn UWful o 27'c 78/, 27 5't Pv P-tvtd,YunWi lfl,"aty 9la"t 14 r'L
l: lf fiih Wran o %.\'c 8b/. 27 l'c l,t,ytci Qry /.n rAa L8,3'L
2.10
COMFORTDIARY
Name Age 
- 
Sex-occupation
Date:
Trme Location Comfort
Condition
Air
Ternp
R.H Globe
Temp
Clothing Activity Air
Movement
(fan sneed)
Ext.
1'emp
Date:
Time Location Comfort
Condition
Air
Tcrnp
RH Globe
'l-emp
Clothing Activity Air
Movcment
(lan sneed)
Ixt.
1'cmp
Date:
Time Location Comfort
Condition
Air
Ternp
R.H Globe
Temp
Clothing Activity Air
Movement
(fan soeed)
Ext.
Tcmp
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Appendix3: Fan Speed Data
Fan Speed Measurements
I Room reference :
' Room location :
Date:
Measurements
SLOW SE,TTING
MBDIUM SETTING
FAST SETTING
rll mcesurements rt ryorking ;llane ( I - t.Snt)
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Appendix 3: Fan Speed l)ata
Fan Speed Calculations I
I
I
,
i SLOW
Irloom I
Average: rl/
Room 4
Averege:'lf
Room 5
Avtage , | /.
Roonr 6
,0r .tL -05
.t5 .48 't7
,09 .2+ -lL
Room 2
,tt -42 .53
,ol '1r IZ
.ob ,UL .05
Roonr 3
o '05 05
.t9 -19 -ob
.09 o -t+
.o? .1 .07
'lz 4( -t5
,08 .rL, ;d6
Average: . 14
.09 'tB -oL
.t5 -59 -o9
-t2 -zl ,OZ
Average: , /..:
.ol
.12 ol
,tb .4t -2
.IT ,2 .13
A,vernge , | $
MEDIUM
Room I
Average: '!
Roonr 4
Avernge: ,21
Room 5
Lverage , !1
Roonr 6
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Roonr 2
,14
'19 .t4
,9L b .o9
.E .tl .tL
,tb .25 -5
,21 .7V .t7
.t3 .39 .t5
Room 3
't5 ,tv .tb
,1t7 ,89 .06
'5e .30 '7o
':
I
,tl '3o .4
tt .75 ,IZ
,IL .% .t+
Averagez ,29
l3 .t4 'tB
,E
-(5 .2
.18 '1 .sl
.tb ,27 -t9
'35 '72 '28
.27 '2s '41
Average .bZ_AverRge: . ?
Fan Speed Qalculations 2
.t8
CI ,33
,47 t.u .9
,22- ,b '{r l
FAST'
Room I
Avernge:,$4
Room 4
Average: , 5
Avernge: . le
Room 5
Average: .f7
Room 6
Roonr 2
.4L
'7a -'))
'6 l' 2l -3t
'2L .3 .5
Iloonr 3
-20 ,27 '35
.39 t-B -tv
-la '31 -35
.t6 .t3 .25
.36 t-7 ,TS
.t5 'fl2 )r
,t2 ,oc; .36
'35 t.3 '3t
.21 '1s ,40
Average: .J2
,a .35 't6
.45 t-b ,tr
'32 .34 38
Average . fi
Fan speed
setting
Room
I
Room
2
Room
3
Room
4
Rootn
5
Room
6
Average
Slow (S) .17 .t7 .12 .r4 .14 .16
Medium (M) .3 .29 .31 .28 .3 .32 t3 jlfi'/Ctff i,l,,ii,,li,*1i
Fast (F) .54 .39 .42 .5 .42 .43
't{5 jfil7S ir,I tr'ii ir*,,
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Appendix 3i Fan Speed Data
,, i (t,ili;i /&1:l'irli'r':;,,i:
Appenrlix 4: Comfort }rield Data
!-icld Data : Cornfort Evaluation
I I
I
I
Il"otclo
lq,
IJlxtrd* t
I
H F O U
cdl fs.o os 800 bed I sisi 72.2( 28,5( 0.50 1.00 S
cdl 3.9.93 '10:30 liv lsiac 12.2( 28.4( gs0-
0.ql
0.s0
Q,8-Q
,1,q0
r.30
cdl 3.9.93 l4:00 dln 23
23
[..rrt
lsz.sc
71.6(
70.tt
27.9C
ii.sc
m
cdl 3.9,93 20:00 bed m
cdl 3.9.93 22 30 bec, ?.3 lszsc 70.0( 2t.5C 0.50 r.30 m
cdi 4.9.93 9:00 dln 23 lC2"oa 77 29.2C 0.50 1.80 m
cdl la.o.os 12:00 bed fCa^oo 76.O( 29.9C 0.s0 r.30 m
cdl 4.9.93 l5:00 bed - f5ato 7 5.7C 3r.tc 0.50 0.80
cdl Jr.qe3 1B:00 llv I szqo 75. I 31 .0C 0.50 0.80 m
cd1 4.9.93 2l:00 bed li,60 75.0C 3O,BC 0.50 1.30 m
cdl 5.9.93 8:00 bed lsz.29 76.3C 30.0c 0.501 0.80 m
cdl 5.9.93 ll:0( bed 0 lss,qo 30.60 o.50l r.0c m
cdi 5.9.93 l4:0( dln 0
-F4so 75.50 31.90 0,5t 1.8(
cdl 5.9.93 I 7:0C liv 0 fr:qo 32.60 0.5r 0.Bt
cdl ls.9.9s 22:OC bed lszso 7 4.60 31.50 0.5t r.3c
cd'l 16.e.93 l0:0C bed 0 J 3330 32.r 0.5( I .3C im
cdl 9.93 l2:0C bed lr.s0 7 4.1 33.60 O,BC
ccl I 16.e,93 14:0C dln i s5sO 7 4.O0 JJ, I lo.so '1 .8C
odl l6.e e3 17:0C bed 0 l-sa. r 73.60 32.70 0.50 0.8c
:dl lo.s,ps !Q,00 b,ed 0 I ss"ao 73.00 32.20 0.50 r .30 m
3dl lo,q.qs Oqo L!ed 0 zjlr lc?!o 72.60 3r.90 0.s0 0.80 rn
::ci2 3.9.93 B:30 bed 0 lsz.to 14q
72.O0
Iza.co
l-zq.eo
0.s01 1 .30
.d2 3.9.93 I l:0( kti [srqo o.qpl 2,ffi n
cd2 ,9.93 l4:3C din R)
.;; lsr ro 7?_.49
't.00
27.90
26.80
o sol
o.5ol
o.sol
o.sol
,,l,qa
].!Q
_qq!
r.B0
m
cdz .9.93 20:3C bed :F?4q
l32.s0l
tn
cd2 9.93 )):O{ beci 52 7t.00 m
cd2 9.93 9:30 din klrnl 77.80 32,70 m
crl? 9.93 I l:30 llv -lsral 77.O0 32,t0 o sol 0.80 m
cd2 9.93 l4:30 dh I I s+aol 77.90 33.90 osof BO
cd2 9.93 '18:30 llv Jcs.qoJ 77.20 32.30 o.sol
o.soI
tsq
I .30cd2 9.93 21:30 bed lsS"ool Z6.LO
76.t0
fsiso
l34.Bocd2 9.93 l2:3( kit l I3s"ool o.sol 2.00
cd2 9.93 l4:3( lln -1*-l t4.o0 ss.rol 0.50 l.B0
cd2 .9.93 l6:3i ced l tjlqsl !4-jd 0.50
cd2 ,9.93 20:3t 3ed 0 I ss.zol 73.501 0.s0 O.BC
cd2 9.93 23:3C )ec, 0 fa5.oc '3.201 :lool 0.50 B(
cd3 2.9.93 9:0C re(l -t lolpl rqll o.sol O.BC a
cd3 2.9.93 2:0C )ed l lrs.ool 1.3C
cd3 12.9.93 l5:0C lv 0 ls52o-T isnl 51701 0. t0 I .0c m
oci3 2.9.93 21:0C dln I ea ooJ 0.30 .BC
cd3 3.9.93 l0:0C bed ,, Tsx3ol o: o] ,r20]10.40 2.OA m
cd3 3.9.93 l3:3C liv fssaol ii.eol3l .60 0. t0 .00 m
cd3 3.9.93 16:25 toil I 73.50 r.iol 0. l0 .00
ccl3 3.9.93 20:00 both latrb'l 4.00 siroI .001 20
cc13 13.9.93 23:00 bed bqr-al 4iai 30 0.80
r--ci3 4.9.93 3:00 bed 1 lsz.ool zs rol .30 0.8{ n
cd3 14.9.93 8:00 he.i Iarol iijol 30 .001rTI
cd3 14.9,93 il-sz^:o[ z-"oof iB 60l 40 .3(
cd3 5.9.93 l ltizol sloJ r ool 0.40 .3t
cd3 5.9.93 .,lslrol r.qoT .40 8(
cd3 5.9,93 ; oo| I I 5sr oi s.aof ar.eoJ I l.B( TI
cll
cd3
5,q.9!
5.9.93
0
l
45!l
74.901
ri
.l lan
cd4 r 2.9.93 t3oT tred 0 I 3r"aa] ZeoT is"ooJ ,50 1,00 T)
cd4 2.9.93 (if 2 ll4ol Z6I!I 0.50 2.OO
cd4 2.9.93 5:301 )ed 0 lca.sol zs.ool sz,ool 50 0,80
cd4 2.9.93 ,,tol lln 0 -fi+onf zs-sol 30.00 50 r.B0
cd4 3.9.93 9:3C bed 0 Jss.ooJ 28.90 0.50 0.80
cd4 3.9,93 4:0C din I hs"o-ol iCInl 33.10 50 l.B0
cd4 3,9.93 l6:3C bed |qa sb[ a?.?ol 0.50 2.20
cd4 3.9.93 23:3C bed I sz ool zs. r ol sz.ool 50 0.80
cd4 4,9.93 8:30 bed I ilrool nbol
tz.ool
_0,qq
0.50
2.20
cd4 4.9.93 20:30 bed lsr.sol 0.80
cd4 5.9.93 7:30 bed l Iszrol is ool r.ool 50 2.00
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Appendix 4: Comfort Field Data
cd4 15.9.93 l0:3 (ll 45 I 34 74.{ 32 0,5( 2.O(
cd4 15.9.93 l4:0 tL_
leal
73,8C 0.5( l.B( TI
cd4 t5.9.93 or.1 3) 75.0 3l 0.5( 0.8( -n
cd5 8.9.93 B:01 Iiv :n 31 LI .B
76.2
QqqC
35.tC
0.5( ].0t m
cd5 8.9.93 IB nr bed
dls
1t 3A 0.5( 0.8( m
cd5 8.9.93 t9 m 32.61 76.10 3l 0.5( 1 I
:cl5 8.9.93 )2 01 bed
_q4 m 1' 76.0 3l 0.2( 0,6i m
cd5 9.9.93 9:01 qln
bed
m 77 3l 0,5t l.Bc m
cd5 9.9.93 I 7:0( m 35.00 76.80 34. q.iti
o.2t
o.2(
llosc
,lnt
)rc5a
I
:d5 9.9.93 2l:0( hecl u rn 33.00 75.0r 32. t
rd5 9.9.93 24.00 5ed m 74.70 31.00 i
rd5 10.9.93 B:3( led m 3l 76.1 0 3t).00 o.4c r.0c m
cd5 10.9.93 l0:3C dis m 32.5C 75.8( 30.2( 0,4(: 1.20 tn
1---cd5 10.9.93 l3:4i bed 51 m 34.0C 15. 3t.3( o.4c 2.00
0.80
t
cd5 10.9.93 l7:0C bed 5t m 33.7C 7 4,61 32 o.2c t
cd5 t 0.9.93 22:OC bed u m s-z^3c 7 4.0t 3t.0t 0,20 080 f
cd5 I 1.9.93 8:00 bed m 32.00 tl 30, 050 0.80 m
cd5 I 1.9.93 I B:00 liv 54 In 35.20 7 4.0( 33,3( 0.40 t.00 f
cd5 I 1.9.93 21 tred u m 33.00 73.80 32.6( 0,20 0.80 rT)
cd5 1 1.9.93 23:00 Itreo 5t m
t
32.70 73,6( 32.0C o.20 0.80 In
cd6 2.10.93 l5:00 I bed 2( 33.00 94.60 29.2C 0.50 0.80 32,60
cd6 2.10.93 'IB:30 Illv t 32,9C 94.A4 28.7t 0.{i0 1,30 32.50
cd6 r 0,931 21:1 lkit 2t. f 32.6C 94. 28.3C 0.50 r.B0 n 3l .90
cd6 10.93 B:30 liv 2f. t 32. rC 94.2t 2B,OC 0,50 1,201 s 33.00
cd6 3.10.93 l:30 bed 25 I 33.0 94.01 28.94 0.50 r.30 3t.t
cd6 .10.93 liv f 33.40 94.1C 29,44 0,5( 301 33.40
cd6 3.10.93 l9:0e bed t 93.9C 29.8( 0.5( 0.801 t 33.30
rd6 3. r 0.93 22:OA ver 25 f 32.80 93.9C 28.BC 0.5t 0.80 32.60
cd6 4.10.93 9:30 bed ,s t 32.60 93.9C 29.?C 0.50 l.3c 32.60
cd6 4. 10.93 13:00 ktt 2( f 33.70 93.8( 30.7c 0.50 2.00 n 33.70
cd6 4.',t0.93 i6:00 bed cc f 33.4C 93.9( 30.0c 0.50 0.80 33,40
:cl6 10.93 20:3C bed 2t f 33 lr 94.1( 29.8C 0,50 L30 33.00
cd6 10.93 23:0C bed 2f ?! 32.7C 93.6t 2q.54 0.5c 0.80 32.60
cci6 10.93 Q:OC liv la. 33.00 94.0c 29.64 0.50 1 .30
cd6 r 0.93 l2:0C bed 25 34.1 93.9C 30 50 050 o80 nl 34.20
cd6 10.93 llv 25, AE 93.8C 30.60 0.50 l.3r_ m 4,00
cd6 '10.93 20:3( bed ta 33.40 93.8C 30.00 0,50 r 33.2C
cd6 t0.93 l:0( bed 25 33.3( 93.70 29.50 0.50 0,80 33.IC
cd7 t0.93 I n.na Jorm 2A 33.7C 93.90 29.8O 0.50 20 29.9C
cd7 ] 0.93 l2:3i Jorm 2t t 34.0C 94.1 30.20 0.50 .00 30.6C
adj 10.93 l5:0t
"iorm 2t 35.1 C 94.30 31.40 0.50 0.80 L7C
lcdZ 10.93 l7iAa lorm 24 35.2C 94.4t 3 L601 0.50 ,OC L40
lcat 10.93 23:l C lorm 24 34.6C 93.8( 3l t0l 0.50 2C 30.50
lcdT 0.I 0.91 0;3C dorm 24 34.1 0 93,7( 30.60 0.50 20 32.40
lcdT 0. r0.9: 4:3C dorm 24 35.90 94.1 i 32.50 osol .00 32,80
lcol I 0. ) 0.9i 6:4C dorm 24 36.10 94.3C 32.8r osol 0.80 t.20
lcdT 0.10.93 20:0C dorm 34.8t 89.BC 31,7C o tol ,20 29.8O
lcoz t0. t 0.93 0:l ciorm 0 24 34.40 9t.9C 30.60 0.501 ?o 2q.qo
cd7 r.t0.93 8:50 dorm 24 33.60 92.14 30.r0 0 501
0,501
0.50l.
6sol
l-@
-t 4q
0.80
1,00
30,20
cd7 1 . r0.93 l:30 dorm 2 24 34,20 90.30 31.70 32.t0
cd7 1.r0.9: 4:l dorm 2 2A 34.60 89.70 3r.80 32.t0
cd7 1 . t0.94 8:30 dorm
0
24 33.10 92.1 30.90 1.20
cd7 r.t0.9: 1:25 dorm 2A 32.80 90.30 30,80 osof .B0l m 30.80
cd7 2.10.9: 9:30 dorm 24 33.70 92.80 29.70 0,q01
0.501
q.ol
0-!Ql
o 5ol
I tol
0:801
0.801
r iol
O.BOI
30.20
cd7 2.I 0.9a d9{!
dorm
2A 1q I n 90.70 30:40
9q,8q
3_1.10
30.30
a
r_,
m
32ri 0
3t.80
3q,70
29.30
cd7 2.1 0.9: 9:30 o
-l
0
rl
2A
24
342Q
33.20
9r.80
9d1_
cd7
2.1 0.9: 22:1 dg,in
dorm
92.00
2 10.9: 0:30 24 32.70 9r.00
cd8 7.9.93 0:30 sludy 25 m 29.90 70.80 29.90 0.501
b.5ol
,301
.301cdB 7.9.93 l:35 study 0
l
IJ m 30.00 1.60 30.00
cdB 7.9.93 l0:3t study IJ m 29.60 t.70 29.80 o 5ol 301
cd8 7.9.93 I l:3i llv I ta m 29.60 68.70 29.60 ts0l
5ol
B0l
,BOTcdB 7.9.93 l7:0t ;iudy 1 25 m 30.00 68.5( 30.10
cdB I8.9.93 bed m 30.50 r.60 30.5C o.40l 0.801
c_q I
cdB
l-8.?.23
18.9.93
14145 !-!-qv
bed 0
ta
.;;
zc
T-
m
9s1q
30.70
65.70 30.40 b/ol
.o.4al
0.401
.301
rio I2l:00 64.80 L00
:d8 8.9.93 21:30 liv I m 30.60 65.70 30.70 0 s0l
:dB 8.9.93 dln 0 25 m 30.80 67.70 t.00 ,e .B0l
cdB 9.9.93 7:3C dln 25 m r.60 62.10 l.7c 0.401
--l
0.401
c.B0
cdB 9.9.93 0:3C din 0 25 m 1.20 62.50 r.30 l.B0
cdB 9.9.93 3i30 bed I 25 m 1.40 63.80 r.30 o.q'ali
o40lr
l.B0i
cdB 9.9.93 5,1!
'10:30
0
l ii Inm 92.1131.2C !4.qq62.00 L90 l B0ir nnlcdB )0.9.93 stl raiv 31.30 050I I
cdB t0.9.93 I r00 ;ludy I 2( m 29.8( 63.30 29.80 0.50 l,oo I
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8 20.9.93 3:5[ Ded 0 m 30.5( 62.10 30,5C 0.5c .BC r
cd8 20.9.93 l6;0t ;tudy 25 m 30.6( 61.70 30,6c 5C .3C f
c_d_q
cdq
20,9.93 7:0( lv 25 m 30,7t (rl .60 30.7C 0.sc O.BC t
09.93 Jln 0 2? m 28.4( 78. I 28,7C 4t I.BC m
)d9 6.09.93 '10:lt aa m 3l .2( 63.50 32.3C 0.4c r.0c
rdq 6.09.93 l2:30 0 31.9( 58.20 32.50 0.4c .0c
:d9 .09.93 l6:00 nl 28.A( 68.00 29.10 ,5C .0c
:d9 6.09,93 23:00 Ded )? m ?8.4( 80.30 28.7t ,4C 0.8t n
rd9 9.93 9:30 t) 22 m 28.1 ( 71.00 28.40 0.5c )r
cd9 9,93 l2:00 22 m 3 t.o( 68 00 3t.80 .0t
cd9 9.93 bed 22 ffl 28.0( BB.OO 21.80 0,4t O.BC TI
c.i9 9.93 0:30 becl a1 tt 28.50 80. I 29.3( .4(. 0.Bt
cd9 9.93 8:00 din )) n 28.60 7.80 29.3C 0.5t .80 T]
edg 9.93 I :0C otfice 22 lt 33.60 54.00 35..lt 0.5t .24 s
cd9
cd9
9.93 l4:0C oFflce aa
^^lz
't] 25.1 0 58.00 27.B{ 0.5( !,-8!
'L00
qr
n9.93 7:3C oftlce 'n 27.60 52.00 28.3t
cd9 9.93 20:25 bed 22 't] 28,70 78.24 29.31 0.4( 0.80
cdq 9.93 B:0C dln 22 'n )A 60 67.40 28.8{ 0.4t r .80 'n
cd9 9.93 2:OC ver 22 t') 32.20 71.2( 32.8t 0.4t .00 m
:d9 9.93 1:OC studlc 22 'Tt 29.r0 70.6t 30. r 0.4t .30
:d9 9.93 liv 22 ,l\ 26.40 72.2( 27.81 0,4t ,00
cd9 9.93 2?:3C bed ?2 n 28.30 75.0t 28.8t 0,4t o.80
cdl0 5.10.93 Blqc dln 40 f 27.80 67.1( Zd.JL 0.5t .80 m
l0 't0.93 l2:0C 4A 31.20 72.1( 32.X 0.5( )f; m
eq.l q
cdl0
'r0.93 I 7:tlc i[ 4A 29.00 70.1 t 30,7t 0.5t ana s
10.93 20:0C 1, 40 f 21.40 12.oa 28.30 0.5t .0c n
:d 1C 10.93 22:3C llv 40 f 28.1 74.04 29.24 0.5t .00
odl( 9.93 B:0C din 4A f 27.20 64.00 28.10 0.5( .?o m
983 3:3C bed 40 t 28.20 58.m 28.80 0.5( ,00 m
rdlt 9.93 6:0C qeq
liv
4C 27.O0 80.r0 0.5( 0.80 t
:dl t 9.93 2l :3C 40 27.40 68.1 0 28.30 0.5( 0.80 t
cdlC 9.93 an.1e bed 40 28.1 79.74 28.50 0.sc 0.80 m
cdlt 54.00
cdl ( ,9.93 5:'15 bed 40 I 27.80 62.04 28.30 qql .00 m
cdlt ,9.93 17:0( 40 t 28.1 63,0C ?n $. 0.5c 2.OO
cdl( ,9.93 20:4( IV 40 28.60 7B.OC 29.3C 9.sq .00 Tl
qd_lq
cdl0
8.9.93 22:50lt bed s
0
4
40
2L39
28.10
79.001
oes0]
28,3C 0,50 0,80 ml
LI9.9,93 s0o] bed 28.4C 0.50 .00
cdl0 9.9,93 izoolsfiop 40 32,60 Br.00 q?.BC 0.s0 .80 n
dl0 9.9.93
'rrool
oul 40 28.30 66.r0 28.8C 0.50 .80
9_ql0
qdt0
cdl I
?.e.%
9.9.93
,i ool
o.oQl
9:001
l r,oo]
r a.oQl
2l:001
ki!
bed
q-e-d
!hqp
Iown
t4i
4Q
1q
20
?8,80
28,4
?-Br lS
92.3q
?8, Lo
,eB.qq
28.40
14.20
19.40
68.80
8r 
"0ol
64.m
lo.@l
t_q!g,
?L..50
2?,@
?B,Q
9?..4
28.80
Q,s
0.-9q
.q,-5P
0,gp
.0.4
o:50
o.50
l.B!
o,BQ
l r20
2.N
2.09
L,qq
0.80
.l
nl
.l
rl
6.9.93
c_ql
cqll
cdl l
cdl l
6,9.93 20
?o
29
2q
20
6.9.93
Q,9.?3
6.9.93
??.@
n.309,@
9:00
q,e,rl
bedcdl 7.9.93 27.A0 68.00 28.30 0.5( 1.2A
cdl 7.9.93 l2:00 ver ?9
29
2A
30.r0 !Z'4s
&.20
?.1! 0.,9q
0.50
2,Sq
r.00
sl
!-lcdl 9.93 16:00 frlend 2-7.!9
27.10
28.30
cdl 7.9.93 l9:00 bed 67.20 ?8.10 0.50 r.2c
cdl 7.9.93 23:00 bed 2A 28, l0 80.00 28.40 0.50 o.8c
cdI 8.9.93 7 t4?
l5: l5
lotnl.* ]9,n
2J'q
27.80
63.00 28.30 0!q
0.50
l.-8!
2.0c
m
cdl 8.9.93 58.@ 28.10
c.l I 8.9.93 6:45 loeo 20 27.& 52.00 28.90 0.50 I ,2C m
o3 2O:00 l-o"o 2C 28.6) 79.00 28.80 0.50 I .3C
cd'l 8.9.93 22:3i ced 2L 28.10 78.40 28.90 0.50 0.80
:dl I 9.9.93 9:2i Jin 2C 28.40 78.20 28.80 1.80 m
:d1l 9.9.93 l0:'l( 30ll 2C 3r.8i 63.60 0.50 1.00
sdll lc.s.ss '12;30 2C 32.1( 58.90 32.70 -q,q_q
't.0c
:d)'l lq.q.ss l6:00 frlend 2C t 28.3r _q9.t 0 28,80 l.0t
rdll l9.e.e3 23:00 bed 2C t 2B.U 80.40 28.7C 0.5t TI
.dl2 1s. r 0.93 8:l bed 22 m 28.60 92-@ 29.2C o4(
0.1c
0.5t
q,5!
0.5t
1.20
1.00
lo0
040
r.00
m
m
t
t
3Q,s
32:59
39,09
39,2Q
3r.00
10.93 1l i0!
'12:3C
!r
pcq
bed
?2
2?
m qq.Lq
qq_.4
32.00
92.00 32.00
cdl2 3. r0.93 m 9q,ss
86.00
.9?,so
33.10cdl2 t0.93 l5:0C m
cd l2 r 0.93 19:0C bed 22 m 30.00 89.00 3r.00 m
cd12 i0.93 9:l bed 22
22
-Yl 29.m 93.0( 3t.20 0,40 r.20 m 32.00
cd l2 10.93 l3:3C dln Y'] 33.0C 86.0t 33.50 0.40 iaqcdl 4.10.93 l7:0C bed 22 '11 30.2C 9t.00 32.00 0.50 r .0c
cdl 4. r 0.93 20:3C bed 22 'l-] 30.1c 92.00 3r.20
-o.A r.20 TI 32.0C
cdl 4.10.93 22:lC bed :n n.u 94.00 30.0c 0.40 1.2t TI 3t.5U
cdl 5. r 0.93 9:0C ha.l 22 m 29.3C 92.00 30.7C 0.40 1.20 TI 32.0C
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cd 12 5. 0.93 I B:00 llv I m 30.0( 92.5( 30.7C 0.40 'L0( m 32.0(
cdl2 5. 0.93 l9:00 bed 1 22 m 30,3t 90,0( .1 l.t 0.40 t.2t m 31.7(
cdl 5. 0.93 21:24 bed m 28.1 9B 29.34 0.40 1.2t 29.0C
cd'l 5, 0.93 bed m 28.0t 96.0( 29.00 0.40 t.2c n 2A At
cdl2 6, 0.93 l9:30 bed IZ m 29.O{ 93.0[ 32. r 0.40 0.80 30,1
cdl 6. 0.93 9:00 bed m 30. I 92.5( 32.C0 0.40 1.20 m 32.0t
cdl 6. 0.93 l4:00 bed 22 m .l.r.lL laz qr
lqa oi
qlt_q
33.30
0.40 o80 34.0(
cdl 6. 0.93 20:30 bed m 32.0t 0.50 r .20 TI 33.0(
cd12 6. 0,93 22:OA beci m 31.5t lar.or
lqz.sr
rl sz.oo
rl:o zo
0.40 1.20 TI 32.0t
cdl 7 0.93 8:00 bed 22 m 29.00 0.40 ].20 lm 30. l
cd l3 7. t0.93 '12:00 closs 22 m 32.30 90,0( 33.00 !0,50 1.00 ( 33.00
cdl 7.10.93 ]Q.9Q
l9:00
closs
bed
22 m 33.00 92.0( 0.50 t,.0p
1.20
l34.oo
I-"pOcdl 7.10.93 22 m 30.00 92.0( 31.00 0.40
cd l3 7. t0.93 22:0O bed ;; mm
m
29.00 92.0( 29.70 0.40 0,80 30,00
cdl B.10.93 7:00 bed 28.00 92.O( 29.30 0.40 1.20 m 29.00
cd l3 8. r0.93 9:30 bed 22 29.50 91 .0( 31.70 0.40 1.20 m 3r.00
cdl B. i0.93 l3:30 dln m 32.00 93.0t 33.1 0.40 1.80 m 33.70
cdl B. t0.93 lB:00 Ded 22 m 3r.00 92.0( 32.50 0.40 1.20 32.00
cdl B. t 0.93 20:00 beci 22 m 30.50 94.0( 32.00 0.,10 1.20 31.60
cd1 9.I0.93,
ql0.qi\
9:00 bed 2?
22
I
m
29.30 92.O(
93.0i
qq.l!
33.50
0.,10 r.00 fi) 31.70
cdl '10:30 bed 32.00 0.40 r,20 33.00
cdl 9. t0.93 I l:30 closs 22 trl 33.00 92.0t 33.90 0.50 ).00 32.70
cdl I 93 \-19 din 1a; m 33.20 91.0(qB.0c
9I .OC
3_3i8
_Ql,_B_q
33.30
0.5q
0.50
r.qq
0.80
lre.ooEqcdl I 93 l2lqQ Lred m 30.70 m
cdl 10. 0.9: 8:00 bed 22 m 32.00 0.40 r.20 m 32.80
cd l3 l0 0.9 10:00 bed 22 m 33.00 33.90 0.40 1.2( m 34.00
cd l3 t 0.I 0.9: l6:00 bed aa m 34.0t 35.1 0 0.40 |.20 35.00
cdl 0.10.9: I B:00 Lred I m 90.0c 33.50 0.40 '1.00 m 32.90
cdl 0,1 0.9: 22:0O bed 0 22 m 29.0C 30.20 0.40 0.80 30.1
cdl 5.1 I .9: ] 5:30 liv tq m 3l.l 86.7C 27.60 0.40 0.80 n 3t.00
cdl 1,93 l7:00 bed It m 3r.0c u6.90 27.& ndn 1.2C 30.90
cd l4 5. 1,9: l8:30 bed 0 I m 31.0c 27.80 0.4c L00 30.60
:d l4 5. I .93 20:00 bed 0 I m 3O.BC 86.60 27.70 0.4c 1.20 29.00
:dl 5 l.9ll ?9..:Q
I l:30
bed l 30.50
29.20
27.80 0.4c 1.00 28,00
:dl I .93 liv 0 I 83.60 26.20 0.4c 0.80 n 29,301
cdl 6. t.9t l5:30 5ed 0 I m 30.20 84.BO 2t.t0 0.4c 0,80 n 32,701
cd14 6. l.9i I B:30 Ded l m ao.so 81.90
83.70
l-et@
@.zp
o.4c 0.80 29.2C
cdl4 6. 'L9l 22:3O IV I m 30.r0 0.40 0.80 27.7C
cdl 't6. t.9r 23:45 bed 0 ] m 30.0( 79.40 26.90 0.40 'I .00 27.34
:dl '1.9 l2:30 llv .2 I nt ao )( 8t.80 26.20 0.40 0,80 n 29.30
:d l4 I7.l L9 l4:30 liv l -n 29.7{ 78.40 26,n 0.40 0.80 29.3(
cdl 4 r 7.l r.9 '19:00 bed I It 30.2( B0.10 2.7.20 0.40 0.Bi 28.9(
cdl4 1.9 22i3O bed 1 Tl 30.0( 4N) 0.40 1.2( 27,9t
cdll t.9 23:30 bed It m 29.5{ 26.801 0.40 1.0( n 28.2t
cdll B.l I .91 3:30 bed lg m 29,5( 79.60 26.601 0.40 l.0c n 3.4t
cdll 8.rI.9r 5:30 llv l5 m 29.6t 86.70 27.N| 0.40 O.BC n 30.0(
cd l4 B. 1.9: l9:00 liv t9 m 30.0t B1 ,BO 27.N| 0.d0 0.8c n 29.U
cd'll r8.l Lgl 22l34 bed 1 t9 m 30.2r iil 0.4t .2C n 28.9C
cd 14 8. l.9l 23:30 bed It m 30.5C 27.ool 0.4t O,BC n 29.0C
cd]5 93 B:30 bed l9 m 29.2C 92.O0 0.5c r .0c n 29.5t
30ti 93 0:50 llv ]9 m 30.1 c 90.90 0.5c t.0c n 30.2C
cd l5 93 llv 2 19 m 31.3C 89.BO ,830J 0.4c 3.0( n 3l .2C
:cll5 93 6;00 bed l t9 tTl 30.9C 88.90 0.5c 0.Bt 30.8t
3dl 5 93 20:00 studv l t9 TI 29.8C BB.BO 0.sc 't.0( n 30.r(
:d'15 a .93 9:00 study
,|
ts :n 30,0c 87.90 27.79|i0.s0 .0( n 30.0(
3d'15 .93 5:00 bed 1 l9 TI 1.70 89 20 2e.8oJ 0.50 0.8( 31.50
odl 93 7:00 llv I 19 'It 32.t0 BB.90 28.90 0.50 .00 J I./U
3dl 5 .93 20;00 iV l I '11 L40 88.70 28.00 0.50 .00 31 .40
)d'l .93 22.0C bed I I m 30.60 7.70 21 .50 0.50 0.80 30.70
:d l5 93 9:) i bed
din
l l m 29.80 87,30 26.80 0.50 .00 29.94
cdl .93 4:5t I I m 29.10 86.50 25.90 0,50 .80 29.00
cd l5 .93 9:06 llv I 1 m 28.80 86.50 26.00 0.50 .20 28.74
cdl5 .93 21:22 llv I I m 28.60 86.20 25.A0 0.50 2A n 28.s0
cdl5 .93 23:00 ced ] l m 27.90 86.20 24.OO 0.50 ,24 27,74
cdl 5 .93 7:4O I 'I m 27.40 85,90 23.50 0,50 .20 26.A4
cd l5 .93 9:30 IV I I m 28.00 85.20 24.60 0.50 .24 27.84
cdl 5 .93 1:00 iv I l m 29. ',I0 85.50 26,00 0.50 .24 29.00
cd'15 ,93 5:00 liv I t9 m 32.00 85.70 29.40 0.50 .20 3l .90
cdl 5 ,93 21:54 trecl I I m 28.90 85.00 27.10 0,50 0.80 28.80
cdl .93 9:3 bed 0 )o m 30.30 1.80 27.50 0,40 .00 30. l
cdl .93 2:45 bed i 20 m 30.60 90.1 0 27.60 0.40 .00 30.70
cdl ,93 5:03 he.l 0 20 m 30.60 90,40 27.20 0.50 0,80 30.s0
sqE
cdl6
.93 2O:4t
2l:15
bed 0 20 la
m
30.40 89.60 27.50 0.50 20 30.20
93 bed I 20 )a ao 89.60 26.30 0.50 50 29.30
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cdl t r.93 9:41 bed m .11 2t.BA 0.40 l3t I
odl ( 1.93 15:3 bed m 89,2C 28,BO 0.3r F1 l-
lcdl 1z 1.93 18:29 bed m 31.6C 88,BC 28, 0.40 o.q Iti
iCQ] 12 1.93 20:5 ciin 20 m 3r.30 BB.7C 28.40 0,40 l5ijcot lz t.93 0i00 bed m 30. 88.2C 27.O0 0.30 oF I so.
lccil 3 t.93 8:36 liv m 30.40 89,t0 27.70 0 .00bi" lro
dl l3 1.93 il bed rln
m
30j8!
n.70
87.90
a8_._0-q
26.87
-0-4Q
0.40 .80
ol-
. l--
ols
Iroz
lzs.scdl ls. t.93 I B:01 bed 20 87.10
cd1 3 93 20:32 bed 20
20
r
m
28.60 87.3t 25.30
_o_a
0.30
.00 1:r,.
cd l6 3. 93 22:OO q9_d_
bed
2B.lO 86.5( 26.30 0.8!
L00
lr&5
cdl6 4. .93 B: 20 m 28.30 86.7t 26.00 0,30 TzB
cd l6 4 .93 ,IB bed 20 m 30,r0 86,4C 27,20 0.40 .00 lsb o
cdl6 4 .93 20:30 llv 20 m 30.80 86.2L 27.70 0.40 lic
cdl 4 ,93 22:30 bed 20 m 29.50 84.5C 26,30 0.40 3l;
d;
29
dl 4. 93 0:00 bed m 27.90 B3,BC 25.00 0.40 .BC 27
dl 9 93 7: Lred m 29.90 87.60 26.90 0. 0.80 a__
n
29.61
cd1 I 93 9:00 llv T} 30 00 87,44 27.O0 0.30 29
cdl I 93 20:0( Ilv I n 3l .0( 86.90 27.60 0.5c 1.20Jtm
- 
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Appendix 5: Case Study Search Sheet
<tiorm^t .rrci*rf, frq€nrrqU, DT<pF
A'ssistant Professor
Departnrent of Architecture
Currently
Graduate StudentArchitectural Association Graduate School36, Bedfo rd Square
London l^lCIB 3ES
0haka, August 02, lgg2
Deporlmenl or Archil.crure. Bonorodesh Unrversfly or En0h)eering ond Technorogy, Dhoko rmo
Telephono: 5m357,PABX 5O5l7l-77 [xtcnston 128. 153
'ld 1lQllm't]{lns, fisl'l
,
Dear Col legue
This is to seek your help in the collection. of sonre informat.ion
relating to my research at the Arehitectural Association Graduateschool in London. My work is entitled "Env'i ronmental Design criteria
and Gur'delines for. urban Housing In Bangladesh". At present it invo'lvesthe recording of thermal perforriance of housing tyfoiogi.r.
Attached is a brief datr rf,u.t which you wirr need to firl up
and return to ne. 0nce t{e examples have been selectetl furtherinfornration will be requir\ed, The final part of the work wjll involvethe actual recording of th\rmal data.\
I look forward bo you..oop\ation and thank you for your hellr
Pl ease do not forget to write your nanle and address of the houseor flat you are prov'i ding the lnformat.i on about
4*{4ftu"to---
1f,:o ,, Ma) ) i ck )
I
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Appendix 5: Case study Search Sheet
This is a preliminary survey to identify cehain housing typologies in
order to select some examples for an evaluation of their the thermal
performance. Please provide a brief description of the house or flat
where you live or have access to by providing the information requested.
WALL CONSTRUCTION:
ROOF CONSTRUCI-ION:
ORIENTATION:
HEIGHT FROM GROLND (mention floor and inclicate if top floor)i
SURROUNDINGS: Trees and vegetation
dense *noderate sparse
paved areas
gx(ensive moderate 
, Fparse
ln the space provide below please draw a sketch showing the location of
your building with respect to to its surroundings e.g. other buildings, 
.
trees, roads etc. Please indicate approximate distances.
PLAN SECTION
.222
Appendix 6: Case Study Information and Thermal l)ata Sheets
THEFIv,IHL F,EFtFO Ftl,,tr,t.li_)E OF Hr::tl_l:;ll.li:i T'i F E:j
SAMPLE NO: ADDRESS:
YEAR OF CONSTRUCTION:
REFERENCE NAME:
BUILDING DATA
WALL CONSTRUCTION
SECTION TI]ROUGI-I WALL
SHOWING MATERIALS
AND THICKNESSES
ROOF CONSTRUCTION
SECTION THROUGII ROOF
SHOWING MATERIALS
AND THICKNESSES
COLOUR OF BUILDING:
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Appendix 6: Case Shrdy Information and Thermal Data Sheets
eu;orr',c DArA (coNr)
SITE PLAN
SHOWING LOCATION OF
BUILDING IN RELATION TO
IMMEDIATE SURROUNDINGS
HAI'CH BLDG. LOCATION
(LOCATE BUTLDTNG AT
APPROXTMATE CENTER)
SITE SECTION
N
o 100 200
100
300 4OO FEET
200 300 4OO FEET
COMMENTS:
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3
SAMPLE NO:
BUTLDTNG DATA (CONT)
BUILDING PLAN
\
1 OO FEET
PLAN SHOWING EXTERIOR
DIMENSIONS ONLY
HATCH ROOM LOCATION
7550250
ROOM PLAN
S]1OW MAJOR DIMENSIONS ONLY
INDICATE ORIENTATION AND IDENTIFY
EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL WALLS
WALL SECTION THROUGH WINDOW
INDICAIE IIEIGHTS AND ANY PROJECTIONS
OR SIIADING DEVICES
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4
SAMPLE NO:
THERMAL PERFORMANCE DATA
RECORDED BY:
TEMPERATURE
DATE:
APPROXIMATE VELOCITY
I-IUMIDITY
}IF APPLICABLE
DIRECTION OF AIR MOVEMENT
TIME OBSERVED
OBSERVATION METHOD/STRATEGY
OTHER OBSERVATIONS:
CHKD:
!
TIME INSIDE OUTSIDE SURFACE * MEI'
226
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5
SAMPLE NO.
OCCUPANT SURVEY
NO. , AGE: SEX: OCCUPATION:
OCCUPANCY PATTERN DURING NORMAL \/1/ORKING DAY
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ABOUT COMFORT CONDITIONS IN THE HOUSE
HOT PERIOD
(MARCH-JUNE)
WET PERIOD
(JULY-SEPT)
COOL PERIOD
(ocT-FEB)
DAY123
cold cool
4567u
comfortable wat nl
4567B
conrfortable wanll
9
hot
9
hot
NTGHT 1 2 3
cold cool
9
hot
9
hot
DAY1234s67B
cold cool comf ortable war rr)
NlGl-lT12 3 4 s 6 7 B
cold cool 
, comfortable weln(
DAY1 2 3 4 s 6 7 B e
cold cool conrfortal-lle war nt lrot
NIGHTI 2 3. 4 s 6 7 B 9
cold cool cornfortable wanll hot
IS THE CEILING FAN BEING USED YEAR ROUND?
HAVE YOU LIVED IN ANOiHER HOUSE WHICH YOU TI,IINK WAS MORE
COMFORTABLE THAN THIS ONE? PLEASE GIVE A BRIEF DESCRIPTION(MENTION LOCATION, SURROUNDINGS, MATERIALS, NO OF SIORTYS ETC.)
OBSERVATIONS
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Appendix 7: Case Study Descriptions , Temperature Graphs and Temperature
Data
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Temperature graphs for Case 10
06:00
TEMPERATURE DATA FOR ALL CASE STUD:ES:N THE THREE MEASUREMENT DAYS
06:00   09:00   12:00   15:00   18:00   21:00
Case l
Ap": indoor temp. 324 332 318 28.3 278
outdoor temp 242 327 34 359 334 265 25.4
Sept. ndoor temp. 306 30.2 306 29.9 29.6
f,utdoor temp 305 272
indoor temp. 20 209 20 203
outdoor temp 256 263 209 14.7 153
Apli! indoor temp. 298 32.9 308 292
outdoor temp 256 298 308 288
Sept. ndoor temp. 306 30
)utdoor temp 306 286 275 272
」an. indoor temp. 229 226 224
outdoor temp 237 222
Ap‖: ndoor temp. 293 349 33.8 324 321
lutdoor temp 24.8 34.1 303 264
indoor temD. 30 31.2 32.8 332 328 31.3 30.4 29.5
outdoor temp 2′5 341 335 28.4 27.4 277
Jan. indoor temp. 22.4 21.5
outdoor temp 141 20.6 14.9 145
ApJ: ndoor temp. 31.4 29.6
)utdoof"temp 263 335 32 30.5 27.4 27.5
Sept. indoor temp. 305
outdoor temp 325 314 29_8 28.6 275 257
ndoor temp. 22.4 224 241 22.4 222 205 20.4 208
outdoor.temp 148 245 16.8 142
Ap‖l indoor temp. 30.8 302 322 35.4 334
outdoor temp 24.3 28.8 332 345 32.8 267
Sept. indoor temp. 32.6 333 314
outdoor temp 30.6 26_9 28.3
Jan. indoor temp. 19.4 184 20 20.7 20.フ
3utdoor temp 157
06:00   09:00   12:00   15:00   18:00   21:00    00:00   03:00   06:00
Aptil indoor temp. 309 33.7 33.8 295
outdoor temp 34.1 357 295 273
Sept. indoor temp.
outdoor temp 32.4 32.6 307 27.6
Jan. ndoor temp. 23.5 23.7 229 222
)utdoor temp 1 23.3 259 204 157
ApJ: indoor temp. 296 30.4 308
outdoor temp 258 324 338 303 27.2
Sept. indoor temp. 307 314 30.7 30.8 301
,utdoor temp 28.4 29.6 284 276
Jan. indoor temp. 20.4 20 205 20.6 201
outdoor temp 1 19.4 23.4 149
Ap"l indoor temp. 294 30.2 301
f,utdoor temp 24.8 36.8 338 28.9 268 25,7
Sept. indoor temp. 302 304 30.4 296 296
outdoor temp 307 295 286 274
Jan. indoor temp 214 206
outdoor temp 195 14.4 147
Api: indoor temp. 267 29.9 30.3 30.6 273
outdoor temp 248 305 338 34.7 33.6 33.6 31.4
Sept. indoor temp. 302 305 276 27.7
outdoor temp 28.2 293 28.6 274
indoor temp. 225 236 235 23.3 22.7
)utdoor temp 252 185 156 1
ApJ: indoor temp. 32.4 298
outdoor temp 328 33.5 29.7 267
Sept. indoor temp. 302 30.7 30.6 29.8 296
outdoor temp 28.2 314 30.4 29.2 28.2 26.9 27.4
」an. indoor temp. 20.5 208 21.3
outdoor temp 13.4 206 22.1 20 149
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Al IllllN^l'lVE ROOti lNStll-A].ION POSSIBll.ll lES l:oll IVIODERN
t,RRAN Sl R(r('l'trRIiS tN BAN(;t.AI)taSIt
F. I l. lrlallick
n ssislrnt Prolessor. I)rfilrtnlcnt of Architcclure, Ranglarlcsh tlnivcrsity of
[!ngineering anrl I'echnology. Dhala, Rangladcsh
Ilnvironrncrrt rnrl [:rrcrgv Studics Prograrrrrne
Architcctural Associrtion (iraduntc Sclrool
116, llerlford Squarc. l.ondon WCIR:lliS
r\llS I l(.\( l: Nl(t(lctn cr)nslrpcliprl i31 1;,c rrrhrn arcas of llanglrrtcsh usually har.eilxl c(rncrclc roofs in nt()st cilscs \r.ilhout Jrropcr insrrlation. Solar radi:rtion
corrlrihulcs to lhc hcilt prin of tlre uppt'r floor< of lhcsc hrriltlilrgs nnd inlcrnal
lcttlpcrillurcs in lhe srrnrntcr nrorrlhs is s'ay lhove corrtfill lclcls.'lhis paper
ilr.gsli['ntc( llre p{}lcnlial ofrrsirrg orrlinrry cilrrhen p()(s lrirl over concrctc ]o.rs
as r nltcrtali'e insulali.n possihilitl,. An erperitnen( *.as condrrctcd on thc roof
ofn top fl661 flat in l)hak;r s.lrcre such a rnetttod \txs use(|.'lcntperalure re:rtlings
firr ln insuhred roorn rvere cornpilre(l *ith thlt of an uninsul.ltcrl onc. 1'he coolirig
notcntifll was foun<l to he sigrrificant nn(l ihis mitho(l is proposctl as n thcnnilllv
rnrl ecorrornic:rlly viahlc alterruti'c frrr roof insulation. llris nrcthod if nra(te
popttl:rr cnrr hclp revir.e the f!(rllcr! crrfl rr{rich is in danger ofhcing taken ovcr by
enlironnrentally harnrhrl pl;rstics.
:1いR「N(「 !:A:ヽ
I. INTRODUCTI()N
Along s,ith high outdoor tenrpcratures solirr
radiation is an inlporlant source ofheat gain for buildings
in Bangladesh. This is particul:rrly true for rrrhrn areas
rvhere the nature of btrilding cons(ruction and use is
different from the rural areas. Rural houses consist of a
number of one storied single ccll units aroulrd r
courtyard. lrlatcrials arc mud. bamboo, thiltch ctc. 'lhcse
houscs are ertcnsircly nrolectcd by trccs rvhich prortuce
its os'n micro clirrrrtc and prolccl lhc huildirrgs firrrn solar
radi:rtion ( | ). lrlost activitics take place out(loors (hrring
the daytirne hours and indoor colnforl is only inrporlant at
night. ln the cities. horvevcr, lifc is differcnl and a lor of
aclivitics take place indoors in 'modcm" huildings nradc
of brick a,rd concrclc, closcly pacled togerhcr an(l
$ithout the bcnefit of trces to provide protcction. -lhe
problcln is intcnsificd in the top floors of such huildings
rvhere the flat concrclc roof is exposed to dircci ratlirtirrn.
lrlcclranical cooling is a vcry expcnsive option and thc
conrrnonly uscd cciling fans do littlc lo irnlrovc corrrfrrrt
in high ternperatures. l,he nced to devclon pnssile rrrclns
of solar contiol is irnporlanl frrr cornftrrlrhle living anrl
higher productility. Gilcn the constraints of rcsourccs
lhis has to hke into considcralion the use of local
technologies, rnitcrials and skills.
2. 1'lll: C'l-lNtAl E.
Bangladesh has a hot hunrid clintatc flnd olhcr than
the period fronr Novcnrhcr to Fcbrulry drytinre
nra:(irnum lcnrperatlrcs are above lfIC. l)uring the prc
nlonsoon period (Nlarch.lrlil).) this is lrighcst. 'l his pcriod
also has the highest solar r:rdiation intensity (fig. l.). I hc
monsoon period has slighlly lowcr tetnperaturcs hut r.cry
high hurnidity. lt is only during the cool neriod(November-February) that conditions arc rnore or less
comfortable.
Fig. l : 'l cnrpcrature tnd sol:rr ra(liiltion for
l)haka(21.7'N)
l. CLll\,t^TE RESPONSIvENESS AND t\toDERN
URBAN RUILDINGS.
lvlodern construction in the urban arcas is
characterised by the use ofbrick and concrere.(fig. 2.) To
accommodate thc erer increasing popul:rtion huilding
heights are highcr antl ii is cornmon to find 4/5 storied
houscs but high risc hlocks arc vct to hcconte popular.
For the hot hunrid clinrnte air florv is as irnportant
consideration hut due to heavy conce[tration of buildings
this is nol nhvays successfully achievcd. Frorn the point
of vierv of proteclion frorn solar rartiation, s'llls in
closely placed huiklings have an advantage because of
sharling providcd hv othcr builtlings. l'he roofs are
exposed to direct sol:rr radiation fronr ihc high sunuuer
sun causing henting up of the upper lloors and there is
little scope for trces to provide any extra protection
beyohd ts'o storcy hciglrts. ln a recent s(udy of I 0 houses
in Dhakr. conrlucte<l hy the author top floors rvere found
t
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to h:rvc tcrlrpcrirturcs of ubovc J6'C rs c()nlpilr(d to
grountl floor t0urns rrlrcrc tcnrpcrilturcs w(rc ill'\rut {'('
lorver in ihc h(rttcst period. of thc ycrr. 'lhc roof
construction s,irs stln(lirr(l l25nrrn R.('.C. shlrs $ illroul
insulation. Itcccnl tlcvclopnrcnls in hitsh 5lrcnglh
dcfonncd stccl hrrs nr;rkc it possihle to h;rvt thinrcr slrtrs
rvhich rnakcs thc problcrrr rvorsc.
liig. 2: I'ludcrn builtlings in l)lr:rtr
4. tNSt,,t-A ItON I'RACI tCI]S
'l'here lrc no stiu(litrds for roof iusulltron in lhc
builtling codcs but tlrcre are sornc prircticcs. []ccrruse flut
concrete roofs as cirst ilrc not grodrd prupcrly frrr $ltcr
nrn offduri[B the ririns somc roofs h:rvc I 75rnrn llycr of
lirne tenacing to gr:rrle it.'Ihis offcrs a ccrtrirr dcgrcc of
insulation. ln the previously nrculiunctl stutly bv rhc
author tcorpcraltrrc differcnces bct\\'ccn lop fluor roorils
with and wilhout insuliltion wcre ftrtrrrrl to hc t)ctwccn I
and 2'C. lt rvas also noticcd thitt in sorrrc crscs the lirnc
tcrracing dclcrior:rlcs sullstanliillly ulicr I rrrrrrrtrcr of
ycilrs thus rcducirrg its insulirting prtrpcrtics. lhc ctrst of
lirtte lcrrlcing is irlso going up antl tlrc proecss is tiruc
consurrrirrg.
Sutnc attctrrl'ts arc nrrdc at r()ol'g.lr(lcIing but
exposlrrc t-rf thc plrnts to hrgh intcrrsity rrtlirtirrn rcquirc
that thc pl:lnts thcnrscl!cs bc protrctcJ
'lhcre ute otrc or two cxarnplcs of rloublc roofs in
l)huta anrl thcy rrc quile eflcctivc.'llrc crrst ul'a tloublc
roof is subst;rrrlially highcr lnd vcry [rs' run ullirrrl it.
Reccntly sorrrc huildings in I)lraka lrllr rrrrde tlrc
usc oI hullos' blucks plrstcrcd ovcr conctctc rorrfs lrr
itnprovc irrsulation A stu(ly by Inrurrudrlilr rn(l oihrrs tt
the Bangladcsh [.lnivcrsity of Iingirrccrirrg anrl
1'echnologl'ltrs foutrd dilfcrenccs of abrrrrt J- Jt'
hclu'ccn thc ccilirrg surfaces of strch rrr insulrtcd shh as
cornpart'd trr a slrndrrd concrc(c slrb ftrr flll roufs lltc
diffcrcrtct wils rnr)rc lur inclincd rtrofs (]]. I hc tlillcrcncc
in room lcnlpcrJtrrrc rvls, hou'cvcr. ltsscr, r trrrrirr:ultt of
2t.
5. t,sE oF liAR il ilrN poTs FOR tNSUt-A I tON.
No hnou.lr exiunples of the use ol' lrollos, cirrtherr
nuls f()r insulJli()ll crist irr Bangladc:h but sotttc
tcfcrcnr-cs catr bt fountl in lristuricrl norcls. llrcy sctc
Lno\\'n l(r bc uscd irr huiltlings in norllrcrn lrrtlir slriclr
hrs a hol tlry clirrrrte. llrccrrtly a urodcrrr brriklirrg irr
l)cllri has rrrrtlc uf it u.ith apprcciatrlc cffccrs ( l). Ilrc iltr
grp crciltc(l hy thc irrvertcd pots insul:tt(s thc roof;tnrl tlre
cr)\'ctilB ovcr tllcnl:rtils thcruul irrcrtil lo tlrc slrh ls u
rvlrtr I c.
[jartlrcn fiots ilrc nlilnufilcturcd nr.rrrrlrlly in
[]irngllrlt.slr by pt)ttcrs trrr tlrc rrhccl arrrl uscd frrr lccping
footl lfig l). \Yilh thc :rtlrtrrt of plrsric corrrrirrcrs rhcir
rrsc is lcss (oilllur)n. l)ilt tlt(y sttll crtrttilltc trr lt(
rrrrnrrfu ctrrrrtl in srn.rll rlrr.rrrtrtics
l:ig. .l: [.irrrlrcn pot
6 Sl(Jt)\'()t: lllt: t:tjl.H(-t ti'i'li,rnlttEru t,fIt'
lNst [ ,\ iloN
An crpcrirrrclrl $as crrricrl rnll ilt tlrc lrrp llrrtlr llll
ul'l (hrcc sttrricrl lrtrusc ilt [)hul'ir. lrrrt utljoirring rtxrnrs
rrl' alrrrost :irrrilirr sizcs lrrrth hlr.ilrg l25rrrrn concrcle
Iorrf5, q1;1g \\ith cJtllt(n Ir(rt inrul.lli0lt tlre olhcr rvitlruut\\clt ohsctvcd lrrd llrc tcrrrlls co[ll!ilt((l
liig. {: hrlcrtcd p(rls l:rid otur llre ruof
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Iltc totrI oI ottc of 1l]c ror]rlls (l Srrr r '1 lttl) '.rr';
covcred by inverlcrl erllltcn pots e;tclt nleaslllilrll 225ttlln
in diarnctcr and I 50rrrrn in lrcight (fig. 4). I lre grPs lcfl is
a result of the rrrrnrlish conicrl sltrpc of lltc ptrls rvcte
tlren filled rvitlt srtr(l to hring lhc sulfacc l() a lcvcl A
cerlrent c([lclclc lavcr oI r!ctrgc llrickncss 50tttttt rvrs
taid on top to crcile a slr.pe frrr wller rtrll ofI (fig 5 ).
thc pols rvere hottghl nlf a lradilionrl pollct's slt(rf. Ihc
u'hole proccss lorrk lrlo tnrsons and five lrclpcrs onc
*hole da;' lr) conrplcle
Fig. 5: t)ctril of insrtlation lrvcr
Sitnttltaneotrs ttlclstlrellrenls of lctttpctrlltte uetc
rnadc in lhe lwo rootTls lo colrln:rre the effccl of illsulllcd
loofwilh llte orrlinrrv concrcle roof. Re:rdings rvere laken
ofthc rop surftrce. tnitltllc scc(ion and tlre ccilirrg for the
instrlaled roof irnrl onll' lhe top sur[acc and ceilirrg for llrc
uninsulate(t 6ns 15 rvell as for lhe roonl lc,llflcralurc ol'
holh siturlions (figs.6,7). Outside air tclnf cralrlrc w:ls
also recorded. Ihc rerrlings s'cre taken on a hourlv hrsis
over a l\1enlv fottr llttttr pcriod in eirly Oclohcr ttsintl
ordinary tligitrl lhcrrnrrtttr:tcrs. Venlilrlion oI llrc itrlcrior
rvns not considcrctl antl tlre rlintlorvs wete kcPl closed frrr
the durition of rcrrlings.
!|
UNINSULATED R00M
Fig 6:l ct,lPCrntt,rc rc「crc,lc Points rl、rthc t、vo:Oo!liヽ
7 ()llSl:ltVr\ | iilr.l{ ,i1 11 lll-:ltll..l S
'I he lcnrprrxlurcs oI tlrc l\\'o rooills !'xry
sipnificanll-y irr thc a0crnoon horrrs (12 n(\on lo 6 n Itl.)
and thc difl'crcrrcc is hctrvccn 2.5C to 
-1.4'C arrrl al rround
3 p.nr. tlris is tttrritrtrrn. I hc oulsidc lctrtpclattrrc is
higlresl at tlris tilne anrl it only.3'(i highcr llrxn the
lernpcrrlure of llrc urrinsrrlrlctl roorn (fig.7). llrc
diffcrence of tlrc ceiling tenrperalure oI lhe lwo rootns al
the peak rflenroon horrrs is ahove lffCl (fig.8).
I]ig 7Corrrparison of irrtloor letnpcratttrcs for bolh
roorns rvith outdoor condiliolls
Fiit. 8: Strr frtcc ltnrlcraturcs of roof arxl cr:ilirrg fi-l trolh
slrbs
'ilrc ovcrall conditions [or tlte x'lrole periorl rvcre
plollcd ilr grrplrs and the cotnparative pcrlorrrrencc :Jrows
rnaxirnurn tliffcrences during tlre aflernoon horrrs. Afler
rnidnight and upto thc enrly nlomings the interior
conditions in botlr rooms Rrc cornparable when
temper:ltrrres are hclorv ldC.
'l'he lirrre lag for (he insulalcd slab is aborlt 7 hours
as cornprred lo 1.5 hrrrus for uninsulnled one.
8. CONCT,USIoNS
lnsuhlion u'ith carthen pots is r viablc nrcthod for
concrete roof slnhs in R:rnglndesh as an allernative to
cornlnonly used lin)e lcrracing both lrom the point of
view of pcrfonn:trrcc anrl cosls. Cosls arc less than
convenlional linrc lcrrflcing givcn the fact lhat lhese pots
IN5υLATED R00M
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u,crc bollsht rt rclril priccs anrl at a rcl;rti!cly srrrrll scrlc
I hc nlrnilf:lclurr'rs :rrc Nilling to rctlrrcc priccs
suhstlnti:rlly firr hull prrrclrascs u,lrich wrrrrld hc thc
qrtrnlity frrr lltc s lrolc rorrI trI a sllrnrlrrd lrorrsc.
-llrr pots rrc orrlirr:rrily rrscd ftx kccping frrorl alrd
are of stllfieicrrt slrcnglh to rllorv thc usc oI tlrc rtroftop
[or lrurrr:rr rctir it1. rs is conrrrrorr in Brnglrtlcslr
'l lrc rlcsigrr rrl llrr pots rnry bc rrrrrrlifirrl to srril tlrc
prrrposc lnrl t() in(trilsc cllicicncy. An irrrpror.ctl tlcsigrr
rnay ltrd lo lltc rc(llt(tion in llre qrrrrrlity ol srrrrl ncctlcrl
to fill llrc grps hctsccrr lhcrn lhtrs rctlrrcing costs
With tlrt' irrurrrrirrg prrprrlrrity of plrsric cr)ntililcrs
llrc crrllsrrrcrr rrlrrr nr:rLr llt(sc pots rrc gr.rrlrr.rlly grrirrg
rttrl of hrrsrtrcss I lrc rrrrlcsprcrrl trsc rrI tlris lrrcllrrrrl rrrll
Irrlp lrt rcrirc llrcir tr:rrlc, boosl tlrc locrl ccorrolrry rnd
lropcfully prolret tltc cnvirotuncnt hy prcrcrrlirrg tlre
hrture use r)f pol),st)'rctre :rs an insul:rlirrg tlllltctirl.
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ABSTRACT. Indoor tenrpertaures and their relationship to corrr[ort lelrrperalures deternrine the
comfort habitabilty of houses. Given llre unprerlictibilty o[air [lorv irr urban environments thisis
of particular inrporlance. Within lhe rarrge of housing typologies in the urban areas of
Bangladesh nnd the variations in corrslruction types behavior palterns are diffeEent in terms o[
indoor temperatures and its swing. Relationships between indoor and outdoor tentperature
swings and the corresponding decrement l-actors can be used as basis flor evaluating the relative
environtnnelal performence of the lrousing typologies.
I INTRODUC'TION
Given the absense of air conrtiiionirrg the therrrral conditiorrs irr trrtran houses in Barrgladeslr are
'largety deternrined by tlesign and consiruclion as it inleracls rvith the clinratic context o[ the
urban environnrent. Thermal interaclions are largely delerrrrined by llre nature of construction
,which relies heavily on tlre use of brick,cernent and concrete. Ternperattrres indoor and resultant
'conrfort conclilions are delermined, arnongst otlrer lhings, by rvall arrcl roof rnalerials which ofler
lsome variation in ihicknesses hence capacily lo store lreat. In tlense buildirrg environrnerrls, nir
,flow for tlternral conrlort is not alrvays reliable and temperalure is often llre delernrinant forjcomlort. "l he follorving discussion alterrtpt lo evaluate the environrnental potential of various
'housing types in tertns of cotnlort orr lhe basis of measured terrrperaltrre data.
2 TIOUS I NG'I' Y POLOGIE S AND IVI EAS IJ IU]MEf{'T PERIOI) S
l0 different lrouses rvitlr variations in construclion, orienlation, location (lreiglrt fronr ground)
and site characteristics rvere measurerl for intloor and outdoor lenrperatures during three periods
'to get a lhermal profile for tlre rvhole year. A cold day in the cool period, a lrot day in the hot
dry period and a average day in tlre hot ltrrnid period, in January, April arrd Septernber. 1'he
outdoor lenrperature lvas mea$ffed seperately [or all cases and the rneasurerlents are
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simuiienous i.e. ali houses'were measured in the same d-ays.t'he houses hre representative of the
mairt variation in housing lypologies lhat occur in the urban areas. l'heir nrain characteristics are
given in Table I. The mass of a building is determined by the rvallrhickness, l25mm being light,
250mm mediurn and 375mm, heavy conslruclion.
Care
ref:
Silc
densily
Orienl nlions Roonr Constnrclion
open 2 nd floor
bcdroom
rrnlls
250 ntrn brick
roof / ceili
150 mm r.c.c.
+75rnm lime
dense north gr. floor
bcdroom
125 mnr brick corrugaled
ironlbamboo mal
dcnsc south I st floor
bcdroom
ed
125 mm brick
plastered
150 mm r.c.c
exposcd
nrodcrate east
norlh
2 nd floor l2-5 mnr brick 150 nrm r.c.c.
bcdroom plastercd floor above
south I sl floor
bcdroom
2nd floor 125 mrn brick
bcdroorn d
gr. floor
bcdroont
375 nrrn
brick
I 25 nrnrbrick 150 nrnr r.c.c
ntoderate south
n'est
moderale \r'csl
moderate
nroderate south
gr. floor
bcdrooln
5th floor
375 mrn
brick
I 25 nrnr brick
125 nrrn r.c.c
floor above
150 mm r.c.c
floor abovc
150 mm r.c.c
floor above
bcdroom plastered
150 mm r.c.c
+ 75 nrm lime
l0 moderate soulh gr. floor 250 mrn brick I l5 nrm r.c.c
' east bedroorn plastered floor abovc
Table I Descriplion of Case Sludies.
3. INDOOR AND OUTDOOR TEN{PEMTURES.
The indoor telnperatures as a rule have lower tenrperalure slvings tlran tlre outdoors in all three
measurement periods. The indoor lernperature range is contained within the outdoor range i.e.
the maximum indoor temperalure is lorver and the nrinimurn tenrperature highei ttran
.,corresponding outdoor lemperatures witlr the exception of one particular case (no.5) where the
indoor maximum is higher than the outdoor maximum in all tlrree instances.
The indoor temperature swing can be expressed as a ratio of the outdoor swing for the different
cases the resultant fraction is called tlre darnpening efrect o[tlre ourdoor srring:
D.E. (dampening effect) : Indoor lernperature srving/outdoor ternperature swing
The nature of this ratio is related to the nature of lhe buikling construction and the vatue varies
from season to season as shown in fig l.
The decrement factor gives the ratio o[ the rnaximum indoor temperature to the maximum
outdoor temperature and expresses tlre ability oItlre particular indoor environnrent to moderate
the outdoor temperature.
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4. I . Comforl temperatures for Bangladeslr
There are certain establislred ranges of tenlperatures which define the conditions in which lruman
beings leel comfortable (Olgyay, 1958; Fanger 1970 etc.). It is recongised that tlrat tlre values
that deline this range depend on the localion or that people in warmer climates are likely to feel
comfortable in higher lemperalures than tlreir counterparls in colder clinrates.(IIumphrey.s, 197g,
Givoni, 1992) The comfort tenrperatures nre also retated lo personal fiactors rr.i ur ciothing
and activily ranges.
An evaluation of comlort criteria for occupants of ur6an housirrg rvere made frorn volunleersfrom Dhaka with 400 individual recording of comfort conditions and corresponding
temperature, humidity and other environmental and personal variabtes. The results indicate a
marked tolerance for higher temperatures and humidities. For still air conditions or with slight
air movement for people wearing ordinary summer clotlring and engaged in seclerrtary or lilht
activity, the range o[ temperature where people leel conrlortolrty- *ur*, cornfortable'or
comfortably cool was lound to be between 24'C-32'C.(Mallick, I 994) This is tlre basis for the
evaluation of conrlort perlormance of lhe case studies
4.2. Criteria for ComforiErr;r";;
For any given outdoor tetnperattrre swing the preferable indoor swing is the_range of comlort
temperatttres which in this case is 8. Within the comfort range lower value of tire swing indicates
lesser variation of comfort tenrperatures hence lesser need for people to adjust to tJrnperature
fluctuations. Therefore low values of dampening eflect is a preferable 
"onJition for buildings. Ifthe indoor temperature is to be constant value, both swing and the dampening elTects are O. The
dampening effect atone cannot be used as a cornfort evatualion tool. For the upper linrit of the
indoor swing to be defined it is necessary to compare the decrenrent factor. Since the upper
comfort temperature in this case is 32'C for maxirnum outdoor temperatures higher than 32oC a
decrement factor lorver lhan I is desirable, the exlenl of wlrich depenrts on the exact value of the
ouidoor maximum temperature. It is more preferable to have the indoor nraxirrrurn tenrperalure
to be lower than the rnaximum conrlort tenrperalure. For rvarnt days low value is preffered. For
cold days rvlten outdoor ntaxintuttt is lorver than the rnaximunr colnlort tenrperature the yalue
.shotrld be nlore lltan l. A more precise definalion of ttre prelfered decrenrelrt lactor is given 6y:
iwhere 28oC is the mean comlort temperature. At the same tirrre the lower cornlort tenrperature
'should not be less than 24"C, to avoid feeling cold.
5 COMPARISON OF COMFORT PERFORI\,{NNCE OF TI]E CASE STUDIES.
The comfort performance of the case studies can be evaluated on the basis oI the dampening
effects and decrement factors for eaclr situation. The comparison is nrade for the hot and tlre
cold day. The dampening effect and tlre corresponding decrement factors are plotted in tfie,
charts in lig 3. The basis lor corrtparison are lhe solid lines, all ttre points on which retate to i
vaxi@
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conditions that shouid ideaily occur in a cornl'ortable interior. The top nrost point in the line
correspond to values which relates to an interior temperalure range equal to tlre comlort range
and the lowest point to a constant temperature equal to tlte mean comlort temperature. The
outdoor temperature range for the hot tlay is taken as 26oC to 36"C and l4"C lo26"C for cold
day being the average rn*irn,,, anrl minimurn outdoor iemperatttres for all cases conlbined. Th{
deviations from tlrese ideal conditions line indicate llte relative perlormance of each case.
iabie 2 bampening Effects and Decrernent Factors lor tlre Ilot and Cold Days.
Fig 3. Performence of llre case studies cornpared witlt ideal contfort situation (solid lines)
'e coNcLusloNs I
iir the urban context naturat air florv is not a reliable means for achieving indoor comfort. Thq
air flow is unpredictabte because of surrounding buildings specially for ground floor_houses. In
ihe event that there is outdoor air florv, it is not ahvays able to reach indoors because for reasoit$
!f p.iua"y and security the windows remain closed. Ilthe windows are kept open, the air flow iirgreatly 
reduced by security grills and fly netting.(Koenigsberger, 1973). In such situation the
leiling fan is able to provide air movement and the indoor tentpgratttre conditions are important
for providing comlort.
For the hot day the heavier builclings have tlre lower maximurn indoor ternperatures as well as
Cater Atrril Jnnu nry
building
envelooe
D.E D.F D.E, D,F.
l mediurn .51 .92 .25 .86
7 lieht .58 .96 .48 .93
3 mcdiurn .58 .99 .32 .89
4 medium .72 .98 .41 .98
5 medium .58 t.04 .4 I 1.05
6 medium .39 .91 .37 .93
'l mass .19 .85 t3 .88
8 mass .75 .86 .08 .83
9 lisht .45 .9 .22 .89
t0 nrcdium .36 .91 l2 .94
April
.5
Drtnmtnl Frcior (D.F.) l)rcrrmrnl Frclor (l).I.)
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iower swings. Indoor comfort condiiions are iairiy steaciy and there is better potentiai for
comlort with the use of a ceilng fan. Contlitions in the liglrt structure (9) are also comparable
and atthouglr indoor maximum tenrperalures are higher tlre swing is large to accotnodate lower
temperatures. The conditions in medium constntctions are varied and in one particular case the
indoor maxinrum temperatures exceed that of tlre outdoors (5).
In the cold day the interiors in the lreavier buildings are colder and liglrter buildings are warmer
but also have a wider indoor swing to nccomodate comfort tentperatures. In all other buildings
the higher indoor temperatures are just above nrinintum comlort letttperatures. In Buildings with
larger swings (2,3,4,5,6,) the indoor temperalure lalls belorv tlre cornfort linrits.
Since for a major part o[ the year outdoor conditions are warm, lreavier buildings offer better
possibilities forcomlort the year round flronr two pointsrof view, tentperatures indoors are lower
as wett as the indoor swing and people do not need to adjust to fluctuations of temperatures-
Iligher indoor temperatures in light buildings can be tolerated because larger indoor swings
makes it possible to have lower temperatures at times. The issue of conlflort betrveen the two is
balanced between the reliability of warmer comfbrt conditions in heavy buildings and the
occurances, at particular times, of cooler lentperatures in tlre light buildings.
Between all buildings,differences in dampening effects are nrore prominent than diflerences in
decrement factors, lience the srving of indoor temperatures is a major consideration for comfort
performance.
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TTIERMAL coMFoRT INTRopTcAL CLTMATES: AN TNVESTIGATTON oF coMFoR.r
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ARSTRACT. For people living in warm ltumid climates the perception o[ comlort is inlluenced
by,ldrrg totth conditioning to high t"rp.rotures and humidity. Clothing and personal habits are
influenced by exterior.conditioni as are expectalions ofconriort. A study ofoccupants ofurban
hotlSing lfl Bangladesh indicates tolerance to high temperatures and very high humidities for
;omncrtt fi1ey{e--climate of the region and little experience of air conrliri-oning tlris is not
unexpected2,Srtmple means such as cool surfaces and ceiling fans are able to provide"comtort.
I THERIViAL COMFORT.
Thd existdhce of a com.fortable living environment is necessary for a healthy and productive life.
The state iJf comfort depe.nds on a wide range of factors some of rvhich, are not quantifiable
such as psychological wetl being. In quanrifiable terms thermal comfort is relatecl to a set of
'envifontrldntat conditions such ai air lemperature, radiant temperature humidity, air movement'etc. which are in turn dependant on personal variabtes such as clothing and, activity.
Experimehtat evidence have yielded certain values for the conditions (Olgyay, l95g; Fanger,
197^0; Givoni, 1976 etc.) wliich are used in building design practices as guidelines towards
achievitrg comfortable building environments o r' -'- -'
2 LbcAToN, CLIMATE AND CoMToRT.
,Cornfott preferences are subjective but certain ranges of conditions accommodate the comfort'sedsatiohi of a majority of people subject to a similar environment (Fanger 1970) Comfortpieferendes of people in different locations vary in terms of acclimatisation to a particular
clirnate' The long term experience of a warmer climate may result in people of that environment
;htrving e,tolerance to higher temperatures as compared io people in colder regions.(Givoni,it0l4 Htirnphreys, 1978; Sharma and Ali,l986) Changes in tehavioural parterns ctotling and
'activity between locations have an ellect on cornfort prJf.r.n..r.
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3 THERMAL CoN,IFoRT CRITERIA I;oR BANGLADESI{
Given tlre high temperatures and humidities that prevail lor most of tlre year in Bangladesh and
the adjusttrrent o[ the people to lhe sanre creates tlre need for evaluating comfort criteria which
are ddjusted to local needs, Tlre study focuses on the comfort requirements of occupants of
urbart housitrg in Dhaka. Assessments were nracle invotving students of Architecture from whom
arourld 400 recorded observations oIconrlort conditions cotrld be gathered.
4 CONDITIONS OBSERVED
Assessrnents were made on the basis of the seven point Bedlord scale of thennal
sensations@edford,l936). Recordings ol air temperaktre, humidity, globe temperature, air
movEthertt and in some cases external temperatures were made as the main environmental
variables. Personal variables relaling to age, sex, occupation, tocation, clothing and activity were
also t0corded. Observations were made in the homes of the people as they went about their daily
lives tiver d number of days. The period of observations were betrveen February and Septenrber
which coveted the short hot and dry period and the hot humid period. Ceiling fans are a
comttlon elOment in most urban houses and the effect of air movement was evaluated using air
speed date for various speed settings. The identification olcomlortable situations relate to the
threO centt0l votes comflortably cool, comfortable and conrfortabty warm.
s ActrvttY AND'CLOTHTNG RANGES.
I
I
TheltudyEonside(ed normal conditions of clothing and activity aswoutd take place in ordinary
doniti$tic Sltuation\. Activities as domestic functions included casual rvork mostly ranging in
value$ btlrileen .8 t\ t.2 met. There were no instances of work exceeding 2 met. The choice oi
cloihlhg id.ltarm situations were restricted to light ctothes not exceeding an insulation value o[
.5 cld. Cl6thing styles in Bringladesh are adapted to comfort in their lightness and the way thef
arC rtbrn. lfl most cases lhey are loose and allorv air movement within the body. Even the female
piefefenci bf the saree which is a six meter tong piece of fabric worn wrappei arounrl the body
is loose iti lts disposition and leaves areas exposed to air movement. Estirnations of clo values
were rnade tvith these consideralions.
Fig t. Cto values for typicai sunrmer ciothing
m
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W
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:6 COMFORT CONDITIONS
6.l. Air temperature and air ntovenlent
Under still air conditions cornfort tenrperattrre ranges for people engaged in a range of
househoid activities wearing ordinary clothing were found to be betrveen 24"C and 33oC.
Narrowing it down to sedenlary activity only and clothing values of .5 clo the range is narrower
between 24oC and 32"C.
Tlre comfdrt temperatures increase rvitlr air movenlent but only for certain values. For air
movement Upto.l5m/s generated by the slow setting of the ceiling fan there is no appreciable
change irt the range of comlort temperalures. For air{low of .3rn/s there is a rise in the lower
and upper limits of temperatures by 2.4"C and 2.2"C respectively. For higlrer air flow ot.45m/s
the change in both limits are less than loC.
comlorlobly worm r comlorloble r comlorlobly cool .^
36.m
34.m
32.m
d 3o.m
Eg 28.m
i zo.m
24.@
22.m
20.00
50 00 55.00 60.00 65.m 70.m 75.m 80.00 85.00 90.00 95.00 1m.00
R.H.
Fig 2. Comlort Conditions witlt no air movctnent
r--
.lI
I
Frtn sp€€d setting Air movement Com[orl range Mean Conrfort T
nori0
sloW
tnediUlrt
fast
0
. l5rn/s
.3m/s
.45nls
24',C - 33',C
240C - 330C
26.4'C -35.2"C
27"C - 35.80C
28.9"C
29.5'C
30.90c
31.6"C
Table l. Comfort temperatures for different air velocities
6.2. fiumi<iity.
Th6 tesults show a tolerance for high humidity conditions. There are instances where people
hdv$'repofted to be comfortable in humidities above 95Yo. The range is slightly more for
cohditiod$ With no or slow air movement and decreases with higher air speeds. Lower limit of
hufilidity l$ around 50%. The reaction to humidities below this cotrld not be ascertained as such
conditionS did not occur during the period of observations. Thcre was no apparent effect of
humidity cin changes in comlort sensations.
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:6.3. Radiant temperature
Globe teftlperature as an indicator o[ lhe mean radiant temperalure was noted for all
iobsdl-vatidll!, As a general trend globe tcnrperature is lorver than air tenrperalure. The walls in
[rnost hotrses are of masonry and f]oors are concrete with smootlr finishes. In comparing bothplobe and nir temperature for similar cornlort conditions at dillerent air speeds the diffIrence,
ibetwOen air and globe temperalure readings dirninsh witlr higher air spee<.1s. Globe temperatures
hre elwayS lower than external lonperatures wherever recorded reinlorcing tlre noiion that
Fatufe of building construction has a direct bearing on comfort.
Comlorl condilions compored belween oir ond globe
lomperolure reodings ln foslJon speods (.45m/s)
Comforl condllions wilh no olr movomenl compored belween
olr lemperolure ond globe lemperolure reodlngs
m 55.m 60.m 6s.m 70.m 7s.m ,80.m 85.00 90.m 95.m lm.m
R.H.
Fig 3. Globe and air temperature readings for comfort conditions at different air vetocities
A$ a varidble against comfort votes globe ternperature vatues show the best relationship as,
oppdsed'to air temperature and relative humidity. Regression analysis of votes and globel
tefilperarufe yields a value of f : .ZS. This is acceptable as a good corretation because oltt.:
natUte dt variatiorl i.e. the votes only have values corresponding to absotute numbers.j
Subsequeiit calculations of comfort votes from the equatiort of the regression line andi
cciltlliaristih with actual votes shorv an agreement with 44Yo ol the actual votes in the three
tettral categories and more than 60% in the case olthe 0 (neutral) vote.
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The equation for calculation olglobe temperature from regression i, giu.n by,
C.V. = Ts *.18 -5.11
C V. is the value o[ the vote and T, is the corresponding globe te,nperature. Subsequent
calculation show a neutral radiant temperature of 28.3"C and a range of 22.8"C to 33.9'C for all
three comfort sensations. Comparing the real data the neutral globe temperature seems to be
accurate while the lower and upper lirnits are further away then what would seen lo be reasonable
deviation.
globc tcmp.
Fig 4. Regression line for comlort votes and globe temperatures
7. CONCLUSIONS
An air temperature range of 24"C to 32oC along with relative humidity values of between 50 and
9Oo/o can be said to be range in which people feel comfortable without or in little air movement.
The acceptance of high humidities as normal is more because of long term conditioning and
higher threshold of tolerance to such situations and probably not by choice. There is little
experience of lower humidities in that climate and very few instances of buildings where the
humidity is artificially controlled. It may argued that people may actually feel uncomfortable at
lower humidities. There is no decrease in comfort temperatures at higher humidities.
Radiant temperature is the decisive determinant for comfort and even if air temperature is high
lower radiant temperatures can induce feeling of comfort. Building design has an important role
to play in this respect. Buildings with heavier construction have lower radiant temperatures and
are better in terms of comfort. Behavioural patterns such as walking bare foot over cool floors
contribute to comfort.
Air flow can provide comfort at higher temperatures beyond velocities of .3m/s lower velocities
can only contribute to health ventilation. In dense urban situations where air flow through open
windows cannot always be depended upon, the ceiling fan is a reliable source for cooling but only
at settings of medium speed and beyond.
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During the cotd period there is likcty to be little adjustnrent to daytime comrori iemperatures
becdUse the conditions are not cold enotrgh to nrale a nrajor diference in clothing. Durirrgl
'particulady cold days and niglrts clothing insulation values may ,ise to I clo with subsequerij
lowering 'of comfort temperattrres by l-2oC. This is more valid for the colder north of the'
coUntry than the milder coaslal areas.
The study is limited lo the urban population who are aware of the benefits to comfort provided
by active hleans aS the ceiling [an. For tlre rural population rvho lack these m'eans a,rd ntt arvare
of th0 beflefits expectations of conrlorl hence tolerance tevels may be highef.
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